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PREFACE 
The present thesis entitled "Study of Existence of Solutions and Iterative Algo-
rithms for Certain Classes of Variational Inequafities" is an outcome of the studies 
made by the author at the Department of Mathematics, Aligarh Muslim University, 
Aligarh, India during the last three years. 
Variational inequality theory was developed by G. Stampacchia [142] and G. 
Fichera [57] in the early 1960's to study the problems in potential theory and elas-
ticity, respectively. Since then the ideas and techniques of variational inequalities 
are being used to interpret the basic principles of pure and applied sciences in ele-
gant and simple form. Variational inequality theory constitutes an important and 
significant extension of the variational principles; the history of these principles can 
be traced back to Fermet, Euler, Lagranges, Newton and Leibnitz. This theory can 
be considered as a natural development of the IQ*^*^  and 20**^  problems of Hilbert 
which he formulated in his famous Paris lecture in 1900. Variational inequalities 
have been extended and generalized in several directions using novel and innova-
tive techniques both for their own sake and for applications. It has been shown 
that variational inequality theory provides the natural, direct, unified and efficient 
framework for the general treatment of a wide class of unrelated finear and nonlin-
ear problems arising in fluid flow through porous media, elasticity, transformation, 
economics, optimization, structural analysis, and applied and engineering sciences, 
see for example [9-16,18,19,35,36,38,39,52,53,58-60,65,81,82,98,125,127,128]. 
The development of variational inequahty theory can be viewed as a simulta-
neous pursuit of two difi^ erent fines of research during the last four decades. On the 
one hand, it reveals the fundamental facts of the quafitative behaviour of solutions 
(regarding existence, uniqueness and sensitivity) to important classes of boundary 
value problems. On the other hand, it also provides the means for developing highly 
efficient and powerful numerical methods to solve, for example obstacle, unilateral, 
free and moving boundary value problems. 
A vast literature is available on the variational inequality theory but the study 
of qualitative behaviour and iterative approximation of solutions of variational in-
equalities in terms of nonlinear mappings is stiU an unexplored field. 
In recent past, existence of solutions and convergence analysis of iterative algo-
rithms for finding approximate solutions of some important and useful generaliza-
tions of variational inequalities involving nonlinear mappings viz., general variational 
inequalities, quasi-variational inequalities, variational-hke inequalities, variational 
(-like) inclusions, mixed equiUbrium problems and their generalizations have been 
studied by many authors, see for example [1,5,20,24,25,28-32,41-45,49-51,54,55,63,64, 
66-72,76-80,88,90,108-122,132,144-146,151]. Most of the works in this direction have 
been done in the setting of Hilbert spaces. Therefore, a natural question arises as 
to whether or not one can extend these in the setting of Banach spaces. 
In 1988, Dafermos [37] initiated the study of the sensitivity analysis of solu-
tion of a parametric variational inequality involving single-valued mappings in R". 
Since then, the sensitivity analysis of solutions for various classes of variational 
inequahties (inclusions) has been studied by many authors, see for example [2,46-
48,70,89,94,96,119,123,133,136,150]. Most of the works in this direction have been 
done in the setting of Hilbert spaces. Therefore, the study of sensitivity analysis of 
solutions for new classes of variational inequahties ( inclusions) in Banach spaces, 
remains an interesting problem. 
Recently, Huang et al. [Q^] initiated the study of stability of iterative algo-
rithms for a class of variational inequahties involving single-valued mappings in 
Hilbert space. Later, stabihty of iterative algorithms of various classes of varia-
tional inequalities (inclusions) have been discussed by many authors, see for example 
[3,20,79,80,90,91]. Most of the works in this direction have been done in the setting 
of Hilbert spaces. Therefore, the study of stability of various classes of iterative al-
gorithms of variational inequahties (inclusions) and their set-valued generalizations 
in Banach spaces, remains also an interesting problem. 
The main objective of this thesis is to study the existence and sensitivity analysis 
of solutions and to discuss the convergence and stability analysis of iterative algo-
rithms, for some new classes of variational inequalities and variational inclusions in 
Banach spaces. This work generalizes, improves and unifies the concepts, techniques 
and results given by many authors for the various classes of variational inequali-
ties and variational inclusions, see for example [2,28,30,32,46,48,49,54,55,62,77,84,88, 
89,94,106,109-116,119-124,133,145]. 
IV 
The thesis consists of nine chapters. 
In Chapter 1, we review some notions, definitions and results which are used 
in the presentation of the work of the subsequent chapters. Further, we give brief 
survey of some classes of variational inequalities. 
In chapter 2, we consider a set-valued implicit quasi-variational inequahty prob-
lem in real uniformly smooth Banach space. Using set-valued version of Boyd-Wong 
fixed point theorem, we prove the existence of solution of this problem. Further, we 
extend the notion of stabihty for the iteration procedure involving set-valued map-
ping. Furthermore, we develop an iterative algorithm for the problem and discuss 
its convergence and stability analysis. 
In Chapter 3, we develop some iterative algorithms for a generalized set-valued 
implicit quasi-variational inequahty problem in real uniformly smooth Banach space. 
Further, we prove the existence of solution and discuss the convergence analysis of 
the iterative algorithms for the problem. 
In Chapter 4, we consider a system of generalized variational-like inequality 
problems and its related auxihary problems in real Hilbert spaces. Further, we prove 
the existence of solutions of these auxiliary problems and develop an algorithm for 
the system of problems. Furthermore, we prove the existence of unique solution of 
the system of problems and discuss the convergence analysis of the algorithm. 
In Chapter 5, we consider a generalized mixed equilibrium problem in real 
Hilbert space. Further, we extend the notions of Yosida approximation and re-
lated regularized operator due to Moudafi and Thera [95] and discuss some prop-
erties of these operators. Related to generalized mixed equilibrium problem, we 
consider a generalized Wiener-Hopf equation problem and establish an equivalence 
relation between them. Furthermore, we prove the existence of solution and discuss 
the convergence and stabihty analysis of the iterative algorithm for the generalized 
Wiener-Hopf equation problem. 
In Chapter 6, we define P-77-proximal point mapping associated to new class of 
P-77-accretive mappings and prove that F-r^-proximal point mapping in single-valued 
and Lipschitz continuous in real g-uniformly smooth Banach space. Further, we 
consider a system of variational-like inclusion problems in real g-uniformly smooth 
Banach spaces. Using P-77-proximal point mapping approach, we prove the existence 
of the unique solution and develop a Mann type iterative algorithm for this system of 
problems. Furthermore, we extend the notion of stabihty for a system of iteration 
procedure and discuss the convergence and stability of the Mann type iterative 
algorithm. 
In Chapter 7, we prove the properties of P-77-proximal point mapping, dis-
cussed in Chapter 6, in general real Banach space. Further, we consider a set-valued 
variational-like inclusion problem in real Banach space. Using P-rj-proximal point 
mapping approach, we prove the existence of solution and discuss the convergence 
analysis for the iterative algorithm of the set-valued variational-like inclusion prob-
lem. 
In Chapter 8, using P-7]-proximal point mapping approach and property of 
the fixed point set of set-valued mapping, we establish some existence theorems for 
a parametric generalized set-valued implicit quasi-variational inclusion problem in 
real uniformly smooth Banach space. Further, we prove that the solution set of the 
parametric problem is Lipschitz continuous with respect to the parameter. 
In Chapter 9, using F-7]-proximal point mapping approach given by Kazmi and 
Bhat [79], and the property of the fixed point set of set-valued mapping, we prove 
the existence of solution of a parametric set-valued implicit variational-like inclusion 
problem in real uniformly smooth Banach space. Further, we prove that the solution 
set of the parametric problem is Lipschitz continuous with respect to the parameter. 
In the end, we give a comprehensive list of references of books, monographs, 
edited volumes and research papers used in carrying out this research work. 
Some results of this thesis have been presented in the International conference 
on "Topic on Functional Analysis and Numerical Analysis (TOFNA) (2005) held 
at Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay, India; the Annual conference of Indian 
Mathematical Society (2004), India and in some other conferences. Eight papers 
based on the research work contained in this thesis have been communicated for 
publication in the reputed journals. Two of them which contain the work of Chapter 
3 and Chapter 7 have been accepted for publication in journals entitled "Journal 
of Nonlinear and Convex Analysis" and "Journal of Mathematical Analysis and 
Applications" respectively. 
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CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, variational inequality theory has emerged as one of the main 
branches of mathematical and engineering sciences. This theory provides a simple, 
natural, unified and general framework to study a wide class of unrelated problems 
arising in mechanics, elasticity, optimization, control theory, management science, 
operations research, economics, transportation and other branches of mathematical 
and engineering sciences. 
Variational inequaUty theory was initiated independently by Fichera [57] and 
Stampacchia [142] in the early 1960's to study the problems in the elasticity and po-
tential theory, respectively. The first general theorem for the existence and unique-
ness of solution of variational inequality was proved by Lions and Stampacchia [86] 
in 1967. Since then, this theory has been developed and studied in several direc-
tions using new and powerful methods, see for example Barbu [15], Bensoussan [10], 
Bensoussan and Lions [18], Brezis [23], Cottle et al. [35], Ekland and Temam [53], 
Giannessi and Maugeri [58], Glowinski [59], Glowinski et al. [60], Kinderlehrer and 
Stampacchia [82], Mosco [93], Noor [100,108,110], Tan [143] and the references cited 
therein. Most of the problems of physics and mechanics have been formulated in 
the form of variational inequalities, see for example Baiocchi and Capelo [13], Ben-
soussan and Lions [18,19], Crank [36], Duvaut and Lions [52], Hlavacak et al. [65], 
Kikuchi and Oden [81], Necas et al. [99], Panagiotopoulos [127] and the references 
cited therein. 
In 1973, Benssousan et al. [17] introduced a new class of variational inequalities 
known as quasi-variational inequahties arising in the study of impulse control theory. 
Quasi-variational inequalities are also appUcable in the problems of optimization, 
economics and decision science. For further details, see for example Baiocchi and 
Capelo [13], Bensoussan and Lions [19], Chang and Pang [26], Mosco [93], Noor 
[102,105], and the references cited therein. 
In 1989, Parida et al. [130] initiated the study of existence theory of a new class 
of variational inequalities known as variational-like inequalities arising in the study 
of nonconvex optimization problems. It is noted that variational-like inequalities 
are very closely related to invex functions, see for example Yang et al. [149] and the 
references cited therein. 
In 1968, Brezis [23] initiated the study of the existence theory of a new class vari-
ational inequalities later known as variational inclusions, using proximal mappings 
due to Moreau [92]. Variational inclusions include variational, quasi-variational and 
variational-like inequalities as special cases. For the applications of variational in-
clusions, see for example Aubin et al. [11,12], Baiocchi and Capelo [13], Ekland and 
Temam [53] and the references cited therein. In 1994, Hassouni and Moudafi [63] 
studied the convergence analysis of iterative algorithm for a class of variational in-
clusions. Since then Adly [1], Ding [43,44], Ding et al. [51], Huang [66,67] and Kazmi 
[72] have obtained some important extensions of the class of variational inclusions 
considered in [63]. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows: 
In Section 1.2, we review various notations, known definitions and results which 
are essential for the presentation of the results in subsequent chapters. 
In Section 1.3, we give brief survey of various classes of variational inequalities. 
1.2. SOME TOOLS OF FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS 
Throughout the thesis unless otherwise stated, H denotes a real Hilbert space; 
H* denotes the topological dual of H; E denotes a real Banach space; E* denotes 
the topological dual of E; 2^ denotes the power set of E; CB(E) denotes the family 
of all nonempty, closed and bounded subsets of E and C{E) denotes the family of 
all nonempty and compact subsets of E. If there is no confusion likely to occur, we 
denote the norm of Hilbert space H, Banach space E and their dual spaces by || • ||, 
and denote the inner product of H and the duality pairing between E and E* by 
Theorem 1.2.1[82]. Let K be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of H. Then 
for each x ^ H, there is a unique y E K such that 
| | x - y | | = inf | | a ; -z | | . (1.2.1) 
Definition 1.2.1 [82]. Let K he a. nonempty, closed and convex subset of H. The 
point y E K satisfying (1.2.1) is called the projection oi x E H on K, and we write 
y - PK{X). 
Note that Pxix) =x, Vx e K. 
Theorem 1.2.2[82]. Let K be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of H. Then 
y = PK{X), the projection of x E H on K, if and only if there exists y E K such 
that 
(y, z-y)> {x,z-y), Wz eK. 
Theorem 1,2.3[82]. Let K be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of H. Then 
the mapping PK is nonexpansive, that is, 
\\PK{x)-PK{y)\\<\\x-y\\, \fx,yeH. 
Definition 1.2.2[107]. A mapping r]: H x H ^ H is said to be 
(i) 6-strongly monotone if there exists a constant 6 > 0 such that 
{T]{x,y),x-y) >5\\x-yf, \/x,y E H; 
(ii) T-Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant r > 0 such that 
||7?(a;,y)||<T||a;-y||, \/x,y e H. 
Definition 1.2.3[5,12]. A set-valued mapping M : H ^ 2^ is said to be 
(i) monotone if 
{u-v, x-y)>0, yx,y E H, ue M{x), v G M(y); 
(ii) a-strongly monotone if there exists a constant a > 0 such that 
{u-v, x-y) >a\\x-y\\'^, \/x,y e H, ^u e M{x), v e M{y); 
(iii) maximal monotone if M is monotone and {I + pM){H) = H for some constant 
p > 0 . 
Definition 1.2,4[94]. Let p be a positive number and K he a nonempty, convex 
and closed set of H. For a given bifunction F : H x H ^R the associated Yosida 
approximation, Fp, over K and the corresponding regularized operator, A^, are 
defined as follows: 
Fp{x,y) = {-ix-J^ix)),y-x) and A^ :=-{x ~ J^ix)), 
in which J^{x) E K is the unique solution of 
pF{J^{x),y) + {Jfix) -x,y- jf{x)) > 0, Vy e K. 
Remark 1.2,1 [94,95]. li F{x,y) = sup ((^ , y - x) and X = if, B being a maximal 
monotone operator, it directly yields 
jf{x) = iI + pB)-'x and Af{x) = Bp{x), 
where Bp := - ( / — ( / + pB))~ is the Yosida approximation of B, and we recover 
the classical concepts. 
Definition 1.2.5[152]. A functional f : H x H -^ RU {+00} is said to be 0-
diagonally quasi-concave (in short, 0-DQCV) in x, if for any finite set {xi, •, •, •, Xn} C 
H and for any y = ^2^1=1 ^i^i with Aj > 0 and X^" j^ Aj = 1, mmi<i<nf{xi, y) < 0. 
Definition 1.2.6(26,69]. Let K he a nonempty and convex subset of H and let 
f -.K -¥R. Then: 
(i) / is said to be convex if, for any x,y ^ K and for any a G [0,1], 
f{ax + (1 - a)y) < af{x) + (1 - a ) / (y) ; 
(ii) / is said to be lower semicontinuous on K if, for every a € M, the set {x G 
K : f(x) < a} is closed in K; 
(iii) / is said to be concave if —/ is convex; 
(iv) / is said to be upper-semicontinuous on K if ~f is lower semicontinuous on 
K. 
Note that the concept of lower semicontinuity and upper semicontinuity of set-
valued mapping on Banach space can be defined in the same way as given in Defin-
ition 1.2.6. 
Definition 1.2.7[13]. A proper and convex functional (p : H ^-Mu {+00} is said 
to be subdifferentiable at a point x e H, ii there exists a point /* G H* such that 
<l){y)-<l>ix)>{f*,y-x), \/yeH, 
where /* is called a subgradient of (j) at x. The set of all subgradients of 0 at x is 
denoted by d(i){x). The mapping dcf): H -^ 2^* defined by 
d<i>{x) = {f* e H* : 0(y) - < (^x) > (/*, y - x ) , Vy G if} 
is called subdifferential of 0 at x. 
Theorem 1.2.4[13]. If (j) : H -^ RU {+00} is a convex functional. Then its 
subdifferential d(f) is monotone. 
Definition 1.2.8[12,53,153]. Let M : iJ —)• 2^ be a maximal monotone mapping. 
For any fixed p > 0, the mapping 
J^{x) = {I + pM)-\x), Vxeif, 
is called the proximal (resolvent) mapping of M, where / stands for identity mapping 
onH. 
Remark 1.2.2[12]. 
(i) The proximal mapping J^ is single-valued and nonexpansive, that is, 
\\J^{x)-J^{x)\\<\\x-yl\fx,yeH. 
(ii) Since the subdifferential d(p of a proper, convex and lower semicontinuous 
function 0 : if —)• R U {+00} is a maximal monotone operator, it follows that 
the proximal mapping of d(f) 
j'/{x)=^{i + pd(l>)-\x), Vxeif, 
is also single-valued and nonexpansive. 
Definition 1.2.9[49]. Let rj : H x H ^ H he a, single-valued mapping. A proper 
function (p : H ->• RU {-f 00} is said to be r]-subdifferentiable at a point x e H, if 
there exists a point f*GH such that 
(f>{y)-<l>{x)>{r,rjiy,x)), yyeH, 
where /* is called rj-suhdifferential of 0 at x. The set of all 77-subdifferentials of 0 at 
x is denoted by d.^(j){x). The mapping 3,,0 : if -> 2^ defined by 
dn<t>ix) ^{feH : .^(y) - <P{x) > (/*, 77(2/, x)), Vy G i7}, (1.2.2) 
is called ij-subdifferential of 0 at a;. 
Definition 1.2.10[49]. Let r]: H x H -^ H he a, mapping and (p : H -^ MU {+00} 
be a proper functional such that (j) is 7?-subdifferentiable on H. If for each x ^ H 
and p > 0, there exists a unique point x* ^ H such that 
{x* - X, r]{y, x*)) > p(j){x*) - p(f){y), Vy G H, 
then the mapping x H-> x*, denoted by Jp"' [x) is said to be rj-proximal mapping of 
0. . 
Remark 1.2.3[49]. By (1.2.2) and the definition of Jp'''^{x), we have x - x* G 
pdr,(j){x*). It follows that 
J^ '^'^ (x) = (/ + pa,0)-^(x), V x G i / . 
Definition 1.2.11 [33]. A continuous and strictly increasing function 0 : R .^ —)• IR+ 
is said to be weight Junction if (/)(0) = 0 and Um (pit) — +00. 
t->+00 
Definition 1.2.12[33]. Let Ehea. Banach space and let 0 : IR4. —>• R-|_ be a weight 
function. A set-valued mapping J : E ^ 2^' is said to be duality mapping of weight 
0, if 
J(x) = {x*eE*: (x,x*) = ||x||||x*||, ||x*|| = </)(||x||)}. 
A selection of the duality mapping J is a single-valued mapping j : E -^ E* 
satisfying jx G J(x) for each x ^ E. Furthermore, if (/"(llxH) = ||x||, Vx G E, then J 
is called normalized duality mapping. 
6 
Remark 1.2.4[33]. HE = H, then normalized duality mapping J becomes identity 
mapping. 
Theorem 1.2.5[6,33]. Let J he a duality mapping associated with a weight (f>, then 
(a) J is monotone, that is, 
{x*-y*,x-y) > 0, \/x,yeE, X* eJix), y* eJiy); 
(b) J{-x) = -J{x), Vx e E; 
(c) J{Xx) = ^^^J{x), Vx G ^  and A > 0. 
Theorem 1.2.6[134]. Let E be a Banach space and let J : E ^ 2^' be a normalized 
duality mapping. Then, for any x,y G E, 
\\x + yf < \\xf + 2{y,j{x + y)), Vj(x + y) G J{x + y). 
Definition 1.2.13(33,148]. A Banach space E is called smooth if, for every x £ E 
with ||x|| = 1, there exists a unique f E E* such that | | / | | = f{x) = 1. The modulus 
of smoothness of E is the function PE : [0, oo) —)• [0, oo), defined by 
,,M = 3up{^tiiiilli:!^ - 1 : x., e B,INI = 1,iMi = r}. 
Definition 1.2.14(33,148]. The Banach space E is said to be uniformly smooth if 
T->o r 
Theorem 1.2.7[33]. A Banach space is smooth if and only if each duality mapping 
J of weight (f) is a single valued. 
Theorem 1.2.8[33]. If E is a uniformly smooth Banach space, then E is reflexive. 
Theorem 1.2.9(28,38,61]. Let E be a uniformly smooth Banach space and let 
J : E ^ E* be the normalized duality mapping. Then for all x,y & E, we have 
(a) \\x + yf<\\xf + 2{y,J{x + y)); 
(b) (x - y, J{x) - J{y)) < 2d''pE{A\\x - y\\/d), where d = ^{\\xf+ \\yf)/2. 
Definition 1.2.15(14,28,61]. Let K he a, nonempty, closed and convex subset of 
uniformly smooth Banach space E. A mapping RK : E -^ K is said to be 
(i) retraction if 
RK — RK\ 
(ii) nonexpansive retraction if 
\\RK{x)-RK{y)\\<\\x-yl yx,y e E; 
(iii) sunny retraction if 
RK{RK{X) - t{x - RKix))) = Rxix), ^xeE, teR. 
Theorem 1.2.10(28,61]. Let E be a uniformly smooth Banach space and let 
J : E ^ E* be the normalized duality mapping. Then RK is sunny nonexpansive 
retraction if and only if for all x,y £ E, we have 
{x-RK{x),J{RKix)-y))>Q. (1.2.5) 
Note that ii E = H, a, real Hilbert space, then Theorem 1.2.10 reduces to 
Theorem 1.2.2. 
Definition 1.2.16(147]. For q > 1, a mapping Jq : E -^ 2^* is said to be generalized 
duality mapping, if it is defined by 
Jq{x) = {feE*: {xj) = \\x\\\\\x\r' = ll/ll}, Vx E E. 
Remark 1.2.5(147]. In particular, J2 is the usual normalized duality mapping on 
E. Also, we have 
Jq{x) = \\x\\'^-^J2{x), yxi^O)eE. 
Definition 1.2.17(147,148]. The Banach space E is said to be q-uniformly smooth, 
for g > 1, if there exists a constant c > 0 such that 
PE{T)<CT\ re[0,cx)) . 
Remark 1.2.6 [147]. 
(i) It is well known (see for example [147]) that 
{ g'—uniformly smooth, if I < q <2 2—uniformly smooth, if q>2. 
(ii) If E is uniformly smooth, Jq becomes single-valued. 
In the study of characteristic inequaUties in ^-uniformly smooth Banach spaces, 
Xu [147] established the following Theorem. 
Theorem 1.2.11. Let q > I be a real number and let E be a smooth Banach space. 
Then E is q-uniformly smooth if and only if there exists a constant Cq > 0 such that 
for every x,y ^ E, 
\x + y\\''<\\x\\'^ + q{y,Jq{x))+c, 9 
Definition 1.2.18[38]. A mapping A: E ^ E is said to be 
(i) accretive if, Va:,y G E, there exists j{x — y) G J{x — y) such that 
{A{x)-A{y),j{x-y))>Q-
(ii) strictly accretive if, Vx, y G E, there exists j{x — y) & J{x — y) such that 
{A{x)-A{y),Jix-y))>0, 
and the equality holds only when x = y; 
(iii) k-strongly accretive if, Vx, y ^ E, there exist j{x — y) G J{x — y) and a constant 
/c > 0 such that 
{A{x)-A{y),j{x-y))>k\\x-y\\''-
(iv) 6-Lipschitz continuous if, Vx, y E E, there exists a constant S > Q such that 
\\A{x) - A{y)\\ < 5\\x - y\\. 
Remark 1.2.7. If A is A;-strongly accretive, we have 
\\Aix)-Aiy)\\>k\\x-y\\. 
A with the above condition is called k-expanding. Further, if A; = 1, A is called 
expanding. 
Definition 1.2.19[25,38]. A set-valued mapping T : D{T) C E —)• 2^ is said to 
be 
(i) accretiveii, Vx,y € -D(T), u e T'(x), v G T{y), there exists j{x-y) G J[x-y) 
such that 
{u-v,j{x-y)) >0 ; 
(ii) k-strongly accretive if, Vx, y e D{T), u € T{x), v € 2^ (2/), there exist j(x -
y) E J(x — y) and a constant A; > 0 such that 
{u-v,j{x-y)) >k\\u-vf; 
(iii) m-accretive if T is accretive and (7 + pT){E) = E for any fixed p > 0, where 
7 is identity mapping on E. 
Remark 1.2.8. UE = H. Then Definition 1.2.19 reduces to Definition 1.2.3. 
Definition 1.2.20[9,12,153]. Let A : D{A) C iJ -^ 2^ be an m-accretive mapping. 
For any p > 0, the mapping J^ : E -^ D[A) associated with A defined by 
J^{x) = {I + pA)-\xl 
is called the proximal (resolvent) mapping. 
Remark 1.2.9[153]. J^ is a single-valued and nonexpansive mapping. 
Definition 1.2.21 [30]. A mapping T] : E x E ^ E is said to be 
(i) accretive if, Vx, y ^ E, there exists jr]{x, y) G Jr}{x, y) such that 
{x-'y,jr]{x,y)) > 0; 
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(ii) strictly accretive if, Vx, y ^ E, there exists jr){x, y) € Jri{x, y) such that 
{x-yjr}{x,y)) > 0 , 
and equahty holds if and only \i x — y\ 
(iii) 5-strongly accretive if, Va;, y E E, there exist jr]{x, y) e Jr]{x, y) and a constant 
(5 > 0 such that 
{x-y,Mx,y)) > <^lk-yf; 
(iv) T-Lipschitz continuous if, Va;,j/ € JB, there exist jr){x,y) G Jr]{x,y) and a 
constant r > 0 such that 
ll;?7(a;,y)ll <r\\x-y\\. 
Definition 1.2.22[30]. Let r] : E x E ^ E be & single-valued mapping. Then a 
set-valued mapping M : E ^2^ is said to be 
(i) T]-accretive if, Vx,^ G E, there exists jrj{x,y) G Jrj{x,y) such that 
{u-v,jr]{x,y)) > 0, Vu G M(x), u G M(y); 
(ii) strictly rj-accretive if, Vx,y G £•, there exists jr]{x,y) G Jri{x,y) such that 
(u - v,jr){x,y)) > 0, Vw G M(a;), -y G M(y) 
and equahty holds if and only if x = y; 
(iii) u-strongly rj-accretive if, Vx,y G -B, there exist jr]{x,y) G Jrj{x,y) and a 
constant i/ > 0 such that 
(u - v,jr}{x,y)) > u\\x - yf, Vu G M(z), T; G M{y); 
(iv) m-rj-accretive if M is 77-accretive and (/ + pM){E) = £• for any p > 0, where 
/ stands for identity mapping. 
Theorem 1.2.12[30]. Let rj : E x E -^ E he a strictly accretive mapping and let 
M : E ^ 2^ be m-rj-accretive set-valued mapping. Then: 
(a) {u — v,jr]{x,y)) > 0, V(t;,y) G Graph{M) implies {u,x) G Graph{M), where 
Graph{M) := {{u,x) eExE:ue M{x)}; 
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(b) The mapping (/ + pM) is single valued for all p > 0. 
Remark 1.2.10[30]. By Theorem 1.2.12, we can define r]-proximal point mapping 
for an m-7]-accretive mapping M as follows: 
jfiz)^{I + pM)-\z), VzeE, 
where p > 0 is a constant and r]: E x E -^ E is a, strictly accretive mapping. 
Theorem 1.2,13[30]. Let rj : E x E -> E be a 5-strongly accretive and r-Lipschitz 
continuous mapping and let M : E -^ 2^ be a m-r]-accretive mapping. Then the 
r]-proximal point mapping J^ is j-Lipschitz continuous, that is, 
\\J^{^) - J^{y)\\ < Jll^ - yll. vx,y G E. 
Definition 1.2.23[55]. hei P : E -^ E hQ single-valued mapping and let M : E -4 
2^ be a set-valued mapping. We say that M is P-accretive if M is accretive and 
(P + pM){E) = E holds, for all p > 0. 
Remark 1.2.11 [55]. li P = I, the Definition 1.2.23 reduces to the definition of m-
accretive mapping. Moreover, \i E = H and P = I, then Definition 1.2.23 reduces 
to the definition of maximal monotone mapping. 
Theorem 1.2.14[55]. Let P : E -^ E be a strictly accretive; let M : E ^ 2^ be a 
P-accretive mapping, and let x,u ^ E be given points. If (u — v, J{x — y)) > 0 holds, 
for all (y, v) G Graph M, then u G M(x), where Graph M = {(x, u) e E x E : u e 
M{x)}. 
Theorem 1.2.15[55]. Let P : E ^ E be a strictly accretive mapping and let 
M : E -^ 2^ be a P-accretive mapping. Then, the mapping [P + pM)'^ is single-
valued, where p > 0 is constant. 
Definition 1.2.24[55]. Let P : E -^ E he a. strictly accretive mapping and let 
M : JE —)• 2^ be a P-accretive mapping. The P-proximal (resolvent) mapping 
J^p : E ^ E associated with P and M is defined by 
JU^) = [P + pM)-\x), MxeP 
Theorem 1.2.16[55]. Let P : E -^ E be a strongly accretive mapping with constant 
7 and let M : E ^ 2^ be P-accretive mapping. Then, the P-proximal (resolvent) 
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mapping J^p : E ^ E is Lipschitz continuous with constant -, that is, 
\\JpA^)-Jp,M^^\\^-yl "^^.y^E. 
Definition 1.2.25[64]. A mapping F : E ^ 2^ is said to be (j^-strongly accretive 
if there exists a strictly increasing continuous function 0 : M .^ ^ IR+ with 0(0) = 0 
such that, for any x,y & E, there exists j{x — y) 6 J{x — y) such that 
(wi - U2,j{x - y)) > (j){\\x - y\\)\\x - y\\, V txi G F{x), U2 G F{y). 
Theorem 1.2.17[64]. Let E be a real Banach space and let F : E -^ 2^\ {0} be a 
lower semicontinuous and (p-strongly accretive mapping, then for any x & E, F{x) 
is a one-point set. 
Let X be a metric space with metric d{-, •); P := {d{x, y) : x,y ^ X} and let P 
denote the closure of P. 
Definition 1.2.26[82]. Let F : X -> X be a mapping. Then: 
(i) A point x G X is said to be fixed point of F if F{x) = x; 
(h) F is said to be contraction ii d{F{x),F{y)) < ad{x,y), Vx,y G X, for some 
a, 0 < a < 1. Further, if a = 1, then F is called nonexpansive. 
Theorem 1.2.18[82](Banach Contraction Principle). Every contraction map-
ping F defined on a complete metric space X has a unique fixed point. 
Definition 1.2.27[22]. A metric space X is said to be metrically convex if for each 
x,y G X withx ^ y, there is a z G X , x ^ z j^ y such that d(x,y) = d(x,y)+d(z,y). 
Theorem 1.2.19[22]. Let X be a complete metrically convex metric space. If, for 
the mapping F : X —> X, there is a mapping (p : P —> 1R+ satisfying 
(a) d(Fix),F{y))<^idix,y]), ^x,yeX; 
(b) v{t)<t, V t G P \ { 0 } . 
Then F has a unique fixed point x* ^ X and for any XQ G X,Xn = F{xn-i), 
n > 1, {xn} converges to x*. 
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For the application of Theorem 1.2.19 to variational inequahties, see for example 
[1,4]. 
The following theorem is a set-valued version of Theorem 1.2.19. 
Theorem 1.2.20[41,132]. Let X be a complete metrically convex metric space. If, 
for the set-valued mapping F : X -^ 2^, there is a mapping ip : P ^R+ satisfying 
(a) D{Fx,Fy) < ip{d{x,y)), Vx,y G X, where D{.,.) is a metric on 2^, defined 
as D{A, B) = sup{dix, y) : x E A, y e B}, VA, B e 2^; 
(b) il){t)<t, Vf e P \ { 0 } . 
Then F has a fixed-point and for any XQ € X, Xn, G F{xn-i), ?T. > 1, {xn} converges 
to a fixed point of F in X. 
It is note that Theorem 1.2.20 is also generalizes the following theorem due to 
Siddiqi and Ansari [138]. 
Theorem 1.2.21[138]. Let X be a Banach space. If F is set-valued contraction 
mapping on X into itself then F has a fixed point. 
Definition 1.2.28[97]. The Hausdorff metric %{-, •) on CB{X) is defined by 
'H(A, B) = max<^ supinf ci:(x,y), sup inf d(x,y) >, A,B ECB{X). 
Theorem 1.2.22[97]. Let X be a complete metric space. Suppose that F : X —> 
CB{X) satisfies 
n{Fix),Fiy)) < ad{x,y), \/x,y e X, 
where a G (0,1) is a constant. Then the mapping F has a fixed point in X. 
Definition 1.2.29[25]. A set-valued mapping T : E -^ CB{E) is said to be 
•y-Ti-Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant 7 > 0 such that 
n{T{x),T{y))<^\\x~y\\, yx,y e E. 
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Theorem 1.2.23[97]. 
(a) Let T : E ^ CB{E) be a set-valued mapping on E. Then for any given ^  > 0 
and for any given x,y ^ E and u € T{x), there exists v G T{y) such that 
d{u,v)<(i+onn^iny)y, 
(b) IfT-.E-^ C{E), then above inequality holds for <^  = 0. 
Theorem 1.2.24[122]. 
(a) Let E be a real Banach space. Let G : E -^ CB{E) and let e > 0 be any real 
number, then for every x,y E E and ui G G{x), there exists U2 € G{y) such 
that 
\\ui-U2\\<n{G{x),G{y))+e\\x~y\\; 
(b) Let G : E -^ CB{E) and let6>0 be any real number, then for every x,y ^ E 
and Ui G G{x), there exists U2 € G{y) such that 
\\ui-U2\\<6n{G{x),Giy)). 
We note that ii G : E ^ C{E) then Theorem 1.2.24(a)-(b) is true for e = 0 and 
6=1, respectively. 
Definition 1.2.30[51]. A proper and convex functional (j) : E -^ MU {+00} is said 
to be subdifferentiable at a point x ^ E,\i there exists a point /* G E* such that 
m-<t>{x)>{f\y-x), \/yeE, 
where /* is called a subgradient of 0 at x. The set of all subgradients of 0 at x is 
denoted by d(f){x). The mapping dcj): E -^ 2^* defined by 
d<j>{x) = {/* G E* : ^ {y) - 4>{x) >{f*,y-x), \/y e E} 
is said to be subdifferential of (^  at x. 
Definition 1.2.31 [51]. Let E he a, Banach space; let (p : E -^ Ru {+00} be a 
proper and subdifferentiable functional and let P : E -^ E* he a. mapping. If, for 
any given point x* G E* and p > 0, there exists a unique point x e E satisfying 
(P(x) -x*,y-x}+ p(P{y) - p(j>{x) > 0, Vy G E. 
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The mapping x* i-> x, denoted by Jp'^{x*), is called P-proximal mapping of 0. 
We have x* - P{x) e p50(x), it follows that J^'^{x*) = (P + pd(f))-\x*). 
Definition 1.2.32[3,62,126]. Let £; be a Banach space; let T : £; ^ ^ be a 
mapping and let XQ G E. Assume that Xn+i — f{T, Xn) defines an iteration procedure 
which yields a sequence of points {x„} C E. Suppose that F{T) = {x ^ E : T{x) = 
x} 7^  0 and that {x„} C E converges to some u G F{T). Let {zn} C E and e-n, = 
lkn+l-/{T,Z„)||. 
(i) If lim e-n — 0 imphes hm z„ = w, then the iteration procedure Xn+\ = 
n—¥oo n—yoo 
f{T, Xn) is said to be T-stable or stable with respect to T. 
oo 
(ii) If y" en < 0 imphes hm Zn = x, then the iteration procedure x„+i = /(T, Xn) 
is said to be almost T-stable. 
Remark 1.2.12. 
(i) Harder and Hicks [62] demonstrated the importance of investigating the sta-
bility of various iteration procedures. 
(ii) A stable iteration procedure is almost stable but converse is not true in general, 
see [126]. 
Theorem 1.2.25(87,90]. Let {an}, {bn} and {cn} be nonnegative real sequences 
satisfying 
ttn+l = (1 - Xn)an + Xnbn + Cn, Vn > 0, 
where 
oo oo 
E A„ = oo; {A„} C [0,1]; lim 6„ = 0 and } Cn < oo. n—>oo ^—^ 
n=0 n=0 
Then limn_>oo Qn = 0. 
1.3. BRIEF SURVEY OF VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
In this section, we give brief survey of various classes of variational inequalities 
and variational inclusions. 
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I. Variational and Quasi-Variational Inequalities 
Let K he Si, nonempty, closed and convex subset of a Hilbert space H and let 
a{-, •) : H X H ^Rhe a bilinear form. 
Problem 1.3.1. For given f e H*, find uE K such that 
a(x,y-x)>{f,y-x), Vy e K. (1.3.1) 
The inequality (1.3.1) is termed as variational inequality which characterizes the 
classical Signorini problem of elastostatistics, that is, the analysis of a linear elastic 
body in contact with a rigid frictionless foundation. This problem was investigated 
and studied by Lions and Stampacchia [86] by using the projection technique. 
If the bilinear form is continuous, then by Riesz-Frechet theorem, we have 
a{x, y) = {A{x), y), Va:, y € H, 
where A : H -^ H* is a, continuous hnear operator. Then Problem 1.3.1 is equivalent 
to the following problem: 
Problem 1.3.2. Find x e K such that 
{A{x),y-x)>{f,y-x), Vy e K. (1.3.2) 
If / = 0 E H*, then (1.3.2) reduces to the following classical variational in-
equality problem: 
Problem 1.3.3. Find x e K such that 
{A{x),y-x)>0, \/yeK. (1.3.3) 
In the variational inequality formulation, the underlying convex set K does not 
depend upon the solution. In many important appUcations, the convex set K also 
depends implicitly on the solution. In this case, variational inequality (1.3.1) is 
known as quasi-variational inequality which arises in the study of impulse control 
theory and decision science, see for example [18,19]. Quasi-variational inequality 
was introduced and studied by Bensoussan, Goursat and Lions [17]. To be more 
precise, given a set-valued mapping A' : x —>• K(x), which associates a nonempty, 
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closed and convex subset K{x) of H for each x ^ H, & typical quasi-variational 
inequahty problem is: 
Problem 1.3.4. Find x G K{x) such that 
a{x,y-x)>{f,y-x), ^yeK{x). (1.3.4) 
In many important apphcations, see for example Baiocchi and Capelo [13], 
Bensoussan and Lions [18] and Mosco [93], the underlying set K{x) is of the following 
form: 
K{x) = C + m{x), 
where m : H ^ H is a, nonlinear mapping and C is a nonempty, closed and convex 
subset in H. Note that if the m is a zero mapping, then Problem 1.3.4 is same as 
Problem 1.3.1. The solution of Problems 1.3.1 and 1.3.4 can be obtained by the 
iterative methods using projection technique, see for example Glowinski et al. [QQ] 
and Noor [101]. 
Further, since the general problem of equilibrium of elastic bodies in contact 
with rigid foundation on which frictional forces are developed is one of the most dif-
ficult problems in soHd mechanics. Duvaut and Lions [52] investigated the following 
variational inequality problem with friction: 
Problem 1.3.5. For / € H\ find x G AT such that 
a{x,y~ x) + 0(y) - (j){x) >{f,y- x), Vy € K, (1.3.5) 
where (j): H -^ RU {+00} is a proper, convex and lower semicontinuous functional. 
Problem 1.3.5 characterizes the classical Signorini problem with frictional force. The 
existence of its solution has been proved by Glowinski et al. [60] and Necas et al. 
[99]. 
The complete study of boundary value problem arising in the formulation of 
Signorini problem with friction is an interesting problem both in mechanics and 
mathematical points of view. A generahzation of the Problem 1.3.5 is the following: 
Problem 1.3.6. Given / G H*, find x G i^ such that 
aix,y-x) + b{x,y)-b{x,x)>{f,y-x), ^y e K, (1.3.6) 
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where b : H x H -^ K is an appropriate nonhnear form. This type of problems 
have been studied in Duvaut and Lions [52], Kikuchi and Oden [81], Noor [101]. 
The Problem 1.3.6 characterizes the fluid flow through porous media and Signorini 
problems with non-local frictions. If J7 is an open bounded domain in R" with regular 
boundary dO,, representing the interior of the elastic body subjected to external 
forces and if part of the boundary may come into contact with a rigid foundation, 
then the variational inequahty (1.3.6) is simply a statement of virtual work for an 
elastic body restrained by frictional forces, assuming that a nonlocal law of friction 
holds. The strain energy of the body corresponding to an admissible displacement 
y is ^a{y,y). Thus a{x,y - x) is the work produced by the stresses through strain 
caused by the virtual displacement y — x. The external and frictional forces are 
represented by hnear continuous functional / and by the form b{x,y), respectively. 
For physical and mathematical formulation of the inequality (1.3.6), see for example 
Oden and Pires [125]. For related work, see also Baiocchi and Capelo [13] and Crank 
[36]. 
If we restrict the dependence of the form b{x, y) to its second variable only, that 
is, 6(x,y) = (i){y), Vy € H, then Problem 1.3.6 is equivalent to Problem 1.3.5. 
In 1975, Noor [100] extended the Problem 1.3.1 to study a class of mildly nonlin-
ear elliptic boundary value problems having constraints. Given nonlinear operators 
T, A : H -^ H*, Noor [100] considered the following problem: 
Problem 1.3.7. Find x e K such that 
(T{x),y-x)>{A{x],y~x), \fyeK. (1.3.7) 
Then inequahty (1.3.7) is known as (strongly) mildly nonlinear variational inequality. 
Problem 1.3.8. Find x^K such that 
( T ( x ) , y - x ) + 0 ( y ) - 0 ( x ) > ( A ( x ) , y - x ) , Vy G i^, (1.3.8) 
where (/):/ /-)• M U {+00} is a proper, convex and lower semicontinuous functional. 
Problem 1.3.8 has been studied by Siddiqi et al. [140] in the setting of Banach space. 
The strongly nonlinear quasi-variational inequality problem, a generalization of 
Problem 1.3.7 is as follows: 
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Problem 1.3.9. Find x e K[x) such that 
(T(x ) , t / -x )>(A(x) ,y -x ) , Vye/r(x) , (1.3.9) 
which has been considered and studied by Mosco [93] and Siddiqi et at. [139]. 
It is noted that all the above mentioned classes of variational and quiisi-variational 
inequalities are apphcable in the study the boundary value problems of even order 
only. In 1988, Noor [104] introduced and studied the following variational inequality 
problem which characterizes the odd order boundary value problems: 
Problem 1.3,10. Find x e H such that g{x) e K and 
{Tix),g{y)-g{x))>0, ^giy) e K, (1.3.10) 
where T,g : H -^ H. Problem 1.3.10 is called general variational inequality problem. 
The corresponding general quasi-variational inequality problem to Problem 1.3.10 is 
as follows: 
Problem 1.3.11. Find x e H such that g(x) G K{x) and 
{T{x),g{y)-g{x))>0, yg{y) e K{x), (1.3.11) 
which has been considered and studied by Noor [105]. 
Let T,A : H ^ 2^ he two set-valued mappings; let g : H -)• H he a. single-
valued mapping; let K : H -i 2^ he a. set-valued mapping such that for each x e H, 
K{x) is a nonempty, closed and convex subset of H. Let N : H x H -^ H he a. 
nonlinear single-valued mapping, the following problem is considered and studied 
by Noor [116]: 
Problem 1.3.12. Find x e E, u€ T{x), v e A{x), g{x) G K{x) such that 
{g{x) + N{u,v),y-g{x)) > 0, Vy G X(a;), (1.3.12) 
which is called set-valued implicit quasi-variational inequality problem. For applica-
tions of Problem 1.3.12, see for example [116] and the references cited therein. 
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II. Variational-Like and Quasi-Variational-Like Inequalities 
The variational-like inequality is one of the most important generalizations of 
variational inequaUty, which was initially studied by Parida et al. [130] in 1989. 
They studied the existence of solution of variational inequahty in n-dimensional 
Euclidean space and gave its application to nonconvex mathematical programming 
problems. 
Let T : H -^ H and rj: H x H -^ H he single-valued mappings. 
Problem 1.3.13. Find x E K C H such that 
(r(x),77(y,x))>0, yyeK. (1.3.13) 
Variational inequahty (1.3.13) is called variational-like inequality and has been con-
sidered and studied by Parida et al. [130] in R". It is further studied by Yang 
and Chen [149] in the study of economic equilibrium problems. Now, we give some 
generalizations of Problem 1.3.13. 
Problem 1.3.14. Find xe K such that 
( r(x) ,7?(y,x))>(^(x)-0(y) , WyeK, (1.3.14) 
where (j): K -^R. 
Problem 1.3.14 has been considered and studied by Dien [40] in R"'. If T]{y,x) = 
y — x, Vx, y E K, and 0 is a zero mapping, then Problem 1.3.13 reduces to Problem 
1.3.3. 
The corresponding quasi-variational-hke inequality problem to Problem 1.3.14 
is also studied in [40]. 
Now, let T : H -^ 2" he a, set-valued mapping. Then Problem 1.3.14 takes the 
following form: 
Problem 1.3.15. Find x eK, ue T{x) such that 
(x,?7(t/ ,x))>(^(x)-0(y), yyeK. (1.3.15) 
Problem 1.3.15 has been considered and studied by Siddiqi et al. [141] in M", 
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Let C be a nonempty subset of H and let N : K xC -^ H and r] : K x K -^ H 
be two single-valued mappings. Let T : K ^ 2^ he a. set-valued mapping. Then 
set-valued variational-like inequality problem is as follows: 
Problem 1.3.16. Find x e K, ue T{x) such that 
{N{x,u),ri{y,x))>Q, Vy E K. (1.3.16) 
Parida and Sen [131] have considered and studied Problem 1.3.16 in E" and 
given its apphcation to nonhnear programming problems and saddle point problems. 
For further study of various important generalizations of variational-like inequalities, 
see for example Kazmi [73-75] and the references cited therein. 
III. Variational Inclusions 
If, in a variational inequahty, similar to ineqiialities (1.3.6) or (1.3.8), the un-
derlying region is the entire space H instead of the nonempty, closed and convex 
subset K oi H and the functional 6(.,.) (or 0(.)) is subdifferentiable, then such type 
of variational inequality is called variational inclusion. Here, we give some classes 
of variational inclusion problems: 
Let A,B,g : H -^ H and N : H x H -^ H he nonhnear mappings; let M : 
H ^ 2^ he a set-valued ma^ximal monotone mapping. Let 5, T : / / —> 2^ be 
set-valued mappings and let dcj) he the subdifferential of a proper, convex and lower 
semicontinuous functional (p : H -^R\J {-f oo}. 
Problem 1.3.17. Find x E H such that g{x) G dom{d(f)) and 
{A{x) - Bix),y- g{x)) > (l>{g{x)) - cj>{y), Vy G H, (1.3.17) 
where dom{d(f)) denotes the domain of 34). 
This problem is called variational inclusion problem and was introduced and 
studied by Hassouni and Moudafi [63]. 
If g = I, the identity mapping; A, B : H ^ H* and B{x) = / , V.^ ; G H*, then 
Problem 1.3.17 reduces to a variational inclusion problem, similar to one considered 
by Brezis [23] in the setting of reflexive Banach space. 
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In addition, ii 4> = 5^, where 6K is the indicator function of a nonempty, closed 
and convex set K in H, defined as: 
r 0, iixeK, 
5K{X) = <^  
[^ +00, a X ^  K. 
Then Problem 1.3.17 reduces to a variational inequality problem similar to Problem 
1.3.7. 
Problem 1.3.18. Find x e H, ue S{x), v e T{x) such that {g-m){x) e dom{d(p) 
and 
{u-v,y-ig-m){x))><Pi{g-m)ix))-4>iv), Vy e H, (1.3.18) 
where {g — m) is defined as 
{g - m){x) = g{x) - m{x), Vx € H. 
Problem 1.3.18 is called generalized quasi-variational inclusion problem and has been 
studied by Kazmi [72]. 
Problem 1.3.19. Find x e H such that 
OeiA-B){x) + M{g{x)), (1.3.19) 
where 0 is the zero element in H. Problem 1.3.19 has been studied by Adly [1]. 
Clearly for M = 50, Problem 1.3.19 reduces to Problem 1.3.17. 
Problem 1.3.20. Find x e H, ue T[x) and v G S{x) such that 
Q^N{u,v) + XM{g{x)), (1.3.20) 
where A > 0 is a fixed constant. Problem 1.3.20 has been studied by Noor et al. 
[124]. Further it has been studied by Chang [24], Chang et al. [25] and Chidume et 
al. [31] in the setting of Banach space. 
Let A,B,C : H -^ CB{H) be set-valued mappings; let N,T] : H x H -^ H and 
g : H -^ H he single-valued mappings and let (p : H x H ^RU {-|-oo} be a proper 
functional such that for each fixed x e H, (f>{-,x) : H -^ RU {+00} is a proper, 
lower semicontinuous and 7?-subdifl?erentiable on H and dom{d.,^(f){-,x)) r]g{H) ^ 0. 
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Problem 1.3.21. Find x E H, uE A{x), v G B{x), z e C{x) such that 
{N{u,v),ri{y,g{x))) > <Pig{x),z) - <j>{y,z), Vy G H. (1.3.21) 
Problem 1.3.21 is called generalized quasi-variational-like inclusion problem and 
has been considered and studied by Ding [44]. If N{u,v) = u — v, Vu, u G H and 
A,B : H -^ H are both single-valued and C is the identity mapping, then problem 
1.3.21 reduces to the general quasi-variational-like inclusion problem considered and 
studied by Ding and Luo [49]. See also Ding [45] for similar classes of problems. 
Lei A,B,C : E ^ CB{E*) and D : E ^ CB{E) be set-valued mappings 
axidlQi N \ E* X E* X E* ^ E*, r] : Ex E ^ E Olid g : E ^ EhQ single-
valued mappings. Let 0 : J5 x £^  —>• M U {+00} be a mapping such that for each 
fixed z e E, (/){•, z) : £^  -> M U {+00} is a proper, lower semicontinuous and 77-
subdifferentiable on E and dom{dr^(f){-, z)) D g{E) ^ 0. 
Problem 1.3.22. Find x EE, ue A{x), u G B{x), w G C{x) and z G D{x) such 
that 
{N{u,v,w),r){y,g{x))) > (l>{g{xlz) - 0(y,^), Vy G E. (1.3.22) 
Problem 1.3.22 has been considered and studied by Kazmi and Bhat [79], see 
also Bhat [20]. 
In Problem 1.3.22, if T]{y,g{x)) = y ~ g{x), Va;,y G E; N{u,v,w) = f{w) -
M{u,v), where f : E* ^ E*\ M : E* x E* ^ E*\ g{x) = gi{x) - m{t), where 
gi,m : E -^ E, t e F{x); F : E -^ CB{E), then we have following problem 
considered and studied by Ding and Xia [51]: 
Problem 1.3.22. Find x e E, u e A{x), v G B{x), w G C(x), z G D{x) and 
t G F{x) such that 
{fiw)-M{u,v),y-{giix)-m{t))) > (l>{gi{x)-m{t),z)-(l>{y,z), Vy G E. (1.3.23) 
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CHAPTER 2 
SET-VALUED IMPLICIT QUASI-VARIATIONAL 
INEQUALITIES 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, considerable interest has been shown in developing various 
extensions and generalizations of variational inequalities both for own sake and for 
their applications. There are significant developments of these problems related to 
set-valued operators, optimizations, iterative methods and structural analysis. 
In 1999, Noor [116] considered a class of quasi-variational inequalities involv-
ing set-valued mappings with compact values in Hilbert space, which is called the 
set-valued implicit quasi-variational inequahties. Using fixed point technique and 
projection method, he studied the existence of solution and discuss the convergence 
analysis for the class of set-valued implicit quasi-variational inequalities. This class 
has important applications in structural analysis and optimization theory. In par-
ticular, if the nonsmooth and nonconvex superpotential of the structure is quasi 
differentiable, then these problems can be studied via the set-valued implicit quasi-
variational inequalities. The solution of the set-valued quasi-variational inequalities 
gives the position of the state equihbrium of the structure. For the formulation 
and applications of the set-valued quasi-variational inequalities, see for example 
[39,116,128]. Other classes of quasi-variational inequalities have been studied by 
many authors, see for example [48,68,102,105,112,114,120,122,131] and the refer-
ences therein. 
It is remarked that most of the above cited works have been done in the setting 
of Hilbert spaces. 
Recently, Alber and Yao [7], Chen et al [28] and Kazmi and Bhat [80] studied 
some classes of variational inequahties in uniformly smooth Banach space using 
retraction method. 
Further, in the spirit of Theorem 1.2.17 due to He [64], the results concerning for 
solving monotone set-valued variational inequalities established by many authors, 
see for example [112,116], are actually for single-valued variational inequalities in-
spite of involving set-valued mappings. Therefore, such methods used for studying 
the existence of solutions and the convergence analysis of the iterative algorithms 
for set-valued variational inequalities need improvement. Very recently, Chidume et 
al. [29,30], Kazmi [76] and Zeng et al. [151] improved some of these methods. 
Therefore, it is an interesting problem to extend and improve the techniques 
developed by Noor [112,116] to study the set-valued imphcit quasi-variational in-
equality problem in real uniformly smooth Banach space under some weak condi-
tions. 
Motivated and inspired by the work given in [7,28,80,112,116,151], in this chap-
ter, we consider a set-valued implicit quasi-variational inequahty problem (in short, 
SIQVIP) in real uniformly smooth Banach space. Using set-valued version of Boyd-
Wong fixed point theorem, see Theorem 1.2.20, we establish an existence theorem 
for SIQVIP. Further, we suggest an iterative algorithm for SIQVIP and discuss its 
convergence and stability analysis. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows: 
In Section 2.2, we formulate SIQVIP in real uniformly smooth Banach space 
and discuss some of its special cases. Further, we give some concepts which are 
needed in the subsequent sections of this chapter. 
In Section 2.3, using essentially the characterization of the retraction mapping, 
we prove that SIQVIP is equivalent to a fixed point problem for set-valued map-
ping. Further, using this equivalence and Theorem 1.2.20, we prove the existence of 
solution for SIQVIP. 
In Section 2.4, based on the theorems established in Section 2.3, we suggest 
an iterative algorithm for SIQVIP. Further, we extend the notion of stability for 
iteration procedure involving set-valued mapping and discuss the convergence and 
stability analysis of the iterative algorithm. 
It is remarked that, by exploiting the technique of this chapter, one can gener-
alize and improve the results given in [109-116,122,124]. 
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2.2. PRELIMINARIES A N D FORMULATION OF PROBLEM 
Throughout the chapter unless or otherwise stated, we assume that ^ is a real 
uniformly smooth Banach space with its dual space E*. 
Let T,A:E-^ CB{E) be two set-valued mappings; let g '. E ^ E he a, single-
valued mapping and let K : E ^ 2^ he a. set-valued mapping such that for each 
X e E, K{x) is a nonempty, closed and convex subset of E. Let N : ExE ^ Ehea 
nonlinear single-valued mapping, then we consider the following set-valued implicit 
quasi-variational inequality problem (SIQVIP): 
Find X e E, u e T{x), v G A{x) such that g{x) G K{x) and 
{gix) + N{u,v),J{y-gix)))>0, ^y e K{x). (2.2.1) 
SIQVIP (2.2.1) has many important apphcations in fluid flow through porous media, 
elasticity, structural analysis, optimization and operations research, see for example 
[39,112,116,128]. 
Some Special Cases 
1. If g = I, the identity mapping, then SIQVIP (2.2.1) reduces to the problem 
of finding x E K(x), u G T{x), v G A{x) such that 
{x + N{u,v),J{y-x)) > 0,yyeK{x), 
which appears to be new. This includes certain set-valued variational inequal-
ities considered and studied by Panangiotopoulos and Staroulakis [128]. They 
have shown that if the nonsmooth and nonconvex supper potential of the struc-
ture is quasidifferentiable, then these problems can be studied in the general 
frame of set-valued variational inequalities. 
2. UE = H, then SIQVIP (2.2.1) reduces to the problem of finding x G E, uE 
T(x), V 6 A{x) such that g{x) € K{x) and 
{g{x) + N{u,v),y-g{x)) > 0, ^y E K{x), 
which has been considered by Noor [116]. 
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We give the following concepts which are needed in the sequel. 
Definition 2.2.1. Let T,A : E -^ 2^ he set-valued mappings. A mapping N : 
E X E -^ E is said to be 
(i) a-strongly accretive with respect to T and A if there exists a constant a > 0 
such that 
{N{uuvi) - N{u2, V2), J{x - y))) > a\\x - yf, 
Vx,y eE, uxe T{x), U2 € T{y), vi e A(x), V2 G Aiy); 
(ii) (/?, -yyLipschitz continuous if there exist constants /?, 7 > 0 such that 
\\N{xuyi) - N{x2,y2)\\ < P\\xi - X2\\ + j\\yi - yzW, yxi,X2,yuy2 e E. 
Remark 2.2.1. The concepts given in Definition 2.2.1 generalize the concepts of 
strongly monotonicity and Lipschitz continuity of A'' given in [109,112,114,116,117, 
120,124,151] in the setting of Hilbert space. 
Definition 2.2.2. Let G :£"—)• 2^ be a set-valued mapping and XQ G E. Assume 
that Xn+i G f{G, Xn) defines an iteration procedure which yields a sequence of points 
{xn} in E. Suppose that F{G) = {x E E : x e Gx} 7^  0 and {x^} converges to some 
X G G{x). Let {yn} be an arbitrary sequence in E, and e^ = \\yn+i — a^n+ill, Xn+i G 
f{G,Xn). 
(i) If lim e„ = 0 impUes that fim y„ — x, then the iteration procedure x„+i G 
n—>oo n—>oo 
f(G, Xn) is said to be G-stable. 
(ii) If Yl^=o ^ n < 00 imphes that Mm ?/„ = x, then the iteration procedure Xn+i G n->cx) f{G,Xn) is said to be almost G-stable. 
Remark 2.2.2. 
(i) Definition 2.2.2 can be viewed as an extension of concept of stabiUty of iteration 
procedure given by Harder and Hicks [62], see also [3,90,126]. 
(ii) Recently, some stability results of iteration procedures for variational inequal-
ities (inclusions) have been established by various authors, see for example 
[3,80,90,91], but most of them are established in the setting of Hilbert space. 
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Assumption 2.2.1. For all x,y,z e E, the retraction mapping RK{X) from E -)• 
K{x) satisfies the condition 
\\RK(x)iz) - RK{y)iz)\\ < U\\X - y\\, 
where i^  > 0 is a constant. 
2.3. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTION 
The following Lemma shows that SIQVIP (2.2.1) is equivalent to a fixed point 
problem. 
Lemma 2.3.1. SIQVIP (2.2.1) has a solution ix,u,v) with x e E, u e T{x), 
V E A{x), g{x) G K{x) if and only if the set-valued mapping F : E ^ 2^ defined by 
^ W = U U {x-9{x) + RKUil-p)9{x)-pN{u,v)]], xeE, (2.3.1) 
has a fixed point x G E, where p> 0 is a constant. 
Proof. {x,u,v) with x E E, u G T{x), v €. A{x), g{x) € K{x) is a solution of 
SIQVIP (2.2.1) if and only if {x,u,v) satisfies 
{g{x) + Niu, v), J{y - g{x))) > 0, Vy G K{x) 
{gix)-[{l~p)g{x)-pNiu,v)],J{y-g{x)))>0, ^y e K{x), p>0 
g{x) = RK{X) [(1 — p)9{x) ~ pN{u,v)\, using Theorem 1.2.10 
x ^ x - g{x) + RK{X) [(1 - p)9{x) - pN{u, v)] 
^ ^ U U [X-9{X)^RK{X)[{1-P)9{X)-PN{U,V)]] 
ueT{x)v&A{x) 
= F(x). 
Next, by invoking Lemma 2.3.1, we establish the following theorem which en-
sures the existence of solution of SIQVIP (2.2.1). 
Theorem 2.3.1. Let E be a real uniformly smooth Banach space with pE{t) < ct'^ 
for some c > 0; let the mappings T,A : E -^ CB{E) he fx-H-Lipschitz continuous 
and r]-Ti-Lipschitz continuous, respectively; let the mapping N be a-strongly accretive 
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with respect to T and A and {P,^)-Lipschitz continuous and let the mapping g be a-
strongly accretive and 5-Lipschitz continuous. If Assumption 2.2.1 holds and p > 0 
satisfies 
Q - (1 - k)5 
^ ~ 64c7r2-52 
^ x/(a - (1 - m^ - (64c7r2 - 6')k{2^ ^ 
64c7r2 - (J2 
a>{l-k)5+ 7(64c7r2 - 5^)k{2 - k); p5 < 1 - k; (2.3.3) 
Sv^ TT >6; k:=u + 2^1 -2a + 6ic5^; TT := (1 + e){Pfi + -/TJ). (2.3.4) 
Then SIQVIP (2.2.1) has a solution {x,u,v) with x e E, u e T{x), v e A{x), 
g{x) 6 K{x). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3.1, it suffices to prove that function F defined by (2.3.1) has a 
fixed point. Thus, for any X\,X2 G E, p e F(xi), q G F(x2), there exist ui G T{xi), 
vi G A{xi), U2 G T{x2), V2 G A{x2) such that 
p = xi- g{xi) + RK{X,)[{1 - p)g[xi) - pN{ui,vi)] 
and 
q = X2- g{x2) + RK{X2)[{1 - P)g{X2) - pN{u2,V2)]. 
Hence, by Assumption 2.2.1, we have 
\\p-g\\ < \\xi-X2-igixi)-g(x2))\\ + \\RKixr)[il-p)gixi)-pN{ui,vi)] 
- -RK(I2)[(1 - P)9{X2) - PN{U2,V2)]\\ 
< \\xi -X2- {g{xi) - gix2))\\ + \\RK{XI)[{^ - p)g{xi) - pN{uuVi)\ 
-RK{,X,)[{1 - p)g{xi) - pN{uuVx)\\\ + \\RK{X,)[{1 - p)g{xi) - pN{uuVi)] 
-RK{X2)[{^ - P)9{X2) - pN{u2,V2)]\\ 
< \\xi -X2-{g{xi)~g{x2))\\-]rv\\xi -a;2| | + ||[(1 - p)g{xi) - pN{ui,vi)] 
-\{\-p)g{x2)-pN{u2,V2)]\\ 
< 2||xi -X2- {g{xi) - g{x2))\\ + u\\xi - X2II 4- p\\g{xi) - p(x2)|| 
+ \\x,-X2-p[N{uuVi)-N{u2,V2)]\\ (2.3.5) 
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Since g is cr-strongly accretive and 5-Lipschitz continuous, using Theorem 1,2.9, 
we have 
lla^ i - X2 - {g{xi) - g{x2))f 
< \\xi - X2f - 2{g{xi) - g{x2), J{xi - X2 - {g{xi) - g{x2)))) 
< \\xi - X2IP - 2{g{xi) - g{x2), J{xi - X2)) 
- 2{g{xi) - g{x2), J(xi -X2- ig{xi) - ^(xa))) - J(xi - X2)) 
< \\xi - X2\\^ - 2a||a;i - X2\\ + 64c5^||xi - X2IP 
< (l-2a-h64cd^)\\xi-X2f. (2.3.6) 
Further, since N is {P, 7)-Lipschitz continuous and T, A are ^-?^-Lipschitz con-
tinuous and T -^'H-Lipschitz continuous, respectively, we have 
\\Niu2,V2)-N{u2,V2)\\ < /3\\vi-V2\\+7\\Vi-V2\\ 
< (1 + e)(^^(r(xi), T(x2)) + jn{A{x,),A{x2))) 
< (l + e)(/?/x + 7r?)||xi-X2||. (2.3.7) 
Furthermore, since A'' is a-strongly accretive with respect to T and A, using 
Theorem 1.2.9 and (2.3.7), we have 
\\x,~X2-p[N{UuVi)-N{u2,V2)]f 
< \\xi - X2IP - 2p{N{ui,vi) - N{u2, V2), J(xi - X2 - p[N{ui, Vi) - N{u2, V2)])) 
< ||Xi - X2f - 2p{N{Ui,Vi) - N{U2,V2),J{XI -X2)) 
- 2p{N[uuVi) - N{u2, V2), J{xi - X2 - p[N{uu Vi) - N{u2, V2)] - J(xi - X2)) 
< [l-2pa + 64cp2(l + e)2(/?/i+77?)2]||xi-X2|p. (2.3.8) 
Now, from (2.3.5), (2.3.6) and (2.3.8), we get 
D(F(xi),F(x2)) < [2^n^-2aTU^ + i^ + p5 
+ y/l - 2pa + 64cp2(l + efiPfi + 777)2 ] ||xi - X2II 
< V(lki-X2||), (2.3.9) 
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where Tp{t) = 9t, t= \\xi - X2\\; 9 •.= k + pS + l{p); k := u + 2^1 -2a + 64:c5^ 
and l{p) := y/l - 2pa + 64cp2(i + e)^{Pn + 777)2. 
Now, we show that ^ < 1. It is clear that l{p) assumes its minimum value for 
k + p5 + l{p) < 1 implies pS <l - k. Thus, it follows that ^ < 1 for all p satisfying 
(2.3.2)-(2.3.4). Since Banach space is a metrically convex metric space and ^ < 1, 
then ip{t) < t for each t 6 [0,00), and hence by Theorem 1.2.20, F has a fixed point 
X G -B. This completes the proof. 
2.4. CONVERGENCE A N D STABILITY ANALYSIS OF ITERATIVE 
ALGORITHM 
From Lemma 2.3.1, it is clear that SIQVIP (2.2.1) is equivalent to the relation 
g{x) - RKi4{l - p)9{x) - pN{u, v)], (2.4.1) 
where p > 0 is a constant. 
This fixed point formulation is very important from the numerical approxima-
tion point of view and helps to suggest the following iterative algorithm. 
Iterative Algorithm 2.4.1. Let T,A : E ^ CB{E) be set-valued mappings and 
let N : E X E -^ E and g : E -^ E he single-valued nonlinear mappings. Let 
A' : £^  -> 2^ be such that for each x & E, K{x) is a nonempty, closed and convex 
set in E. For given XQ e E, UQ E. T{XQ), VQ G A(XO), g{xo) e K{XQ), compute the 
sequences {xn}, {un}, {vn}, {Un}, {^n} and {vn} by the iterative schemes: 
Xn+l = {l-an)Xn+an{yn-giyn)+RK{yn)[i^--p)9iyn)~ pN{Un,Vn)]}; (2.4.2) 
y„ = (1 - Pn)Xn + Pn{Xn " g{Xn) + -R/C(i„)[(l " P)9{Xn) - pN{Un, Vn)]}] (2.4.3) 
UneT{xn): \\un+i-uj < (1 + (1 + n)-i)K(r(xn+i), T(x„)); (2.4.4) 
VneA(Xn): \\Vn+l-Vn\\ < {1 + {I + n)-')niA(Xn+l), A(Xn)y, (2.4.5) 
Un e T{yn) : \\un+i ' Wn|| < (l + (1 + n)-^)H(T(y,+i), T{yn)); (2.4.6) 
Vn e A{yn) : pn+i - Vn\\ < (1 + (1 + n)- i )^(A(y,+i) , A(y„)), (2.4.7) 
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oo 
where n — 0,1,2, ••• , 0 < an,^n < 1 Vn > 0, ^ a„ diverges and p > 0 is a 
n=0 
constant. 
Theorem 2.4.1 (convergence). Let the space E and the mappings N,g,T and 
A be same as in Theorem 2.3.1, and let the conditions (2.3.2)-(2.3.4) of Theorem 
2.3.1 and Assumption 2.2.1 hold, then the iterative sequences {xn}, {un} and {vn} 
generated by Iterative Algorithm 2.4-1 strongly converge to x E E, u E T{x), v E 
A(x), respectively and {x,u,v) is a solution of SIQVIP (2.2.1) in E, respectively. 
Proof. Theorem 2.3.1 ensures that SIQVIP (2.2.1) has a solution (x,w, u), then 
x = {l-an)x + an{x-g{x) + RK{x)[{l-p)g{x)-pN{u,v)]}, (2.4.8) 
= (1 - (5n)x + Pn{x - g{x) + i?K(x)[(l " p)gix) - pN{u, v)]}. (2.4.9) 
From (2.4.2), (2.4.8) and Assumption 2.2.1, we have 
= II{(1 - Oin)Xn + OtniVn " ^(j/n) + RK{y^)[{'^ - p)g{yn) " pN{iln, Vn)]}} 
+{(1 - an)x + an{x - g{x) + RK{X)[{1 - p)g{x) - pN{u, v)]}}\\ 
< (1 - an)\\Xn - X\\ + anhn - X - (giVn) ~ g{x))\\ 
+ an\\RKiyn)[{'^ - P)9{yn) - pN{Un,Vn)] + -R/f(x)[(l - P)9{x) - pN{u,v)]\\ 
< (1 - an)\\xn - x\\ + an\\yn -X- {g{yn) - gix))\\ 
+ anWRKiyniC^ - P)9{yn) - pN{Un,Vn)] - RK{x)[i'i- " p)g{yn) " pN{Un,Vn)]\\ 
+an||^A'(x)[(l - p)g{yn) - pN{un,Vn)] - RK{X)[{1 - p)9ix) - pN{u,v)]\\ 
< (1 - an)\\xn - x\\ + an[2\\yn -X- {g{yn) - g{x))\\ + u\\yn - x|| 
^phiVn) - g{x)\\ + \\yn - X - p[N{Un,Vn) - N{u,v)]\\] (2.4.10) 
Following the hues of proof of Theorem 2.3.1, we have, 
ll^ n^+i - x\\ < (1 - an)\\xn - a;|| + an[k + pS + l{p)] \\yn - x\\, (2.4.11) 
where 
k:=u + 2\/l -2a + 6ic5\ l{p) := x / r ^ ^ 2 p a T 6 4 c p 2 ( r T 5 W " + 7 ^ -
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Now, from (2.4.3) and (2.4.9), we have 
| | y n - a ; | | < (l - Pn)\\Xn - X\\ + Pn[2\\Xn - X - {g{Xn) - g{x))\\ 
+ uPn\\Xn - X\\ + pPnMXn) - gix)\\ 
+Pn\\Xn - X - p[N{Un, Vn) - N{u, v)] \\ 
< (1 - Pn)\\Xn - X\\ + Pn[k + pS + l{p)] \\Xn - x\\ 
< il-Pn{l-e))\\Xn-xl ( 2 .4 .12 ) 
where 
9:= k + pd + l{p). (2.4.13) 
Since Pn < I for all n and ^ < 1 by conditions (2.3.2)-(2.3.4), it follows that 
| | y „ - x | | < | | x „ - x | | . (2.4.14) 
Combining (2.4.11) and (2.4.14), we obtain 
\\Xn+l - X\\ < { ( 1 - an{l - 0))}\\Xn - x\\ 
n 
= -[[[1 - {I - e)ai\\\x, - x\\. (2.4.15) 
oo 
Since Yl ^n diverges and (1 - ^) > 0, it follows that nr=o(l ~ (^  ~ ^)'^i) = 
n=0 
0. Further, (2.4.15) yields that the sequence {xn} strongly converges to x. From 
(2.4.14), we see that {y„} also strongly converges to x. Prom (2.4.4) and li-H-
Lipschitz continuity of T, we have 
\\un - u\\ < (1 + e)U{T{xn),T{x)) < /x(l + e)||x„ - x||, 
which impUes that [un] strongly converges to u. Similarly, we can prove that [vn] 
strongly converges to v. Further, we observe that the sequences Un and Vn also 
strongly converge to u and u, respectively, and the proof is completed. 
Corollary 2.4.1(stability). Let the space E and the mappings N,g,T and A be 
same as in Theorem 2.3.1, and let the conditions (2.3.2)-(2.3.4) of Theorem 2.3.1 
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and Assumption 2.2.1 hold. Let {z„} he any sequence in E and let {5n} C [0,oo) he 
defined as 
5n = Ikn+l - (1 - an)Zn - aniVn " giVn) + RK{yn)\{'^ " p)9{yn) " pN{Un, Vn)]}\\, 
where 
Vn = {'i--Pn)Zn + Pn{Zn-9{Zn) + RK(zn)[{'^-p)9{Zn)-pN{Un,^n)]}, 
UneT{zn): P „ + i - 5 „ | | < (l + (l + n)-i)^(T(z„+i), r(z„)), 
VneA{Zn): \\Vn+l-v4 < {I + {I + n)-')n{A{Zn+l), A{Zn)), 
UneTivn): \\un+i-Un\\ < (1 + (l + n)-^)7{(T(y„+i), T(y„)), 
Vn e A{yn) : \\vn+i - v^ < (1 + (1 + n)-^)'H{A{yn+i), A{yn)), 
n = 0, l ,2 , . . . . 
Then: 
(a) IfYl'i^o^n < oo then \im {zn,Un,Vn) = {x,u,v), where {x,u,v) is a solution 
n-+oo 
of SIQVIP (2.2.1). 
(b) // lim Zn = X then hm 5n — 0. 
n—>oo n—»oo 
Proof. Prom Theorem 2.3.1, it follows that SIQVIP (2.2.1) has a solution {x,u,v). 
Further, following the steps used for obtaining (2.4.11) and (2.4.12), we can easily 
obtain the following estimates 
ll^n - Xll < (1 - /3„(1 - e))\\Zn - X\\ < \\Zn - x\\ (2.4.16) 
and 
\\{l-an)Zn + an{yn-9iyn) + RK{yn)[{l-p)9{yn)-pN{Un,Vn)]}-x\\ 
< (1 - an)\\zn -x\\ + aJWvn -x\\, (2.4.17) 
where 9 is given by (2.4.13). 
00 
Proof of (a). Suppose that ^ (5„ < oo, then 
n=0 
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\\Zn+l - X|| < 11(1 - an)Zn + a^iyn - g{yn) + -R/^(3/„)[(l " p)g{yn) - pN{Un, Vn)]} - x\\ 
M\Zn+\-{'^-an)Zn + Otn{yn-g{yn) + RK{yr.)[{'^- P)g{yn)- pN{Un,Vn)]}\\. 
Using (2.4.16) and (2.4.17), we have 
Ikn+i - x|| < (1 - a„(l - e))\\zn - x\\ + 6n. (2.4.18) 
Setting: 
O'n \\Zn -^11, 
A„ = (1 - 9)an\ 
Cn = (^ n, V n . 
Then, it follows from Theorem 1.2.25 and (2.4.18) that lim a„ = 0, that is, 
n—>oo 
lim Zn — X. Further, T and A are ?^-Lipschitz continuous, we have 
n—>oo 
\\un-u\\ < {l + e)n{T{zn),T{x)) < fi{l + e)\\zn~x\\ 
and 
\\vn-v\\ < {l + e)n{A{Zn),A{x)) < 7?(l + e)| |2„-x||, 
which implies that hm 'S„ = w and lim Vn = v. Thus 
n—>oo n—>oo 
lim(2„,w„,^n) = {x,u,v). 
Proof o/(b). Suppose that lim z„ = x, then from (2.4.16), it follows that lim y„ = 
n—>oo n—»oo 
X, and hence, from ?^-Lipschitz continuity of T and A, it follows that hm u„ = u 
n—voo 
and lim i;„ = v. Finally, from (2.4.16) and (2.4.17), we have 
Sn < \\Zn+l-x\\ + \\{l-an)Zn + an{yn-g{yn) + RK(yn)[{^-p)giyn)-pN{Un,Vn)]}-x\ 
< \\zn+i - x\\ + (1 - an)\\zn - x\\ + a„[||2/„ - a;|| + \\g{yn) - g{x)\\ 
+ '^\\yn - X\\ + (1 - p)\\9{yn) - gix)\\ + p\\N{Un, Vn) ' N{u, v)\\] 
—>• 0 as n —> oo. 
This completes the proof. 
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Remark 2.4.1. 
(i) It is clear that a < 5. Further, 9 < I and conditions (2.3.2)-(2.3.4) hold for 
some suitable set values of constants, for example, 
• a = 3, / ? = 1 , 7 = 4, /i = 77 = 5 = e = l , c— g^, u = 0.6, v = 0.1, p = 0.15 
and 
• a = 3, /3 = 1, 7 = 4, ^1 — r] = 5 = u — \, c = Y28' ^ ~ •^•'•' ^ ~ ^•^ '^ /^  ~ 
0.099. 
(ii) Theorem 2.3.1 and Theorem 2.4.1 generalize and improve the Theorem 3.1 
and Theorem 4.1 of Noor [112,116] in the following sense: 
• These theorems are proved in more general space, particularly, in uniformly 
smooth Banach space. 
• Set-valued mappings with closed and bounded values have been considered 
instead of set-valued mappings with compact values. 
• More general concepts of strongly monotonicity and Lipschitz continuity are 
considered for mappings involved in order to overcome the difficulies raised by 
He [64] and Liu et al. [88]. 
• Iterative Algorithm 2.4.1 is of Ishikawa type, which is more general than algo-
rithms considered by Noor [112,116]. 
• Stabihty of Iterative Algorithm 2.4.1 is discussed. 
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CHAPTER 3 
GENERALIZED SET-VALUED IMPLICIT 
QUASI-VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, we consider a generahzed set-valued imphcit quasi-variational 
inequality problem (in short, GSIQVIP) in real uniformly smooth Banach space 
which is more general than the problem studied in Chapter 2. We prove the existence 
of solution of GSIQVIP and discuss the convergence analysis of iterative algorithms 
for GSIQVIP. The results presented in this chapter generahze, improve and unify 
the results of Noor et al. [122]. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows: 
In Section 3.2, we formulate GSIQVIP in real uniformly smooth Banach space 
and discuss some of its special cases. Further, we give some concepts which are 
needed in the subsequent sections of this chapter. 
In Section 3.3, based on Theorems 1.2.23, 1.2.24, we suggest some iterative 
algorithms for GSIQVIP. 
In Section 3.4, we prove the existence of solution and discuss the convergence 
analysis of iterative algorithms. 
The techniques used in this chapter are different from those used in Chapter 2. 
3.2. PRELIMINARIES AND FORMULATION OF PROBLEM 
Let T,A,S:E-^ CB{E) be set-valued mappings; let ^ :£'—>£' be a single-
valued mapping and let N : E x E x E ^ E he a nonlinear single-valued mapping. 
Let K : E -^ 2^ he a. set-valued mapping such that for any x E E, K{x) is a 
nonempty, closed and convex set in E^ then we consider the following generalized 
set-valued imphcit quasi-variational inequahty problem (GSIQVIP): 
Find x^E, u 6 T{x), v e A{x), w E S{x) such that g{x) € K{x) and 
{N{u,v,w),J{y-g{x))) > 0, Vy E K{x). (3.2.1) 
Some Special Cases 
1. If S is single-valued mapping, S = g and N{u, v, g(x)) = g{x) + M(u, v), VM, V, 
X E E, where M : E x E -^ E, GSIQVIP (3.2.1) reduces to the problem of 
finding x ^ E, u E T{x), v G A{x) such that g{x) e K{x) and 
{g{x) + M{u,v),J{y-g{x)))>0, ^y e K{x). (3.2.2) 
Problem (3.2.2) has been considered by Noor [116] in the setting of Hilbert 
space. 
2. If N{u,v,w) = M{u,v), \/u,v,w G E, where M : E x E -^ E, GSIQVIP 
(3.2.1) reduces to the problem of finding x e E, u e T{x), v G A{x) such that 
g{x) G K{x) and 
(M(n, v), J{y - g{x))) > 0, Vy G K{x). (3.2.3) 
Problem (3.2.3) has been considered by Noor [112] in the setting of Hilbert 
space. 
3. If K{x) C range{g), \/x G E, then for each z G K{x), there exists y e E such 
that z = g(y) and if N{u, v, w) = M{u, v), Vu, v,w e E, where M : E x E ~^ 
E, GSIQVIP (3.2.1) reduces to the problem of finding x e E, u G T(x), v G 
A{x) such that g(x) G K{x] and 
{M{u,v),J{g{y)-g{x)))>0, \Jg{y)^K{x). (3.2.4) 
Problem (3.2.4) has been considered by Noor et al. [122]. 
4. If £: = H, then GSIQVIP (3.2.1) reduces to the problem of finding XEH, ue 
T{x), V G A{x), w G S{x) such that p(a;) G i^(a:) and 
(A^(w,u,u;),y-5(x)) > 0, \Jy^K{x). (3.2.5) 
Now, we give the following concepts which are needed in the sequel: 
Definition 3.2.1. Lei g : E ^ E\ T,A,S : E -^ CB{E). A mapping A^  : 
ExExE-^E is said to be 
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(i) OL-strongly g-accretive with respect to T,A and S if there exists a constant 
a > 0 such that 
{N{ui,vi,wi) ~ N{u2, V2, W2), J{g{x) - g{y))) > a\\x - yf, \/x, y e B, 
ui G T{x), U2 G T(y); Vi G A{x), V2 G A{y), Wi G S{x), W2 G S{y)] 
(ii) (/?, 7, Q-Lipschitz continuous if there exist constants /?, 7, ^  > 0 such that 
\\N{xuyuzi) - iV(a;2,2/2,^ 2)!! < /3||a;i - X2II + 7l|yi - 2/2!! + Cpi - 22II, 
Va;i,X2,yi,y2,21,2:2 G E . 
3.3. ITERATIVE ALGORITHMS 
First, we give the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3.1. GSIQVIP (3.2.1) has a solution (x,u,v,w) with x G E, u £ 
T{x), V G A{x), w G S{x), g{x) G K{x) if and only if {x,u,v,w) satisfies the 
relation 
g{x) = RK{X)[9{X) - pN{u,v,w)], 
where p > 0 is a constant and RK{X) T'S a retraction from E to K{x). 
Proof. Proof is on similar lines of the proof of Lemma 2.3.1 and hence omitted 
Based on Lemma 3.3.1, Theorems 1.2.23,1.2.24, we suggest the following itera-
tive algorithms for GSIQVIP (3.2.1): 
Iterative Algorithm 3.3.1. For given XQ E E, UQ e T{xo), VQ G A{XQ), WQ G 
5(xo), and given e G (0,1), compute the sequences {xn}, {un}, {vn}, {^n} defined 
by the iterative schemes: 
g{Xn+l) = RK{xn)[9M - pN{Un,Vn,Wn)i n = 0, 1, 2, ..., (3.3.1) 
Un G T{xn) : \\un+i - u^ < 7{(T(x„+i),T(xO) + e"+'||x„+i - x,||, (3.3.2) 
Vn G A{Xn) : \\Vn+l ~ Vn\\ < n{A{Xn+l), A{Xn)) + e " + l 
Xn+1 "^71 
II, (3.3.3) 
Wn G S{xn) : ||u;,+i - Wn\\ < n{S{xn+i),S{xn]) + e^+^x^+i - x^jj, (3.3.4) 
where p > 0 is a constant. 
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Iterative Algorithm 3.3.2. For given XQ e E, UQ e T{xo), VQ G A{XO), WQ G 
S{xo), and given e G (0,1), compute the sequences {x„}, {un}, {vn}, {wn} defined 
by the iterative schemes: 
g{Xn+i) ^ RK{x„)[giXn) - pN{Un,Vn,Wn)], n = 0, 1, 2, ..., 
W„ e T{Xn) : \\Un+l - UnW < (1 + (1 + n)-')H{T{Xn+l),T{Xn)), 
Vn G A{Xn) : ||^;„+l - ^nll < (1 + (1 + n)-^)U{A{Xn+l), A{Xn)), 
Wn e S(Xn) : \\Wn+l - Wn\\ < (1 + (1 + n)~'^)'H(S(Xn+l), SiXn)), 
where p > 0 is a constant. 
Special Case 
If N{u,v,w) = M{u,v), '^u,v,w e E, where M : E x E -^ E, then Iterative 
Algorithm 3.3.1 reduces to the following iterative algorithm: 
Iterative Algorithm 3.3.3[122]. For given XQ e E, WQ € T{XQ), VQ G A{XO), and 
given e G (0,1), compute the sequences {x„}, {un}, {vn} defined by the iterative 
schemes: 
g{Xn+l) = RK{xn)[9M - pM{Un, Vn)], n = 0, 1, 2, ..., 
Un G T{Xn) : \\Un+i - W„|| < H{T{Xn+l),T{Xn)) + c""^ || 
Vn G A{xn) : ||t;„+i - i;„|| < niA{xn+i), A{xn)) + e"^ || 
where p > 0 is a constant. 
Now, we recall Theorem 3.2 of Noor et al. [122]. 
Theorem 3.3.1[122]. Let E be a real uniformly smooth Banach space with psit) < 
ct^ for some constant c > 0. Let the mapping M be P-Lipschitz continuous and 
^-Lipschitz continuous in the first and second arguments, respectively. Let the map-
ping g be 5-Lipschitz continuous and k-strongly accretive. Assume that the mapping 
T,A : E -^ CB{E) are ji-'H-Lipschitz continuous and rj-H-Lipschitz continuous, 
respectively. If Assumption 2.2.1 holds and 
0 < p < ^ - ^ ^ + 4 ^>l/2, (3.3.5) 
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then there exist x ^ E, tt G T{x), v £ A{x), satisfying (3.2.4) and the sequences 
{xn}, {un\ and {f„} generated by Iterative Algorithm 3.5.3 converge to x,u, and v, 
respectively. 
Remark 3.3.1. The condition (3.3.5) of Theorem 3.3.1 does not serve the conver-
gence criteria for the sequences {x„}, {u„} and {vn} generated by Iterative Algo-
rithm 3.3.3. Evidently k < 5. Next claim that \/2fc - 1 < (5 + z/). On the contrary, 
we assume that ^/2k — 1 > {6 + u), 
2k-l>{S + uf>{k + vf 
~{k - \f > {2k + u)v 
(k - if <-{2k + u)u, 
which is not possible, since (2A; + u)u > 0. 
Hence, y/2k - 1 < (<5 + z^ ). Thus (3.3.5) yields 0 < p < 0, which is impossible. 
3.4. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTION AND CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS 
We prove the existence of solution of GSIQVLIP (3.2.1) and discuss the con-
vergence analysis of Iterative Algorithm 3.3.1. 
Theorem 3.4.1. Let E be a real uniformly smooth Banach space with pE{t) ^ ci^  
for some c > 0. Let the mappings T,A,S : E ->• CB{E) be fi-H-Lipschitz, TJ-
H-Lipschitz and a-H-Lipschitz continuous, respectively and let the mapping N be 
a-strongly g-accretive with respect to T, A and S, and (/?, 7, ^ )-Lipschitz continuous. 
Let the mapping g be 5-Lipschitz continuous and let the mapping {g — I) : E ^ E be 
k-strongly accretive, where I: E ^ E is an identity mapping. If Assumption 2.2.1 
holds and if p > 0 is a constant such that 
a 
P- 64cA2 
< V 5 E M ^ ; a^,^s^.,^^e4cx^ (3.4.1; 
where X = P/d + jr] + (a; t = y/2k + I — u, then there exist x G E, u E T{x), v S 
A{x), w G S{x), satisfying (3.2.1) and the sequences {xn},{un}, {vn} and {wn} 
generated by Iterative Algorithm 3.3.1 strongly converge to x,u,v,w, respectively, in 
E. 
Proof. Prom Iterative Algorithm 3.3.1, we estimate, using Assumption 2.2.1, 
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M^H+T) - 9{^n+l)\\ 
< \\RK{Xn+i)[9{Xn+\) - pN{Un+uVn+l,Wn+l)] - RK(xr.)[9{^n) - pN{Un,Vn,Wn)]\\ 
< | |^(Xn+l) - g{Xn) - p[N{Un+l,Vn+l,'Wn+l) - N(Un,Vn,Wn)]\\ + u\\Xn+l - Xn\\. 
(3.4.2) 
Next, using Theorem 1.2.9; a-strongly ^-accretiveness and (/3,7, ^-Lipschitz 
continuity of A''; (J-Lipschitz continuity of g; /x-'H-Lipschitz continuity of T; rj-H-
Lipschitz continuity of A and cr-T -^Lipschitz continuity of 5, we have 
\\g{Xn+l)-g{Xn)-p[N{Un+uVn+l,'Wn+l)-N{u n, Vn, Wn)\\\ 
< \\g{Xn+l) - 9{Xn)f - 2p{N{Un+uVn+l,Wn+l) ~ N{u 
J{g{Xn+l) - g{Xn) - p\N{Un+i,Vn+u'^n+l) - N{Un,Vn,Wn)])) 
< MXn+l) - g{Xn)f - 2p{N{Un+U Vn+l,Wn+l) - N{Un, Vn, Wn), J{g{Xn+l) - 9{Xn))) 
-2p{N{Un+l,Vn+uWn+l) - N{Un,Vn,Wn), Jig{Xn+l) - 9{Xn) 
-p[N{Un+\,Vn+\,VJn+l) -N{Un,Vn,Wn)\) " J{g{Xn+\) - g{Xn))) 
< \\g{Xn+l)-9{Xn)f-2p{N{Un+uVn+l,Wn+l)-N{Un,Vn,Wn),J{9{Xn+l)-9M)) 
,Vn+l,Wn+l) - N{Un,Vn,Wn)\\'^, (3.4.3) 
and 
\\N{Un+l,Vn+l,Wn+l)-N{Un,Vn,Wn)\\ 
< P\\Un+l - Un\\ + j\\Vn+l - Vn\\ + (\\Wn+l " Wn\\ 
< l5\n{T{xn+i), T{xn)) + e"+'||x„+a - xj] + 7[H(A(x,+i), M^n)) 
<!/?// + 7r? + C^7 + (/3 + 7 + 0^"+'] ||a;„+i - x„||. (3.4.4) 
From (3.4.2), (3.4.3) and (3.4.4), we have 
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\\g{Xn+2) - 9ixn+i)\\ < {{^^ ' 2pa + QAcp^lPfi + ^ v + ^cr 
+ (/3 + 7 + 0e" ' 'T ) '+^} lkn+ i -2 ;n | | . (3.4.5) 
Since (g — /) is fc-strongly accretive, we have 
II i | 2 
= \\9{Xn+2) - gi^n+l) + Xn+2 " Xn+1 - {g{Xn+2) " g{Xn+l))f 
< \\giXn+2) - g{Xn+l)f - 2{{g - I)Xn+2 - { g - I)Xn+uJ{Xn+2 - Xn+l)) 
< \\g{xn+2) - g{xn+i)f " 2A;||a;„+2 - Xn+if, 
which imphes 
||Xn+2 - a;n+l|| < /^rr-—r\\gi^n+2) " g{Xn+l)\\. 
V2fc + 1 
The preceding inequahty with inequahty (3.4.5) gives 
\\Xn+2 - Xn+l\\ < On\\Xn+l - Xn\\, (3.4.6) 
where 
On := -j^=[{6' - 2pa + Mcp\(5ii + 7^ ? + ^^ + (/3 + 7 + 0 ^ " ^ ? ) ' + ^ } -
Since e £ (0,1), it follows that e"+^  -> 0 and ^„ ^ ^ as n ->• 00, where 
= ((5^ - 2pa + Ucp\^p, + 77/ + iaf) ^ + i^j . 
^/2k 
Since ^ < 1 by condition (3.4.1). Hence n^ < 1 for sufficiently n large. There-
fore, (3.4.6) imphes that {a;„} is a Cauchy sequence in E. Hence there exists x ^  E 
such that Xn -^ X as n -¥ 00. By ?^-Lipschitz continuity of T and (3.3.2), we have 
ll^ n^+l - UnW < n{TiXn+l), T(x„)) + e"+iXn+l - x j (3.4.7) 
<( / . + e"+^)K+i-x„| | . 
Since {x„} is a Cauchy sequence in E, (3.4.7) implies that {w„} is a Cauchy 
sequence in E. Hence, there exists u e E such that Un -^ u as n ^  oo. Similarly, 
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we can show that {vn}, {wn} are Cauchy sequences and hence there exist v,w ^ E 
such that Vn -^ V and u;„ —> w as n -^ oo. Further, since ii„ e T{xn), we have 
d{u,T{x)) < \\u - Un\\ + d{un,T{x)) + e \\xn - x\\ 
< \\u- Un\\ +'H{T{Xn),T{x)) + 6 \\Xn - x\\ 
< \\u - u„|| + ii\\xn -x\\ + e \\xn - a;|| -^ 0, 
as n —> oo and hence u € T{x). Similarly, we can show that v G A{x) and w e S{x). 
Furthermore, continuity of the mappings A'', T, A, S, RK{X) and g, Assumption 
2.2.1 and (3.3.1) give that 
g{x) = RK{x)[gix) - pN{u,v,w)] 
and hence, from Lemma 3.3.1, it follows that x e E, u e T{x), v G A{x), w G S[x) 
is a solution of GSIQVIP (3.2.1). This completes the proof. 
Remark 3.4.1. 
(i) It is clear that a < 5\. Further, condition ^ € (0,1) and (3.4.1) hold for some 
suitable values of coefficients, for example, a = 3, P = I, 7 = 2, ^ = 2, 5 = 
1, k = 1, fi — I, ?? = 1, cr = 1, u = I, p e i 5 10' 4 ^ 320' 
(ii) Theorem 3.4.1 also serves the convergence criteria for Iterative Algorithm 3.3.2. 
If we take N{u, v, w) = M{u, v), Vu, v,w e E, where M : ExE -^ E, Theorem 
3.4.1 reduces to the following result which is improved form of Theorem 3.5.2[122]. 
Corollary 3.4.1. Let E be a real uniformly smooth Banach space with pE{t) < ct^ 
for some c > 0. Let the mappings T,A : E -^ CB{E) be fi-7i-Lipschitz and TJ-H-
Lipschitz continuous, respectively and let the mapping M be a-strongly g-accretive 
with respect to T, A and (/3, 'y)-Lipschitz continuous. Let the mapping g be 6-Lipschitz 
continuous and let the mapping {g — I) : E -^ E be k-strongly accretive, where 
I: E ^ E is an identity mapping. If Assumption 2.2.1 holds andiffor p > 0, (3.4-1) 
holds with A = /?// + jr}, then there exist x ^ E, u € T{x), v G A{x), satisfying 
(3.2.3) and the sequences [xn], {•u„} and {vn] generated by Iterative Algorithm 
3.3.3 strongly converge to x,u,v, respectively, in E. 
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li E = H, then Theorem 3.4.1 reduces to the following result. 
Corollary 3.4.2 Let H be a real Hilbert space. Let the mappings T,A,S:H^r 
CB{H) be ii-H-Lipschitz, rj-Ti-Lipschitz and a-H-Lipschitz continuous, respectively 
and let the mapping N be a-strongly g-accretive with respect to T, A and S, and 
{P,j,^)-Lipschitz continuous. Let the mapping g be 5-Lipschitz continuous and let 
the mapping {g — I):H-^Hbe k-strongly accretive, where I: H -^ H is an identity 
mapping. If Assumption 2.2.1 holds and if for p > 0, (3.4-1) holds, then there 
exist X £ H, u E T{x), v G A{x), w G S{x) satisfying (3.2.5) and the sequences 
{x„}, {un\, {vn\ and {wn} generated by Iterative Algorithm 3.3.2 strongly converge 
to x, u, V, w, respectively, in H. 
Remark 3.4.2. Corollary 3.4.2 generalizes and improves the results given in 
[28,112,116]. 
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CHAPTER 4 
SYSTEM OF GENERALIZED VARIATIONAL-LIKE 
INEQUALITIES 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
Variational-like inequahty introduced by Parida et al. [130] is an important 
and useful generalization of variational inequality, and has significant applications 
in nonconvex optimization. 
It is worth mentioning that the projection method and its variant forms cannot 
be extended for constructing iterative algorithms for variational-like inequalities, 
since it is not possible to find the projection. To overcome this drawback, one uses 
usually the auxihary principle technique which does not depend on the projection 
mapping. This technique deals with finding a suitable auxiliary problem for the 
original problem. Further, this auxihary problem is used to construct an itera-
tive algorithm for solving the original problem. Glowinski, Lions and Tremolieres 
[60] introduced this technique and used it to study the existence of a solution of 
mixed variational inequahty. Later, Noor [103,104,107,110], Huang and Deng [69], 
Chidume, Kazmi and Zegeye [29] and Zeng et al. [151] extended this technique to 
suggest and analyze a number of iterative algorithms for solving various classes of 
variational inequahties. 
In 1985, Pang [129] showed that a variety of equihbrium models, for example, 
the traffic equilibrium problem, the spatial equihbrium problem, the Nash equilib-
rium problem and the general equilibrium programming problem can be uniformly 
modelled as a variational inequality problem defined on the product sets. He de-
composed the original variational inequality problem into a system of variational in-
equality problems and discussed the convergence for system of variational inequality 
problems. 
Later, it was noticed that variational inequahty problem over product sets 
and the system of variational inequahty problems both have same solution set, 
see for applications [10,56,98,129]. Since then, many authors, see for example 
[8,34,56,71,83,98], studied the existence theory of various classes of system of vari-
ational inequality problems by exploiting fixed point theorems and minimax the-
orems. On the other hand, only a few iterative algorithms has been constructed 
for approximating the solution of system of variational inequality problems. Re-
cently, Verma [145] studied the approximate solvability for a system of variational 
inequality problems based on system of projection methods. 
Motivated by the recent work going on in this direction, we consider a system of 
generalized variational-like inequality problems (in short, SGVLIP) involving non-
differentiable terms, and its related auxihary problems in real Hilbert spaces. An 
existence theorem for auxiliary problems is established. Further, by exploiting this 
theorem, an algorithm for the SGVLIP is constructed. Furthermore, we prove the 
existence of a unique solution of SGVLIP and discuss the convergence analysis of 
the algorithm. The technique and results presented in this chapter generalize and 
unify the corresponding techniques and results given in [103,104,107]. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows: 
In Section 4.2, we formulate SGVLIP in real Hilbert space and discuss some of 
its special cases. Further, we give some concepts and results which are needed for 
the presentation of the results of this chapter. 
In Section 4.3, related to SGVLIP, we consider auxihary problems and establish 
an existence theorem for them. Further, using this existence theorem, we construct 
an algorithm for finding the approximate solution of SGVLIP. 
In Section 4.4, we prove the existence of the unique solution of SGVLIP and 
discuss the convergence analysis of the algorithm. 
4.2. PRELIMINARIES A N D FORMULATION OF PROBLEM 
Throughout the chapter unless otherwise stated, let / = (1,2} be an index set 
and for each z G / , let Hi be a real Hilbert space whose inner product and norm are 
denoted by (., .)i and ||.||i, respectively. For each i e I, let Fi : Hi x H2 -^ Hi, rji : 
Hi X Hi ^ Hi be nonlinear mappings, then we consider the following system of 
generalized variational-like inequahty problems (SGVLIP): 
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Find {x,y) e Hi X H2 such that 
{Fi{x,y),r)i{vi,x))i+biix,vi)~bi{x,x)>0, ^Vi e H^ (4.2.1) 
{F2{x,y),T]2{v2,y))2 + b2{y,V2)~b2iy,y) > 0, \/v2 e H2, (4.2.2) 
where for each i E I, the bifunction bi : Hi x Hi -^ E, which is not necessarily 
differentiable, satisfies the following properties: 
(i) bi is hnear in the first argument; 
(ii) bi is bounded, that is, there exists a constant 7^  > O'such that 
hi{ui,Vi) < ^i\\ui\\ \\vi\l yui,Vi E Hi] 
(iii) bi{ui, Vi) - bi{ui, Wi) < bi{ui, Vi ~ Wi), \/ui, Vi, Wi E Hi] 
(iv) bi is convex in the second argument. 
Some Special Cases 
1. If H = Hi = H2; 77 = 771 = %; F = Fi = F2; b = bi = 62, then SGVLIP 
(4.2.1),(4.2.2) reduces to the problem of finding x E H such that 
{F(x, x),r]{v, x)) + b{x, v) - b{x, x] > 0, Vt; G H. 
Similar type of variational-like inequality problem involving set-valued map-
pings has been studied by Noor [118]. 
We remark that for suitable choices of the mappings i^i, F2, ryi, 772,61,62 and the 
spaces Hi and H2, SGVLIP (4.2.1), (4.2.2) reduces to various classes of variational 
inequahties, see for example, Noor [103,105,107]. 
Example 4.2.1 [69]. Suppose that f : Hi -^ R is a, linear and bounded functional 
and h : Hi -^ R is a sublinear and bounded functional. Let 
bi{ui,vi) = f{ui) h{vi), Mui^viEHi. 
Then bi satisfies the conditions (i)-(iv). 
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Remark 4.2.1 [69]. 
(i) For each i G / and for arbitrary Ui,Vi G Hi, property (i) imphes that -bi(ui, Vi) = 
bi{-Ui,Vi) and property (ii) implies that bi{-Ui,Vi) < 7i||wi||| It'll]. Hence, we 
have 
\bz{ui, Vi)\ < ^i\\ui\\ \\vi\\, V Ui, Vi G Hi 
bi{ui,0) = bi{0,Vi) = 0, Wui,VieHi, z - 1 , 2 . 
(ii) For each z G / , it follows from properties (ii) and (iii) that, for all Ui, Vi, Wi G Hi, 
bi{ui,Vi) - bi{ui,Wi) < 7i||ui|| lluj - Will, 
bi{ui,Wi) -bi{ui,Vi) < 7i||wi|| \\wi -Vi\\. 
Therefore 
\bi{ui,Vi)-bi{ui,Wi)\<'yi\\ui\\ \\vi-Wi\\, \lui,Vi^Hi. 
This imphes that for each i e I, bi is continuous with respect to the second 
argument. 
We need the following definitions, assumptions and known results in the sequel: 
Definition 4.2.1. A mapping Fi : Hi x H2 -^ Hi is said to be 
(i) ai-strongly monotone in the first argument if there exists a constant ai > 0 
such that 
{Fi{ui,U2)~ Fi{vi,U2),Ui-vi)i>ai\\ui-vi\\l, W ui,vi e Hi, 1*2 G if2; 
(ii) {I3i, ^2)-Lipschitz continuous if there exist constants A) ^2 > 0 such that 
\\Fi{ui,U2) - Fi{vi,V2)\\i < A l | W l - y i | | l + 6 1 ^ 2 - ^ 2 1 1 2 , 
Vui,t;i G Hi, U2,V2 e H2. 
Assumpt ion 4.2.1. For each i G / , the mappings Fi : Hi x H2 -^ H, rji : 
Hi X Hi -^ Hi satisfying the following conditions: 
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(i) For all {x,y) ^ H\ x H2, there exists a constant r^  > 0 such that 
\\Fi{x,y)\\i<Ti{\\x\\, + \\y\\2); 
(ii) rii{vi, Ui) = -r}i{ui, vi), V Ui, Vi G Hi; 
(iii) r]i is affine in the second argument; 
(iv) For each fixed Ui G Hi, fi —> r}i{ui,Vi) is continuous from the weak topology 
to the weak topology. 
Lemma 4.2.1 [27]. Let X be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a Hausdorff 
linear topological space E and let (l),'ip : X x X -> R be mapping satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(i) iPix, y) < (i){x, y), Vx, y e X; ^{x, x) > 0, Vx € X; 
(ii) For each x ^ X, (t>{x,y) is upper semicontinuous with respect to y; 
(iii) For each y €: X, the set {x & X : •0(a;, y) < 0} is convex; 
(iv) There exists a nonempty compact set K C X and XQ ^ K such that 
^{xo,y)<0, yyeX\K. 
Then, there exists y* ^ K such that (j){x,y*) > 0, Vx e X. 
Lemma 4.2.2[151]. Let K be a nonempty and convex subset of a real Hilbert space 
H, and let f : K ^ R be a lower semicontinuous and convex functional. Then, f is 
weakly lower semicontinuous. 
Remark 4.2.2[151]. From Lemma 4.2.2, we can see that, if / : K -> R is upper 
semicontinuous and concave, then / is weakly upper semicontinuous. 
4.3. AUXILIARY PROBLEMS AND ALGORITHM 
First, related to SGVLIP (4.2.1),(4.2.2), we consider the auxiliary problems and 
then establish an existence theorem for these auxiliary problems. 
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AuxiliEiry Problems: Given (xi,X2) G Hi x H2, find zi G Hi, z^ G H^ such that 
(zi -a;i+pFi(xi,X2),r?i(ui,zi))i+p[6i(xi,z;i)-6i(xi,2i)] > 0, Vi;i G Hi, (4.3.1) 
(22-X2 + pi^ 2(2;i,X2),r?2(t^ 2,-2:2))2 + p[t2(a;2,'y2)-t2(a:2,^2)] > 0, "iv^ G if2; (4.3.2) 
where p > 0 is a constant 
Theorem 4.3.1. For each i Q: I, let the mapping r]i : Hi x Hi —> Hi be ai-strongly 
monotone and 5i-Lipschitz continuous, and let the bifunction hi satisfy the properties 
(i)-(iv). If Assumption 4-2.1 holds, then the Auxiliary Problems (4-3.1), (4-3.2) are 
solvable. 
Proof. For each i G / , define the mappings 0j, •0i : i/j x ifj —)• E by 
(l)i{vi, Zi) = {vi -Xi-\- pFi{xi,X2), r]i{vi, Zi))i + p[bi{xi, Vi) - bi{xi, Zi)], 
M^i^^i) = {zi - Xi + pFi{xi,X2),r]i{vi, Zi))i + p[bi{xi,Vi) ~bi{xi,Zi)], 
respectively. We show that, for each i ^ I, the mappings (l>i,ipi satisfy all the 
conditions of Lemma 4.2.1 in the weak topology. Indeed, since r)i is aj-strongly 
monotone, clearly 0t and V^i satisfy condition (i) of Lemma 4.2.1. Since the bifunction 
hi is convex in the second argument and rji is affine in the second argument, it 
follows from Remark 4.2.1(ii) and Assumption 4.2.1(iv) that (i)i{vi,Zi) is weakly 
upper semicontinuous with respect to Zj. Further, it is easy to show that, for each 
fixed Zi G Hi, the set {vi G Hi : ipi{vi,Zi) < 0} is convex, and so the conditions (ii) 
and (iii) of Lemma 4.2.1 hold. 
Now, let for each z G / , 
Wi = a^UdiWxiWi + pTi6i{\\xi\\i + \\x2\\2) + Pli\\xi\\i 
Ki = [zi G Hi : \\zi\\i < Wi}. 
Then, for each i G / , Ki is weakly compact subset of Hi. For any fixed Zi e Hi\Ki, 
take VQ. — 0 e Ki. Prom Assumption 4.2.1, the Lipschitz continuity and strongly 
monotonicity of T/J, and Remark 4.2.1, we have 
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= {zi -Xi + pFi(xi,X2),r]i{0,Zi))i + p[hi{xi,0) - hi{xuzi)] 
= - ( 0 - Zj, 77,(0, Zi))i + {xu Vii^i, 0))i + p{Fi{xi,X2), 77i(0, Zi))i 
+p[bi{xi,0)-bi{xi,Zi)] 
< -aiWziW^ + 5i\\xi\\i\\zi\\i + pri(5i(||xi||i + ||a;2||2)lki||i + P7i||xi||i||2i||i 
= -<^i\\Zi\\i lkt||-^r^(<^ill^i||i+P'^i<^i(ll^l||l + 112^2112)+/?7ilki||ij 
<0. 
Hence, condition (iv) of Lemma 4.2.1 holds. Thus, by Lemma 4.2.1, for each i G / , 
there exists z* G Hj such that 
that is, 
{vi - Xi + pFi{xi,X2),T]i{vuz*))i + p[bi{xi,Vi) - bi(xi,z*)] > 0, Vwi G Hi. (4.3.3) 
For arbitrary t G (0,1] and Vi G Hi, let yi^t := tvi + (1 - it)z*. Replace Vi by yi,t 
in (4.3.3), we obtain 
0 < {yi,t - Xi + pFi{xi,X2),r]i{yi,t,Zi))i + p[bi{xi,yi^t) ~ bi{xi,z*)] 
= -(yt,t - Xi + pFi{xi,X2),T]i{z*,yi^t))i + p[bi{xi,yi,t) - bi{xi,z*)] 
< -t{yi,t - Xi + pFi(xi,X2),Vi{Zi,Vi))i + pt[bi{xi,Vi) - bi{xi,z*)]. 
Hence, we derive 
{yi,t -Xi + pFi{xi,X2),r]i{vi,z*))i + p[bi{xi,Vi) - bi{xi,z*)]. 
Letting t —)• 0"*", we have 
{z* -Xi + pFi{xi,X2),r]i{vi,Zi))i + p[bi{xi,Vi) - bi{xi,z*)] > 0, ^Vi G Hi. 
Therefore, z^ G Hi, z\ G H2 are the solutions of Auxihary Problems (4.3.1),(4.3.2), 
respectively. This complete the proof. 
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Now, based on Theorem 4.3.1, we construct an algorithm for SGVLIP (4.2.1), 
(4.2.2). 
For given (xo,yo) E Hi x H2, we know from Theorem 4.3.1 that the Auxiliary 
Problems (4.3.1), (4.3.2) have solutions, say, (xi,yi) e Hi x H2, that is, 
{xi - XQ + pFi{xQ,yo),rii{vi,Xi))i + p[bi{xo,vi) - bi{xo,Xi)] > 0, Vui G Hi] 
{yi - yo + pF2ixo,yo),V2{v2,yi))2 + p[b2iyo,v2) - b2iyo,yi)] > 0, Wv2 e H2. 
By Theorem 4.3.1 again, for (xi, yi) € HiX H2, the Auxihary Problems (4,3.1), 
(4.3.2) have solutions (2:2,^ 2), that is, 
{x2 - xi + pFi{xi,yi),r]i{vuX2))i + p[bi{xuvi) -bi{xi,X2)] > 0, Vui 6 Hi; 
{y2 - y\ + pF2{xi,yi),r]2{v2,y2))2 + p[b2{yuV2) - b2{yuy2)] > 0, Vu2 ^ H2. 
By induction, we can construct the algorithm for SGVLIP (4.2.1),(4.2.2) as 
follows: 
Algorithm 4.3.1. For given {xQ,yo) e Hi x H2, compute an approximate solution 
{xn,yn) in Hi X H2 satisfying the following conditions: 
{Xn+l - Xn + pFi{Xn,yn),m{'^UXn+l))\ + P[bl{Xn,Vi) - &i (x„ , Xn+l)] > 0, Vui £ Hi] 
(4.3.3) 
{yn+1 -yn + pF2{Xn,yn),V2{v2,yn+l))2 + P[b2{yn,V2) - 62(^71, yn+l)] > 0, Vu2 € H2, 
n=: 0,1,2,.., (4.3.4) 
where p > 0 is a constant. 
4.4. EXISTENCE OF UNIQUE SOLUTION AND CONVERGENCE 
ANALYSIS 
We prove the existence of the unique solution of SGVLIP (4.2.1), (4.2.2) and 
discuss the convergence analysis for Algorithm 4.3.1. 
Theorem 4.4,1. Let the mapping Fi : Hi x H2 -^ Hi be ai-strongly monotone 
in the first argument and {Pi,^i)-Lipschitz continuous, and let the mapping F2 : 
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HixH2 -^ H2 be a2-strongly monotone in the second argument and {P2, ^2)-Lipschitz 
continuous. For each i € I, let the mapping rji : Hi x Hi ^ Hi be ai-strongly 
monotone and Si-Lipschitz continuous, let the bifunction bi satisfy the properties 
(i)-(iv), and let Assumption 4,2.1 hold. If the following conditions hold for p > 0: 
Oil - tfCi 
Pf - iV\ 
< 2^2 Pf - tVi (4.4.1) 
where 
cci > t]ei + J ( l - t})[P} - tM); Pi > tiCi; 
U-= T'^ ei := — + —; 62 := — + —; z = 1,2. 
Oi (71 t2 CF2 ti 
Then approximate solution {xn,yn) obtained from Algorithm 4-3.1 strongly converges 
to {x\y*), where {x\y*) is a solution of SGVLIP (4-2.1), (4.2.2). 
Proof. For any (^i.-ua) G F i x H2, it follows from (4.3.3), (4.3.4) that 
{Xn~Xn-i+pFi{Xn-l,yn-l),V\{'^UXn))l+p[b\{Xn-\,Vi)~hi{Xn-l,Xn)] > 0, (4.4.2) 
{yn-yn-l+pF2{Xn-l,yn-l).mi'^2,yn))2 + p{b2{yn-UV2)~b2{yn-Uyn)] > 0, (4.4.3) 
{Xn+i - Xn + pFi{Xn,yn),miVl,Xn+i))l -\- p[bi{Xn,Vi) - bi{Xn,Xn+i)] > 0, (4.4.4) 
{yn+\ - yn + pF2{Xn,yn)iV2{V2,yn+l))2 + p[b2{yn,V2) - b2{yn,yn+l)] > 0. (4.4.5) 
Taking vi — Xn+i in (4.4.2) and Vi = Xn in (4.4.4), respectively, we get 
{Xn - Xn-1 + pFi{Xn-l,yn-l),VliXn+l, Xn))l + p[bi{Xn-l, Xn+l) - 6 i ( x „ _ i , X„)] > 0, 
(4.4.6) 
{Xn+l - Xn+ pFi{Xn,yn),'ni{Xn,Xn+l))l +p[&l( XntXn) OiyXn,, Xn-i-l ) ]>0 . (4.4.7) 
Adding (4.4.6) and (4.4.7), we get 
[Xn — Xn^i,r)i{Xn,Xn+l))l 
< {Xn-l - Xn- P\^Fi{Xn-Uyn~l) - Fi{Xn,yn)j,m{Xn,Xn+l))l 
-i-p[bi(Xn-l - Xn,3:n+l} + bi(Xn - Xn-l,Xn)], 
< {Xn-1 - Xn - p[Fi{Xn-Uyn-l) - Fi{Xn,yn)),VliXn,Xn+l))l 
+pbi(Xn - Xn-1, Xn - Xn+l). (4.4.8) 
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Since 771 is (Ji-strongly monotone and 5i-Lipschitz continuous, from (4.4.8), we 
have 
0-l|lx„ - Xn+l\\l < i | 2 ; n - l - Xn - p ^ F l ( x „ _ i , y„_ i ) - F i ( x „ , ^n) j | |l 11^ (^^n, X„+ UMl 
+ P 7 l | k n - a;„-i | | l | |Xn - Xn+l\\l, 
< Si\\Xr,-i -Xn- p{Fi{Xn-uyn-l) - Fi{Xn,yn))\\\ ||a;„ - Xn+i| |l 
which imphes 
a;n-2;„+iili < — 
Ol 
5\\\\Xn-\-Xn-p{Fi{Xn-\,yn-\)-Fi{Xn,yn-\))\\\ 
(4.4.9) +p\\Fi{Xn,yn-x) - Fi{Xn,yn)\\l) + PllW^n - Xn-l\\\ 
Since Fi is ai-strongly monotone in the first argument and (/?i,^i)-Lipschitz 
continuous, then we have that 
\\Xn-\-Xn~p(Fi{Xn-\,yn-\)-Fl{Xn,yn-\)j\\l 
= \\Xn-l - Xn\f - 2p{Fi{Xn-l,yn-l) - Fi{Xn,yn-l), X^-l - Xn)l 
+p'^\\Fi{Xn^l,yn-i) - Fi{Xn,yn~l)\\l 
< (1 - 2pai + p'Pl)\\Xn-i - Xnlli, (4.4.10) 
and 
\\Fl{Xn,yn-l) - Fi{Xn,yn)\\l < 6 l l^n-l - ^nl h- (4.4.11) 
It follows from (4.4.9), (4.4.10) and (4.4.11) that 
1 | a ;n-a;„+i | | i < — 6iJl~2pai + p^Pf + pji \\xn-i -a;n||i + -^-^||yn-i - ynWi-
V i ai 
(4.4.12) 
Taking v^ = yn+i in (4.4.3) and V2 = yn in (4.4.5), respectively, and then adding 
the results, we have 
{yn-yn+UV2{yn,yn+l))2 < {yn-l-yn- P[F2{Xn-uyn-l)~ F2{Xn,yn)j ,V2{yn,yn+l))2 
+Phiyn - Vn-hVn " 2/n+l)- (4.4.13) 
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Since T)2 is (72-strongly monotone and <52-Lipschitz continuous, and F2 be Qf2-
strongly monotone in the second argument and (/32,^2)-Lipschitz continuous, then 
from (4.4.13), we have 
IVn-yn+lh < — (52\/l - 2pa2+P^02+Pl2 I b n - l - ^ n l b ' 
0-2 L 0"2 
|la;n-i-a;n||i-
(4.4.14) 
From (4.4.12) and (4.4.14), we have 
\Xn~Xn+l\\\ + \\yn-yn+l\\2 
<[-\5iJl-2pai+p^fil^-(ni^ • '^'^' 
.ai 
+ 
, P<^2^2\ II II 
+ I F „ - 1 -XnWl 
(72 / 
( - \52Jl - 2pa2 + p'P! + P72] + ^ ^ ) | k - l - y n | | 2 
< max{6'i,^2} (ikn-i -a;n||i + lb n—1 yn ib ) , (4.4.15) 
where 
1^ := U2S1J1 - 2pai + p'^Pl + pa2li + ^0-1^26), (4.4.16) 
02 := fai(^2\/l^^^2pa2 + p 2 ^ + p^i72 + /5<725i6)- (4.4.17) 
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Now, defined the norm ||.||, on i/i x 7/2 by 
\\{u,v)\l = \\u\\i^-\\v\\2, \/iu,v) e Hi X H2. 
It observe that {Hi x H2, ||.||*) is a Banach space. Hence, (4.4.15) imphes that 
\\{Xn,yn) - {Xn+uyn+l)\\* < m a x { ^ i , ^ 2 } \\{Xn-l,yn-l) - {Xn,yn)\\*- (4.4.18) 
By condition (4.4.1), it follows that 61,62 G (0,1) and hence (4.4.18) implies 
that {(xn^yn)} is a Cauchy sequence in Hi x H2. Let (x„,yn) —> {x*,y*) in Hi x H2 
as n -^ 00. From (4.3.3), (4.3.4), and from the fact that Fi,F2,r]i,r]2,bi,b2 are 
continuous, we have, V i^ G Hi, 1/2 € H2, 
{x* - X* + pFi{x*,y*),r]i{vi,x*))i+ p[bi{x*,vi) - bi{x*,x*)] > 0, 
(y* -y* + pF2{x\ y*l m{v2, f))2 + phiy*, ^2) - 61 {y\ y*)\ > 0, 
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that is, 
{F^{x*,y*),T]i{vux*))^ + PMX*,V,) - b,{x\x*)] > 0, V^i € H, 
{F2{x*,y*),r]2{v2,y*))2 + p[b2{y*,V2) -b,{y*,y*)] > 0, V 2^ e H2. 
Therefore, (x*,y*) is a solution of SGVLIP(4.2.1),(4.2.2). This completes the proof. 
Example 4.4.1. Let Hi = R'^, H2 = R^. Let the mappings Fi:R^x R^ -> M^  F2 : 
R2 X R3 _^ R^, 7?i : M2 X R2 _^ E ^ 7?2 : M^  x R^ ^ R^, 61 : R^ x R^ -^ R, 62 : 
R3 X R3 ^  R be defined as: 
For any x — [xi, X2) e R2, x' G R2^  y - (2/1,2/2,^ 3) G 1R^ y' e R^ 
-^ 1(2^ , 2/) = (4a;i + 2/1,4a;2 + 2/2 + Vs); 
F2(x, y) = (3zi + 2yi, 8x2 + 2^2,2^3); 
T]i{x,x')^x-x'\ r]2(y,y') = y-y'; 
bi(x,x') = {x,x'); b2{y,y') = (y,y')> 
respectively. Then, we have 
(i) Fi is strongly monotone in the first argument with ai = 4, and Lipschitz 
continuous with /5i = 4, ^1 = L 
(ii) F2 is strongly monotone in the second argument with a2 = 2, and Lipschitz 
continuous with /?2 = 3, ^ 2 = 2. 
(iii) 771 and r]2 are strongly monotone with o"i = (72 = 1 and Lipschitz continuous 
with 5i = 62 — I. 
(iv) 61 and 62 satisfies properties (i)-(iv) with 71 = 72 = 1-
After simple calculations, condition (4.4.3) reduces to 
p ~ 
1 
- — 
7 
1 
< - and 
7 
P -
r 
1 
- — 
5 
1 
< T, 
5 
which implies that 0i,92e (0,1) for p € (0, | ) . 
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Remark 4.4.1. 
(i) Using the method presented in this chapter, one can extend Theorem 4.3.1 
and Theorem 4.4.1 to the system of n-generalized variational-like inequaUties. 
(ii) It is of further research interest to extend the method presented in this chapter 
for iterative approximations of solution of SGVLIP involving set-valued map-
pings. 
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CHAPTER 5 
GENERALIZED MIXED EQUILIBRIUM PROBLEMS 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
An important extension of variational inequality problem is an equilibrium prob-
lem. The equilibrium problems have become a rich source of inspiration and motiva-
tion for the study of a large number of problem arising in economics, optimization, 
operation research in a general and unified way. There is a substantial number of 
papers on existence results for solving equilibrium problems, but upto now only few 
iterative methods to solve such problems have been discussed. Recently, Moudafi 
[94] has studied the convergence analysis for a mixed equihbrium problem involving 
single-valued mappings. 
In early 1990's, Robinson [135] and Shi [137] initially used Wiener-Hopf equa-
tion to study the variational inequalities. Later on Noor [106,109,113,114,116,120], 
Moudafi [94], Kazmi and Bhat [78,79] and Bhat [20] used various generalizations of 
Wiener-Hopf equations to develop the iterative algorithms for solving various classes 
of variational inequaUties (inclusions). An important generaUzation of Wiener-Hopf 
equation is known as proximal (resolvent) equation. 
Motivated by the work given in [78,79,94,106,109,113,114,116,120], we consider 
a generafized mixed equilibrium problem (in short, GMEP)involving nonmonotone 
set-valued mappings with noncompact values in real Hilbert space, which includes 
generalized variational inequalities, complementarity problems, convex optimization, 
saddle point problems, problems of find a zero of a maximal monotone operator, and 
Nash equilibria problems as special cases. 
Related to GMEP, we consider a generalized Wiener-Hopf equation problem (in 
short, GWHEP) and show an equivalence relation between them. 
Further, we give a fixed-point formulation of GWHEP and construct an iterative 
algorithm for GWHEP. Furthermore, we prove the existence of solution of GWHEP 
and discuss the convergence and stability analysis for the iterative algorithm. The 
results presented in this chapter generalize, improve and unify the corresponding 
results given in [84,88,94,106,111,120,124]. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows: 
In Section 5.2, we give the formulation of the generalized mixed equilibrium 
problem (GMEP) in real Hilbert space and discuss some of its special cases. Some 
concepts and results, which are needed in the sequel, are also given. 
In Section 5.3, we extend the notions of Yosida approximation and related reg-
ularized operator given in Definition 1.2.4 due to Moudafi and Thera [95], see also 
[94], and prove some properties of Yosida approximation and regularized operator. 
Further, related to GMEP, we consider a generalized Wiener-Hopf equation prob-
lem (GWHEP) and establish an equivalence relation between GMEP and GWHEP. 
Furthermore, we construct an iterative algorithm for GWHEP. 
In Section 5.4, we prove the existence of solution of GWHEP and discuss the 
convergence and stabihty analysis of the iterative algorithm. 
5.2. PRELIMINARIES AND FORMULATION OF PROBLEM 
Throughout this chapter unless otherwise stated, let K he a. nonempty, closed 
and convex subset of a real Hilbert space H. 
Let F : K X K ^ Rhe a bifunction such that F{x, x) = 0, Vx e K; let g : 
K -^ K and 77, A^  : H x H —)• i^be nonlinear mappings and let T, 5 : i/ -> 
CB{H) be set-valued mappings, then we consider the following generalized mixed 
equilibrium problem involving nonmonotone set-valued mappings with noncompact 
values (GMEP): 
Find X e K, u G T{x), v E A{x) such that 
F{gix),y) + {N{u,v),r]{y,gix))) > 0, Vy £ K. (5.2.1) 
Some Specifil Cases 
1. If F{x,y) = (j){y,x) - (j){x,x), yx,y € K, where 0 : if -)• M is a real-valued 
function, then GMEP (5.2.1) reduces to the generalized variational inequality 
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problem of finding x £ K, « G T{x), v ^ B{x) such that 
{N{u,v),rj{y,g{x))) + (l){y,x) - <P{gix),x) >0,\/ye K. (5.2.2) 
Similar problem has been studied by Ding [44]. 
2. If F{x,y) = 0, Va;,y G K, and g = I, the identity mapping, then GMEP 
(5.2.1) reduces to the variational inequahty problem of finding x £ K, u G 
T{x), V G B{x) such that 
{N{u,v),rj{y,x)) > 0, ^y e K, (5.2.3) 
which has been studied by Noor [ill]. 
3. If T, Bare single-valued; g = I, N{T{x),B{x)) =T{x)-B{x) and r]{y,x) = 
y-x, yx,ye H, and F{x, y) = <p{y) - </>(x), Vx, y E K, then GMEP (5.2.1) 
reduces to the variational inequality problem of finding x & K such that 
(T(x) -B{x),y- g{x)) + (/.(y) - (l>{g{x)) > 0, Vy G K. (5.2.4) 
Similar problem has been studied by Hassouni and Moudafi [63]. 
4. If T,B are single-valued; N{T{x),B{x)) = C{x), where C : if ^ i^, and 
r]{y,x) = y - X, \/x,y G H, then GMEP (5.2.1) reduces to the mixed equihb-
rium problem of finding x e K such that 
n9ix),y) + {C{x),y - g{x)) > 0, Vy G K, (5.2.5) 
which has been studied by Moudafi [94]. 
We need the following concepts and results. 
Definition 5.2.1 [21]. A real valued bifunction F : K x K -^R'ls said to be 
(i) monotone if 
F{x,y) + Fiy,x)<0, yx,y e K; 
(ii) strictly monotone if 
F{x,y) + F{y,x) < 0, \/x,y E K with x ^ y; 
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(iii) a-strongly monotone if there exists a constant a > 0 such that 
F{x,y) + F{y,x)<-a\\x-y\\\ Vx,y e K; 
(iv) upper-hemicontinuous if, Vx, y,z £ K, 
limsnpF{tz + (1 — t)x,y) < F{x,y). 
(->0 
Remark 5.2.1. Strongly monotonicity of F implies strictly monotonicity of F. 
Definition 5.2.2. Let T] : H x H -^ H be a mapping. A set-valued mapping 
M : H -^2" is said to be 
(i) s-strongly monotone if there exists a constant s > 0 such that 
{u-v,T]{x,y))> s\\x~y\\\ yx,y e H, ueM{x), v E M{y). 
(ii) maximal strongly rj-monotone if M is strongly;?-monotone and [I + pM)[H) = 
H for any p > 0, where / stands for identity mapping. 
Definition 5.2.3[94]. A mapping T : H -^ H is said to be j-cocoercive if there 
exists a constant 7 > 0 such that 
{T{x)-T{y),x-y) > ^\\Tx-Ty\\\ \/x,y e H. 
Theorem 5.2.1[21]. If the following conditions hold: 
(a) F is monotone and upper hemicontinuous; 
(b) F{x,.) is convex and lower-semicontinuous for each x 6 K; 
(c) There exists a compact subset B of H and there exists yo E B H K such that 
F{x,yo) < 0 for each x e K\B. 
Then the set of solutions to the following equilibrium problem (EP): Find x* E K 
such that 
F{x\y)> 0, VyeiC, (5.2.6) 
is nonempty, convex and compact. 
Remark 5.2.2[21,94]. If F is strictly monotone, then the solution of EP (5.2.6) is 
unique. 
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5.3. REGULARIZATION AND ITERATIVE ALGORITHM 
Now, we give an extension of the Yosida approximation notion introduced in 
[94,95]. 
Definition 5.3.1. Let p > 0 be a number. For a given bifunction F, the associated 
Yosida approximation, Fp, over K and the corresponding regularized operator, A^, 
are defined as follows: 
F,{x,y) = (-(x - J^ix))My,x)) and A^{x) = -{x - j f (x)), (5.3.1) 
in which Jp{x) G K is the unique solution of 
pF{J^{x),y) + (j;(x) - x,r/(y, j ; (x ) ) ) > 0, Vy € K. (5.3.2) 
Remark 5.3.1. If F satisfies all conditions of Theorem 5.2.1 and Remark 5.2.2, 
then problem (5.3.2) has the unique solution. 
Remark 5.3.2. 
(i) li K = H and F{x,y) = sup {^,r]{y,x)), Vx,y G K, where M is maximal 
ieM(x) 
strongly 7]-monotone operator, then it directly yields 
J^{x) = {I + pM)-\x) and Af(x) = Mp(x), 
where Mp :— -{I - (/ + pM)~^) is the Yosida approximation of M. In this 
case Jp generalizes the concept of resolvent mapping for single-valued maximal 
strongly monotone mapping given in Li and Feng [84]. 
(ii) Urj(y,x) = y-x, Vx,?/€//; snidK = Hand F{x,y) = sup (^,r]{y,x)), Vx,y 
E K, where M is maximal monotone, then Jp and A^ reduce to Definition 
1.2.4. 
Theorem 5.3.1. Let the bifunction F : K x K -^ R be a-strongly monotone and 
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5.2.1, and let the mapping rj : H x H -^ H be 
6-strongly monotone and r-Lipschitz continuous with rj{x,y) + r]{y,x) — 0, Vx,y € 
H, then the mapping Jp is j^-Lipschitz continuous and A^ is c-cocoercive for 
c = I 
• ^ ^ { 1 + 6 ^ ^ - 2 } " 
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Proof. Prom relation (5.3,2), we have 
pF{J^{x),J^iy)) + {J^{x) - xMJ^{y),J^{x))) > 0, Vx,y 6 i^ 
and 
pF{J^{y\J!i^)) + {Jpiy) - yMJ^ix),J^{y))) > o, Vx,y G H. 
By adding the last two inequalities and using a-strongly monotonicity of F and 
T]{x, y) + ri{y, x) = 0, Vz, y G H,v<ie have 
-pa\\J^ix)-J^{y)\\'Hx-yMJ^i^),J^iy)))>{J^ix)-J^iy)MJ^ixl 
Since r] is 5-strongly monotone and r-Lipschitz continuous, from preceding in-
equality, we have 
-pal l j ; (x) - J^{y)\\' + r\\x- y\\ \\J^{x) - j ; ( y ) | | > 5||j;(x) - J » | p . 
This implies that 
Next, we estimate 
\\A^{x)-A^{yW = {x-y-{J^ix)-J^{y)),x-y-{J^{x)-J^{y))) 
< \\x - y\\' - 2{J^ix) - J^{y),x- y) + - f - | | a : - yf 
^ '^ 0 -\- pa 
< max{l + ; r - ^ , 2 } (||x - yf - {J^{x) - J^{y),x- y)) 
0 + pa '^ '^ 
< max{l + 7-^—7,2} {A'^{x) - A'^iy),x- y). 
This completes the proof. 
Now, related to GMEP (5.2.1), we consider the following generalized Wiener-
Hopf equation problem (GWHEP): 
Find z G H, x G K, uG T{x), v G B{x) such that 
N{u,v) + A^{z) = 0 and g{x) = J^{z). (5.3.3) 
Lemma 5.3.1. GMEP (5.2.1) has a solution ix,u,v) with x G K, u G T{x), v G 
B{x) if and only if {x,u,v) satisfies the relation 
9{x) = Jp[g{x) - pN{u,v)]. 
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Proof. The proof directly follows from the definition of J^ given by (5.3.2). 
Lemma 5.3.2. GMEP (5.2.1) has a solution {x,u,v) with x E K, u e T{x), v 6 
B{x) if and only if GWHEP (5.2.6) has a solution {z,x^u,v) with z E H, where 
g{x) = J^(z) (5.3.4) 
and 
z = gix)-pN{u,v). (5.3.5) 
Proof, The proof immediately follows from the definition of Ap and Lemma 5.3.1. 
The GWHEP (5.3.2) can be written as 
A^iz) = -Niu,v), 
which imphes that 
z = J^{z)-pN{u,v), 
= gix) - pN{u,v), by (5.3.4). 
This fixed point formulation allows us to construct the following iterative algo-
rithm. 
Iterative Algorithm 5.3.1. For a given ZQ G H, we take XQ E K such that 
5(2:0) = Jpizo). 
Let UQ e T{XQ), VQ e B{xo), and zi = (1 - X)zo + X[g{xo) - pN{uQ, VQ)], where 
0 < A < 1 is a relaxation parameter. 
For zi, we take Xi e K such that g{xi) — Jp{z\). Then by Theorem 1.2.23, 
there exist Ui G T{xi), vi G B{xi) such that 
\\ui-uo\\ < {l + l)'H{T{x,lT{xo)), 
\\vi-vo\\ < {l + l)n{B{xi),B{xo)). 
Let 
Z2 - (1 - X)zi + X[g{xi) - pNim, vi)]. 
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By induction, we can obtain sequences {zn}, {xn}, {wn} and {yn} defined as 
gixn) = J^izn), (5.3.6) 
UneTixn): \\un+i-Un\\ < (l + (l + n)"^) n{T(xn+i),T{xn)), (5.3.7) 
VneB{Xn): \\Vn+l-Vn\\ < ( l + ( l + n)"^) n{B{Xn+l), B{Xn)), (5.3.8) 
Zn+1 = {I - X)Zn ~ X[g{Xn) - pN{Ui,Vi)], (5.3.9) 
where n = 0,1, 2,..; p > 0 is a constant and 0 < A < 1 is a relaxation parameter. 
5.4. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTION AND CONVERGENCE AND 
STABILITY ANALYSIS 
We prove the existence of solution of GWHEP (5.3.3) and discuss the conver-
gence analysis and stability of Iterative Algorithm 5.3.1. 
Theorem 5.4.1. Let K be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of H; let the 
mapping rj : H x H ^ H be 6-strongly monotone and r-Lipschitz continuous with 
rj{x,y) + r]{y,x) = 0, Vx,y € H; let the bifundion F : K x K -^ R be a-strongly 
monotone and satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 5.2.1; let the mapping N : H x 
H -^ H be {ai,a2)-Lipschitz continuous; let the mappings T,B : H -^ CB{H) 
be pLi-H-Lipschitz continuous and p.^-'H-Lipschitz continuous, respectively, and the 
mapping g : K -^ K be ^ -strongly monotone and $,-Lipschitz continuous. If the 
following conditions hold for p > 0: 
2ab - erS 
P- 2a(er — ab) 
^{2ab - er6Y - 4a(eT - ab){T^ - b6^) 
2a(er — ab) 
2ab > er^ + 2v/a(er^^a6yp"^^W2); er > ab; r^ > b5\ (5.4.2) 
where e := aip.i + 2^/^ 2 and b= 1 - y/l - 27 + ^ 2_ 
Then the sequences {zn}, {xn}, {un}, {Vn} generated by Iterative Algorithm 5.3.1 
strongly converge to z e H, x G H, u E T(x), v G B(x), respectively, and {z, x, u, v) 
is a solution of GWHEP (5.3.3). 
Proof. From Iterative Algorithm 5.3.1, we have 
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\\Zn+2~Zn-^l\\ 
< (1 - A)||2n+1 - Zn\\ + XM^n+l) ' giXn)\\ + Ap||A^(Un+l, "^n+l) - N{Un, Vn)\\ 
<(1-A) | | \\ + M\9{Xn+l)-g{Xn)\\ + ><p\\N(Un+l,Vn+l)-N{Un,Vn)\\. (5.4.3) 
Since A'' is (ai,a2)-Lipschitz continuous, T is /xi-?{-Lipschitz continuous and B 
is /xg-'H-Lipschitz continuous, we have 
\\N{Un+uVn+l)~N{Un,Vn)\\ 
< ai\\u„+i - Un\] + \\v„+i - Vn\\ 
< (l + (l + n)-^) [ain{Tixn+i),T{xn)) + a2H{B{xn+i),Bixn))] 
< ( ! + ( !+ n)-^) (tTi^i + a2^2)\\xn+i - Xn\\. (5.4.4) 
By (5.3.6) and Theorem 5.3.1, we have 
< J^\K+l ~ Zn\\. (5.4.5) 
0 + pa 
Also, using 7-strongly monotonicity and ^-Lipschitz continuity of g and (5.3.6), 
we have 
ll^^n+l - XnW = ||a;„+i -Xn- (giXn+l) " g{Xn)) + Jp{Zn+l) " 'Jp{Zn)\\ 
f 
< \\Xn+l ~Xn~ {g{Xn+l) " g{Xn))\\ + T " H^n+l " ^n| | 
0 + pa 
< y^l - 2^ + ^^\\Xn+l - Xn\\ + J-, lkn+1 - 2n| | , 
0 + pa 
which imphes that 
\\Xn+l-Xn\\ < , ^ -\\Zn+i-Zn\\. (5.4.6) 
( 1 - y/l-2-/ + ^ ^) [6 +pa) 
From (5.4.3)-(5.4.6), we have 
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l^n+2-^n+lll < il-X)\\Zn+i-Zn\ 
, , fe+P(^l/^l+^2/X2)(l + ^ ) ] T 
+X 7 = = = W^n+l - ZnW 
= {l-X{l~On))\\Zn+l-Zn\l (5.4.7) 
where 
On '• — 
Isf^ + P(cri/xi + a2M2)(l + ^,)]r 
Letting n —> co, we see that 6n -> 0, where 
^ .^ fe + P('^i/^i+^2/i2)]r 
( l - V l - 2 7 + a ( ' ^ + Pa)' 
Since ^ < 1 by conditions (5.4.1), (5.4.2), then (1-A(l~^n)) < 1 for sufficiently 
large n. It follows from (5.4.7) that {z„} is Cauchy sequence and hence there is a 
z e H such that Zn —)• z. 
Similarly, by (5.4.6), we observe that Xn->xEKasn-^ oo, since K is 
closed. Also, from (5.3.7),(5.3.8) and Lipschitz continuity of T, JB, we have u„ —> 
u and Vn —>• V in H. 
Next, we claim that u e T{x). Since u„ e ^(a;^), we have 
d{u,Tix)) < \\u-Un\\+d{Un,T{Xn))+n{T{Xn),T{x)) 
< ||w — Un\\ + fiiWxn — a;|| —>• 0 as n —> oo. 
Hence u G T{x), since T{x) G CB{H). In similar way, we can observe that 
V G B(a;). Finally, continuity oi N,T,B,g,J^ and Iterative Algorithm 5.3.1 ensure 
that {z, x, u, v) is a solution of GWHEP (5.3.3). 
Theorem 5.4.2(stability). Let the mappings r},F,N,T,B,g be same as in The-
orem 5.4-i and conditions (5.4-1), (5.4-2) of Theorem 5.4.1 hold with e == (1 + 
e){ai(j.i + <72/i2)- Let [qn} he any sequence in H and define {an] C [0, oo) hy 
9{yn) = JpiQn), (5.4.9) 
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Un^Tiyn) : \\un+i-un\\< (l + (1 + n)"^) ?{(T(i/„+i), T(y„)), (5.4.10) 
VneBivr,) : \\vn+i-Vn\\ < (l + {I + n)'') H{Biyn+i),B{yn)), (5.4.11) 
a„ = ll^ n+i - (1 - X)qn - A[5(y„) - pN{un,Vn)\% (5.4.12) 
where n = 0,1,2,....; p > 0 is a constant and 0 < X < 1 is a relaxation parameter. 
Then lim (g„,y„,u„, tJn) = (z,x,u,v) if and only if lim an = 0, u/Aere (z,x,u,v) 
n—>oo Ti->oo 
i5 a solution of GWHEP (5.3.3). 
Proof. By Theorem 5.4.1, GWHEP (5.3.3) has a solution (2, x, u, v), that is, 
z = [l-X)z + X[g{x) - pN{u, v)]. 
Now, we assume that lim a„ = 0, we have 
n—>oo 
\\9n+i-z\\ < \\{l-X)qn+X[g{yn)-pN{un,Vn)]-z\\ 
+ \\qn+l - (1 - X)qn - X[g(yn) - pN{Un,Vn)]\\ 
< (1 - X)\\qn -z\\+ X\\g{yn) - g{x)\\ + pX\\N{un,Vn) - N{u,v)\\ + an 
By Theorem 1.2.23 and Theorem 5.3.1, preceding inequality reduces to 
Ik+i - 1^1 < (1 - A)||g„ - z\\ + ^j^WVn - x\\ 
+pA(ai(l + e)n[T{yn),T{y)) + ^2(1 + e)n{B{yn), B{y))) 
<{l-X)\\qn-z\\ 
+ A [ ^ - ^ + p(l + e)(ai/xi + ^2/^ 2)] Ilyn - a;|| + a„. (5.4.13) 
^o + pa 
Next, we estimate ||y„ - a;||: 
WVn -x\\<\\yn-x- {g{yn) - 9{x))\\ + II Jf(9n) - Ji'(^)|| 
r < 7 1 - 2 7 + ^ ||yn - X|| + — — \\qn ~ Z\\. 
0 -\- pa. 
It follows that 
Hence, from (5.4.13) and (5.4.14), we have 
l k n + l - - 2 | | < ( l - A ( l - ^ e ) ) | k n - ^ | | + a n , (5.4.15) 
where 
[ 1 - ^ / 1 - 2 7 + ^1(5 +pa) 
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Setting: 
bn = \\qn-z\\, 
A„ = A(l - e,), 
7n = 0, Vn. 
By conditions (5.4.1), (5.4.2), it follows that 6^ < 1, and hence An e [0,1], Vn 
and ^ A „ = oo. Since lim an — 0, then lim /?„ = 0. Hence, by Theorem 1.2.25, 
n-+oo fi-+oo 
and (5.4.15), it follows that 6„ —> 0 as n —)• 0, that is, g„ ^ z as n —>• oo. Also, 
from (5.4.10), (5.4.11), (5.4.14) and Lipschitz continuity of N, T, B, we observe that 
yn -^ X, Un -^ u and Vn -^ v as n —>• oo. Thus, 
lim {qn,yn,Un,Vn) = {z,X,U,v). 
n—>oo 
Conversely, assume that lim {qn,yn,Un,Vn) = {z,x,u,v). Then (5.4.12) implies 
n—•oo 
that 
an < \\qn+l- Z\\ + \\{1-X)qn + X[g{yn)-pN{Un,Vn)]- Z\\ 
< \\qn+i - z\\ + (1 - X)\\qn - z\\ + XWvn " a;|| + pX\\N{un,Vn) - N{u,v)\\ 
-^ 0 as n —> oo. 
This completes the proof. 
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CHAPTER 6 
SYSTEM OF VARIATIONAL-LIKE INCLUSIONS 
6.1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1968, Brezis [23] initiated the study of the existence theory of a class of 
variational inequalities later known as variational inclusions, using proximal-point 
mappings due to Moreau [92]. Variational inclusions include variational, quasi-
variational, variational-like inequahties as special cases. For application of varia-
tional inclusions, see for example [11,39]. 
The method based on proximal point mapping is a generalization of projection 
method and has been widely used to study the existence of solution and discuss 
the convergence analysis of the iterative algorithms for variational inclusions, see for 
example [1,42,44,49,63,66,67,76,77,79,113,121]. In recent past, the methods based 
on different classes of proximal point mappings have been developed to study the 
existence of solutions and to discuss convergence and stability analysis of itera-
tive algorithms, for various classes of variational (-like) inclusions, see for example 
[3,30,44,49,51,54,55,67,76,79]. 
Recently, Verma [145] studied the approximate solvabihty of a system of nonlin-
ear strongly monotone variational inequalities based on system of projection meth-
ods. Very recently, Cho et al. [32] and Kazmi and Bhat [77] extended the work of 
Verma [145] to systems of variational (-like) inclusions using the systems of proximal 
point mapping methods. We remark that most of the works on approximate solv-
abihty of variational (-hke) inclusions and systems of variational (-like) inequalities 
have been done in the setting of Hilbert spaces. 
Motivated by recent work going on in this direction, we define P-r^-proximal 
point mapping, an extension of jy-m-accretive mapping (Chidume et al. [30]) and P-
accretive mappings (Fang and Huang [55]), associated to new class of P-77-accretive 
mapping in real q-uniformly smooth Banach space. We prove that P-77-proximal 
point mapping is single-valued and Lipschitz continuous. Further, we consider a sys-
tem of variational-like inclusion problems (in short, SVLIP) involving P-ry-accretive 
mappings in real q-uniformly smooth Banach spaces. Using P-ry-proximal point 
mapping technique, we prove the existence of the unique solution and suggest a 
Mann type iterative algorithm for SVLIP. Furthermore, we discuss the convergence 
analysis and stability analysis of Mann type iterative algorithm. The theorems pre-
sented in this chapter generalize and improve the corresponding results given in 
[32,54,55,77,145]. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows: 
In Section 6.2, we define P-77-accretive mapping and its associated f-7?-proximaI 
point mapping in real g-uniformly smooth Banach space. Further, we prove that 
P-7]-proximal point mapping is single-valued and Lipschitz continuous. 
In Section 6.3, we formulate a system of variational-like inclusion problems 
(SVLIP) in real g-uniformly smooth Banach space and give some of its special cases. 
Using P-rj-proximal point mapping technique, we show that SVLIP is equivalent to 
a system of relations. Further, exploiting this equivalence, we prove the existence 
of the unique solution of SVLIP. 
In Section 6.4, we suggest a Mann type iterative algorithm for SVLIP. Further, 
we extend the concept of stabihty of iteration procedure given by Harder and Hicks 
[62] for a system of iteration procedures. Furthermore, we discuss convergence and 
stability analysis of the Mann-type iterative algorithm for SVLIP. 
6.2. P-T7-PROXIMAL POINT MAPPING 
Throughout this chapter unless otherwise stated, we assume that E is real q-
uniformly smooth Banach space with its dual space E*. 
First, we define the following concepts. 
Definition 6.2.1. Let rj: E x E -> E he & mapping. Then a mapping P : E -^ E 
is said to be 
(i) rj-accretive if 
(Pix) - P{y), J,r}{x, y)) > 0, Vx, y e E; 
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(ii) strictly rj-accretive if 
{P{x) - P{y), J.rjix, y)) > 0, Vx, y ^ E, 
and equality holds if and only if a; = y; 
(iii) 5-strongly rj-accretive if there exists <^  > 0 such that 
(P(x) - P{y), J,v{x, y)) > 5\\x - y\\\ Vx, y e E; 
Definition 6.2.2. Let r] : E x E -^ E he a. single-valued mapping. Then a set-
valued mapping M : £• -> 2^ is said to be 
(i) r}-accretive if 
{u~v,Jgri{x,y))>Q, \fx,y e E, u e Mix), v e M{y); 
(ii) strictly T]-accretive if 
{u~v,Jg7]{x,y))>0, yx,yeE, ueM{x), v ^ M{y), 
and equality holds if and only ii x — y; 
(iii) ^-strongly ij-accretive if there exists 7 > 0 such that 
{u-v,Jgr]{x,y))>^\\x-yf, \fx,y e E, ueM{x), v ^ M[y); 
(iv) T]-Tn-accretive if M is 77-accretive and (/ + pM){E) = E for any p > 0, where 
/ stands for identity mapping. 
Remark 6.2.1. If r]{x,y) = x - y, Vx, y € E, then from Definition 6.2.1 and 
Definition 6.2.2, we recover the usual definitions of accretiveness for mappings P 
and M, see [55]. 
Definition 6.2.3. Letr]: ExE -^ E and P : E -^ Ehe nonlinear mappings. Then 
a set-valued mapping M : E -^ 2^ is said to be P-T]-accretive if M is 7?-accretive 
and (P + pM){E) = E for any p > 0. 
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Remark 6.2.2. 
(i) If r]{x, y) = X — y, Va;, y E E, then P-77-accretive mapping reduces to P-
accretive mapping introduced by Fang and Huang [55], see Definition 1.2.23. 
(ii) m-accretive mappings are not necessarily P-accretive mappings, see Example 
2.1[55]. 
The following theorem gives some properties of P-77-accretive mappings. 
Theorem 6.2.1. Let TJ : E x E -^ E be a mapping; let P : E -¥ E be a strictly 
Tj-accretive mapping and let M : E -^ 2^ be a P-r]-accretive set-valued mapping. 
Then 
(a) {u - v,Jgr}{x,y)) > 0, y{v,y) G Graph{M) implies {u,x) G Graph{M), 
where Graph{M) ~ {{u,x) e E x E -.ue M(x)}; 
(b) The mapping (P + pM)~^ is single-valued for all p> 0. 
Proof (a). Suppose, on the contrary, that there exists {uo,xo) ^ Graph{M) such 
that 
(uo-^Jq^(2 ;o ,y ) )>0 , 'i{v,y)eGraph{M). (6.2.1) 
Since M is F-7?-accretive, we have (P + pM){E) = E, and hence there exists 
(ui,xi) G Graph{M) such that 
P{xi) + pui = P{XQ) + fyuQ. (6.2.2) 
Now, first set (y,y) = (MI,XI) in (6.2.1) and then, from the resultant inequality 
(6.2.2) and from the fact that p is positive, we obtain 
^<p{uQ-Ui,Jqr]{xQ,Xi)) = {P{xi) - P{xo), Jqr]{xQ,Xi)), 
which implies that 
(P(xo)-P(2:i),Jqr/(a:o,2:i))<0. 
But P is strictly rj-accretive, so we have 
{P[XQ) - P{xi), Jqr]{xo, xi)) = 0, 
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which yields XQ = Xi and hence from (6.2.2), we get ui = UQ, a contradiction. This 
completes the proof of (a). 
Proof (b). For any given z E E and a constant p > 0, let x,y E (P + pM)~^(z). 
Then p-\z - P{x)) G M{x) and p'^z - P{y)) e M{y). Now 
0 = p{p-\z - P{x)) ~ p-\z - P{y)), J,rj{x, y)) + (P(x) - P(y), J,r){x, y)) 
>{Pix)-P{y),J,r]ix,y)), 
using 77-accretiveness of M. Since P is strictly 77-accretive, from above inequality, 
we have x = y. This implies {P + pM)~^ is single-valued. This completes the proof 
of(b). 
By Theorem 6.2.1, we can define P-7j-proximal point mapping for a P-rj-accretive 
mapping M as follows: 
J:f,,{z) = {P + pM)-\z), yzeE, (6.2.3) 
where p > 0 is a constant, rj: E x E -^ E is a mapping and P : E -^ E is a strictly 
r]-accretive mapping. 
Remark 6.2.3. 
(i) If P = /, the identity mapping, then P-7?-proximal point mapping reduces to 
r^-proximal point mapping introduced by Chidume et al. [30]. 
(ii) If r}{x, y) = x~y, \/x,y 6 E, then P~77-proximal point mapping reduces to the 
P-proximal point mapping introduced by Fang and Huang [55], see Definition 
1.2.24. 
Next, we prove that P-r^-proximal point mapping is Lipschitz continuous. 
Theorem 6.2.2. Let P : E -^ E be a 5-strongly rj-accretive mapping. Let TJ : 
ExE -^ E be a r-Lipschitz continuous mapping and M : E -^ 2^ be a P-rj-accretive 
mapping. Then P-rj-proximal point mapping J^p is '^-Lipschitz continuous, that is, 
\\C{x)-C{y)\\<-A\x-yl yx,yeE. 
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Proof. Let x,y e E. Prom definition of J ^ , we have J^p(x) = (P + pM)-\x). 
This impUes that 
p - ^ ( x - P ( J , » ) ) G M ( J , ^ » ) . 
Similarly, we have 
p - ^ ( y - ^ K » ) ) € M ( j , » ) . 
Since M is 77-accretive, we obtain 
~p-HPiJ,») - PiCiy))^ JMCi^), Jtiy)))-
Since p > 0, P is 5-strongly ry-accretive and 77 is r-Lipschitz continuous, then 
from the preceding inequahty, we have 
using Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and Definition 1.2.16, which implies that 
| | J , » ) - J , » | | < ^ | | x - y | | , Vx,yG£;, 
and this completes the proof. 
Remark 6.2.4. Theorems 6.2.1,6.2.2 improve and generalize Theorems 1.2.14, 
1.2.15, 1.2.16, and the corresponding results of [54]. 
6.3. SYSTEM OF VARIATIONAL-LIKE INCLUSION PROBLEMS 
AND ITERATIVE ALGORITHM 
Throughout rest of this chapter, unless otherwise stated, foe each i= 1,2, we 
assume that, for z = 1,2, Ei is real gfj-uniformly smooth Banach space with norm 
||.||i, and denote the duality pairing betwwen Ei and its dual E^ by (., .)i. 
Let Tji : El X El -> El, 7)2 : E2 X E2 -^ E2; Pi,51 : Ei -^ Ei, P2,^2 : E2 ^ E2 
be nonlinear mappings; let Fi : Ei x E2 -^ Ei,F2 : Ei x E2 -^ E2 be nonlinear 
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mappings, and let M : EiXEi-> 2-^ » and iV : £'2 x £'2 ^ 2^^ be Pi-?7i-accretive and 
P2-'72-accretive mappings, respectively, in first argument such that {gi{x),g2{y)) G 
dom{M{.,x),N{.,y)), for all (x,y) e Ei x £"2. We consider the following system of 
variational-hke inclusion problems (SVLIP): 
Find (x, y) e El X E2 such that 
F{x,y) + Migi{x),x) 9 ^1; 
(6.3.1) 
G{x,y) + N{g2iy),y) 9^2, 
where 9i and 62 are zero vectors of Ei and E2 respectively. 
Some Special Cases 
1. li El = E2; X = y, Vx,t/; Pi = P2 = /, the identity mapping; F = G,A4 = 
N; gi = 52 and -qi = 772, then SVLIP (6.3.1) reduces to the single-valued 
version of the variational-like inclusion problem studied by Chidume et al. 
[30]. The reduced problem is also similar to the problem studied by Ding [44]. 
2. In Case 1, U Ei ~ E2 = H and F{x,y) = T{x) - A{x),\/x e Ei, y e E2, 
where T,A : H -^ H. If M{.,x) = Ni.,x) = dr,(f)i.,x), where (j) : H x H -^ 
EU{+oo} be a proper functional such that for each fixed x G H, (^ (., x) : H -^ 
R U {+00} is lower semicontinuous and 77-subdifferentiable [49], then SVLIP 
(6.3.1) reduces to the problem studied by Ding and Luo [49]. 
3. If El = Hi,E2 = H2, where Hi and H2 are Hilbert spaces; 77i(xi,X2) = 
xi - X2, Vxi,a:2 € Hi; V2iyi,y2) ^ Vi - 2/2, Vyi,y2 e H2; Pi = /i,P2 = I2, 
where /i and I2 are identity mappings on Hi and H2 respectively, and if 
M{gi{x),x) = dr^,(f)i{gi{x),x) and N{g2{y),y) = dr^M92{y),y), Vx e Hi,y e 
H2, where 4>i'- HixHi-^ RU{-|-oo} and (1)2 : H2 x H2-^ RU{+oo} be proper 
functional such that for each fixed x G Hi, y G H2, 0i(-, 2;) : i/i ->• M U {+00} 
and 02(-,?/) '• H2 -^ MU {+00} are T/i-subdifferential and 772-subdifferential, 
respectively, and lower semicontinuous, then SVLIP (6.3.1) reduces to the 
following system of variational-like inclusion problems: Find (x,y) e HiX H2 
such that 
{F(x,y),T]i{zi,gi{x))) - (j)i(gi{x),x) + <pi{gi(x), zi) > 0, Vzi e Hi, 
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{G{x,y),r]2iz2,g2{y))) - M92{y),y) + M92{y),Z2) > 0, Vz2 e H2, 
which appears to be new. 
4. If El = Hi,E2 = H2, where i/j and H2 are Hilbert spaces; 77i(xi,X2) = 
xi - X2, Vxi,X2 € Hi;r]2{yi,y2) = 2/1 - ^2, Vyi,y2 ^ i /2 ; P j = ^1 ^ / i , 
P2 = g2 = I2, where hjh are identity mappings on Hi and 7^ 2, respectively, 
and if M{x,x) = d(j)i{x) and N{y,y) = d(j)2{y), Vx € Hi,y G i/g, where 
(f)i : Hi -^ RU {+00} and (1)2 '• H2 ^ ^U {+00} are two proper, convex and 
lower semicontinuous functionals and 50i and 502 denote the subdifferential 
operators of 0i and 02, respectively, then SVLIP (6.3.1) reduces to the system 
of variational inclusion problems studied by Cho et al. [32]. 
5. In Case 4, if 0i = S^i, the indicator function of Ki, and 02 = ^K2 , where Ki, K2 
are nonempty, closed and convex subsets of Hi, H2, respectively, then SVLIP 
(6.3.1) reduces to the following system of variational inequahty problems; Find 
{x,y) e Ki X K2 such that 
r {F{x,y),zi-x)>Q, Mzi^Ki \ 
\ (G(x,y),Z2-x)>0, Vz2Gi^2 J 
which is just the problem given by Verma [146]. See also Kassy and Kolumban 
[71]. 
We remark that for suitable choices of the mappings F, G, gi,g2,''li,V2,f'i, P2, M, 
N and the spaces Ei,E2, SVLIP (6.3.1) reduces to various classes of variational 
inclusion problem and variational inequality problem, see for example, Adly [1], 
Hassouni and Moudafi [63], Kazmi and Bhat [77], Verma [145]. 
Now, we define the following concepts, which are needed in the sequel. 
Definition 6.3.1, Let A : Ei ^ Ei. A mapping F : Ei x E2 ^ Ei is said to be 
(i) a-strongly accretive with respect to A in the first argument if there exists a 
constant a > 0 such that 
{F{xuy)-Fix2,y),JciM{xi)-Mx2)))>a\\x-y\\l Vxi,X2eEi, y e E2; 
(ii) (/?, j)-Lipschitz continuous if there exist constants /5 > 0,7 > 0 such that 
\\F{xi,yi)-F{x2,y2)\\i </?||ari-a;2||i+7||2/i-y2||2, Va;i,a;2 € ^ i , yi,y2 G E2. 
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Remark 6.3.1. If A is ^-Lipschitz continuous, it follows from Definition 6.3.2 and 
Definition 1.2.16 that a < P('''~\ 
Assume that dom(pi) n gi(E) ^ 0 for each i =• 1,2. 
The following Lemma, which will be used in the sequel, is an immediate conse-
quence of the definitions of J^^^p^ and Ji]2,p2 • 
Lemma 6.3.1. For any given (x, y) E EiX E2, (x, y) is a solution of SVLIP (6.3.1) 
if and only if (x, y) satisfies 
9iix) = J!;;!pf[Piog,{x)-p,Fix,y)] 
92{y)=-J^ipf[P2og2{y)-P2G{x,y)i 
where pi,p2 > 0 are constants; J'ni,pi = (A + PiM{.,x))~^; Ji^2;p2 = (-^ 2 + 
P2-^(•^y))~^ ^x G £^ 1, y G E2, and P\og\ denotes P\ composition g\. 
Now, we prove the existence of the unique solution of SVLIP (6.3.1). 
Theorem 6.3.1. For i = 1,2, let Ei he a real qi-uniformly smooth Banach space; let 
the mapping rji : Ei x Ei -^ Ei he Ti-Lipschitz continuous; let the mapping Pi : Ei -^ 
Ei he 5i-strongly rii-accretive; let the mapping gi : Ei -^ Ei he Oi-strongly accretive 
and fii-Lipschitz continuous and let the mapping Piogi he ^i-Lipschitz continuous. Let 
the mapping F : Ei x E2 —^ Ei be a^-strongly accretive with respect to Piogi in the 
first argument and {I3i,'yi)-Lipschitz continuous; let the mapping G : Ei x E2 -^ E2 
he C(2-strongly accretive with respect to P2og2 in the second argument and (/?2,72)-
Lipschitz continuous and let the set-valued mappings M : Ex x Ei -^ 2^ ^ and N : 
E2 X E2 -^ 2^ 2 he such that for each fixed x e Ei, y E E2, M(., x) and N{., y) are 
Pi-r]i-accretive and P2-r]2-accretive mappings, respectively. Suppose that there are 
constants Ai, A2 > 0 such that 
K^pf'^^) -'^m!pf'\^)\\i < Ai|Ni-^2| | i , yx,Xx,X2eE„ (6.3.2) 
PSf^(2/)-<!pf^(2/)ll2 < A2II2/1-2/2II2, yy,yuy2eE2, (6.3.3) 
and pi,p2 > 0 satisfy the following condition: 
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(1 - 2^ 1(71 + c,,Mf )n + Ai + ^ ( e - 2pi9iai + c,,pfPTW^ + P2P2 < 1; 
(1 - 292^2 + c,,fj,f)^2 + A2 + f^i^i" - ^P2Q2a2 + c,,pf^r)^' + Pill < 1-
(6.3.4) 
Then SVLIP (6.3.1) has the unique solution. 
Proof. From Theorem 6.2.2 and assumptions on Pi,r]i for each z = 1,2, it follows 
that for X € £^1, y £ £'2, the proximal-point mappings J'qi,pi and J,,2,P2 are p^-
Lipschitz continuous and |^-Lipschitz continuous, respectively. 
Next, define a mapping Q : Ei x E2-^ Ei x E^hy 
Q{x, y) = {T{x, y), S{x, y)), V(x, y) e E^ x E2, (6.3.5) 
where T : Ei x E2-^ Ei and S : Ei x E2-^ E2 are defined by 
T{x,y) = X - 51 (x) + Ji!!pf[Piogi{x) - PiF{x,y)], (6.3.6) 
and 
Six, y)^y- g2{y) + J^,\;!\P2og2{y) - P2G{x, y)], (6.3.7) 
ioi pi,p2 > 0. 
For any {xi,yi), (2:2,1/2) ^ E1XE2, it follows from (6.3.2), (6.3.3), (6.3.6), (6.3.7) 
and Lipschitz continuity of Jr^i.pf and JT]2;P2 that 
\\T{xuyi)-T{x2,y2)\\i 
< \\xi ~ X2 - (giixi) - g2{x2))\\i 
+ \\J^Jp'r^[Piogi{xi) - piFixuyi)] - J 5 r ^ [ P i 0 5 i ( x i ) - PiF{xuyi)]\\i 
+Pi;!pr\Piogi{xi) - piFixuyi)] - J,Yi;^^)[Pi05i(x2) - PiF{x2,y2)]\\, 
< \\xi -X2- [giixi] - g2{x2))\\i + Ai||a;i - xaHi 
+ ^||Pi05i(a:i) - P,og,[x2) - Pi{F{x,,y,) - F{x2,y2))\\x 
< ||xi - X2 - {gi{xi) - g2{x2))\\i + Ai||xi - X2II1 + J \\\Piogi{x{) - Piogi{x2) 
di I 
-PiiPixuyi) - Fix2,yimi + pi\\(Fix2,yi) - Fix2,y2mi], (6.3.8) 
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and 
| |5(xi,yi)-5(x2,y2)||2 
< 112/1-2/2-(^2(2/i)-52(2/2))l|2+A2||yi-y2||2 
7'2 
+^.l \\P2og2{yi) - ^052(2/2) - p2(G(xi,yi) - G(a;i,y2))||2 
+P2||(G'(xx,y2)-G(x2,y2))||2l. (6-3.9) 
Since, for each i — 1,2, gi is Uj-strongly accretive and /ij-Lipschitz continuous, 
then using Theorem 1.2.11, we have 
\\xi-X2~{gx{xi)-g2{x2)W\ 
<\\xi- X2\\f - 2qi{gi{xi) - 52(3^2), ^(a^i - a;2))i + CqAWi^i) - 52(2^ 2) I If 
<{l-2qiai+Cq,iif)\\x,-X2\\\\ 
which imphes 
l|xi -X2- {gx{xi) - g2{x2))\\i < (1 - 2qia, + c.^/if )^||a;i - X2||i. (6.3.10) 
Similarly, we have 
II2/1 - 2/2 - (52(2/1) - 52(2/2))||2 < (1 - 2q2a2 + Cg^/U '^)^!!?/! - 2/2|l2. (6.3.11) 
Again, since PiOgi be <^i-Lipschitz continuous; F is ai-strongly accretive with 
respect to Piogi in the first argument and (/?i,7i)-Lipschitz continuous, and G is 
a2-strongly accretive with respect to P2052 in the second argument and (02, J2)-
Lipschitz continuous, then using Theorem 1.2.11, we have 
\\Piogi{xi)-Piogi{x2)-piiFixi,yi)-Fix2,yimT 
<l|i^iopi(xi)-Pi05i(a;2)| |f-2pigi(F(a;i,yi)-F(a;2,2/i),^(i 'i05i(xi)-Pi05i(x2))) 
+c,,pf\\gi{xx)-g2{x2)\\f 
<{e,'-2p,q,a,+c,,pfp!^)\\x,-X2\\f, 
which imphes 
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\\P\ogi{xi)-Piog^^{x2)-pi{F{xuyi)-F{x2,y\))\\\ 
< ( e - 2pigiai + c,,pfpl')^\\x, - X2II1. 
Similarly, we have 
\\P2og2iyi)-P2og2{y2)-P2{Gix2,yi)-G{x2,y2))\\2 
< {(T - 2p2q2a2 + % ^ r 7 f )^ll2/i - 2/2II2. 
Prom (6.3.8), (6.3.10) and (6.3.12), we have 
(6.3.12) 
(6.3.13) 
n 
\\T{x,,y^)-T{x2,y2)\\i 
< 
+p\ii\\yi-y2\\2-
From (6.3.9), (6.3.11) and (6.3.13), we have 
(1 - 2giai + c,,pf)n + Ai + -i(^f - 2pigiai + c.^pfPTh F i - a ; 2 | | i 
(6.3.14) 
T2. 
\\S{xuyi)-S{x2,y2)\\2 
< 
+p2P2\\xi -a;2||i. 
Prom (6.3.14) and (6.3.15), we have 
(1 - 2^ 2^ 72 + c,,pf)r. +X, + -i(^f - 2p2q2a2 + c,,pfjf)'^ lll/i - 2^112 
O2 J 
(6.3.15) 
\\T(xuyi) - T{x2,y2)\\i + \\S{xuyi) - S{x2,y2)\\2 
< ki\\xi -X2II1 4-A;2llyi -y2| |2 
< ma.x{ki,k2}(\\xi - X2II1 + ||yi - y2||2 
where ki'.^ mi + P2P2', 2^ := "^ 2 + Pi7i; 
m 1 := (1 - 2gic7i + c,,pf)^ + Ai + / ( ^ f - 2pigiai + c,,pfpf')n 
1712 := (1 - 292^2 + C,,//f ) ^ + A2 + ~i(l' - 2p2q2Ci2 + C,,pfjT)^^. 
<J2 
(6.3.16) 
(6.3.17) 
(6.3.18) 
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Now, define the norm ||.||, on .Ei x £'2 by 
|!(x,y)||, = ||x||i + ||y||2, y{x,y) e E^ X E2. (6.3.19) 
We can easily observe that (£'1 x E^, ||.||*) is a Banach space. Hence, it follows 
from (6.3.5), (6.3.16) and (6.3.19) that 
WQixuVi) - Qi^2,y2)\\* < max{A;i,A;2}||(a;i,t/i) - (0:2,^ 2) (6.3.20) 
Since max{fci,A;2} < 1 by condition (6.3.4), it follows from (6.3.20) that Q is 
a contraction mapping. Hence, by Banach contraction principle (Theorem 1.2.18), 
there exists a unique (x, y) G £1 x E2 such that 
Q{x,y) = {x,y), 
which implies that 
9i{x) ^ jZf[Piog,{x) - p,F{x,y)i 
92{y)==4[p^hP2og2{y)-P2G{x,y)]. 
It follows from Lemma 6.3.1 that (x, y) is the unique solution of SVLIP (6.3.1). This 
completes the proof. 
Remark 6.3.2. 
(i) If El and E2 are 2-uniformly smooth and p := pi = p2 > 0 be such that 
2ai - Iftibi 
P- C2dj ~ m < 
V(2a, - ifukY - {C2di - m){^ - iKi - uf) 
C2d' - im 
1 
OCi> -
2 ittihi+^^{c2di-m{ii~mi-uY) 
^di > kk ; ^i > li{l - ti) ; 
where U := y/{l - Aai + Cg/i? + A^ ; k -.^ | , for each i = 1,2. When i = 1, 
then 61 = p2, di = /?i, and when i = 2, then 62 = 7i, c?2 = 72, then condition 
(6.3.4) holds. 
(ii) It is clear that ai < fii for 2 = 1,2; aj < ^1^1 and 02 < 6T2- Conditions given 
in (i) hold for some suitable values of constants, for example, Oi = pi = 7,- = 
(^i = fii = Ti^Si^^i = 1, Ai = 0.1,C2 = 3,p = 0.1, for z = 1,2. 
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6.4. CONVERGENCE AND STABILITY ANALYSIS OF ITERATIVE 
ALGORITHM 
Based on Lemma 6.3.1, we suggest and analyze the following Mann type itera-
tive algorithm for finding an approximate solution for SVLIP (6.3.1): 
Mann Type Iterative Algorithm (in short, MTIA) 6.4.1. For given (xo.yo) G 
El X E2, compute approximate solution {xn,yn) given by iterative schemes: 
Xn+i = il-an)xn + an a;„ - 5i(xn) + J^ ,^^ f "H^io^i W - Pi^ f^a^ n, y„)) , (6.4.1) 
y„+l = (1 - an)yn + an [Vn - g2{yn) + ^ ^ f H^2052(j/n) ' p2G{Xn, J/n))] , (6.4.2) 
where n = 0,1,2,...; pi,P2 > 0 are constants; {an} is a sequence of real numbers 
oo 
such that an G [0,1] and ^ Q;„ = oo. 
n=0 
Definition 6.4.1 (stability). Let Ei, E^ be real Banach spaces; let T : Ei x 
E2 -> El and S : Ei x E2 -^ E2. Let Q : Ei x E2 -^ Ei x E2 he defined as 
Q{x,y) = {T{x,y),S{x,y)) for any {x,y) e E^ x E2, and let {xo.yo) e Ei x E2. 
Assume that (x„+i, yn+i) = fiQ, Xn, yn) = {9{T, Xn, yn),g{S, Xn, yn)) define a system 
of iteration procedures which yields a sequence {(a;„, yn)} in Ei x E2. Suppose 
that F{Q) = {{x,y) G Ei x E2 : {x,y) = Q{x,y)} ^ 0 and {(xn,yn)} converges 
to some {p,q) G F{Q). Let {{un,Vn)} be an arbitrary sequence in Ei x E2 and 
Cn = \\{Un+uVn+l) - f{Q,Xn,yn)\\, V n > 0. 
(i) If hm Cn = 0 implies that lim {un,Vn) = {p,q), then the system of iteration 
n—>oo n—>oo 
procedures {xn+i,yn+i) = f{Q,^n,yn) is said to be Q-stable or stable with 
respect to Q\ 
00 
(ii) If ^ e^  < +00 implies that hm (w„, y„) = {p, q), then the system of iteration 
n=0 n—>oo 
procedures {xn+\,yn+i) — f{q,Xn,yn) is said to be almost Q-stable. 
Remark 6.4.1 Definition 6.4.1 can be viewed as an extension of the notion concept 
of stabihty of iteration procedure given by Harder and Hicks [62], see also [90,126]. 
Theorem 6.4.1 (convergence). Fori = 1,2, letEi, Vu 9i, Pi, PiOQi, F, G, M, N 
be same as in Theorem 6.3.1 and let conditions (6.3.2)-(6.3.4) of Theorem 6.3.1 hold. 
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Then approximate solution {xn,yn) generated by MTIA 6.4-1, strongly converges to 
the unique solution {x,y) of SVLIP (6.3.1). 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 6.3.1 that SVLIP (6.3.1) has the unique solution 
{x,y). Hence, by Lemma 6.3.1, it follows that 
X - {l-an)x + anX~gi{x) + J^^lpf{Piogi{x)-piF{x,y)) 
y = ( l - a „ ) | / + aJt/-^2(2/) + ^Sf\^20^2(t/)-p2G'(a:,y)) 
(6.4.3) 
(6.4.4) 
From (6.4.1), (6.4.4), and using the same arguments for obtaining (6.3.14) and 
(6.3.15), we have that 
l l ^n+ l - 2 ; | | i < {I - an)\\Xn - X\\i + an " ^ l l ^ n " a; | | i +/92/?2| |2/n - 2/| I2J , (6 -4 .5 ) 
\\yn+\ - y||2 < (1 - an)\\yn - yh + otn m2\\yn ~ yh + pi7i||2;n - a;|li , (6.4.6) 
where mi,m2 are given by (6.3.17), (6.3.18), respectively. 
Now, it follows from (6.3.19), (6.4.5) and (6.4.6) that 
l |(2;n+i,yn+i)-(a:,y)||* 
= ||xn+i-a;||i + ||yn+i-y||2 
< (1 -a„)||(x„,2/„) -(x,y)| |* + an max{/i;i,/i;2}||(x„,y„) - (x,y)||*, 
= [1-(l-max{/i;i,fc2})an] \\{xn,yn) - {x,y)\\*, (6.4.7) 
where fci :- mi + P2P2', h := m2 + piji-
Setting: 
an = \\ixn,yn)- {x,y)ll*; 
Xn = {l-max{ki,k2})an] 
bn = Cn = 0, V n. 
00 
Clearly, it follows from (6.3.4), a„ e [0,1] and Yl 
an = 00 that A„, G [0,1] and 
n=0 
X; An = 00. Therefore, by Theorem 1.2.25 and (6.4.7) implies that lim a„ = 0, that n=0 
is 
n—>oo 
l\(xn,yn] - (x,y)l\* ^ 0 as n -^ 00. 
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Thus, {xn,yn) converges strongly to the unique solution {x,y) of SVLIP (6.3.1). 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 6.4.2.(stability). Fori = 1,2, let Ei, r]i, gi. Pi, PiOgi, F, G, M, N 
be same as in Theorem 6.3.1 and let conditions (6.3.2)-(6.3.4) of Theorem 6.3.1 
hold. Let {{un,Vn)} be any sequence in Ei x E2 and define {cn} Q [0,cx)) by 
Cn = \\{Un+l,Vn+l)~{A,B)\\^, (6.4.8) 
where 
A := {l-an)un + an[un-9i{un) + Ji',^p'^"\Piog,{un)-piF{un,Vn))]; (6-4.9) 
B := {l-an)Vn + an[vn-g2{Vn) + j!;i':p^''\P20g2{Vn)-p2G{Un,Vn))], (6.4.10) 
oo 
where n = 0,1,2,...; pi,p2> 0 are constants; and an G [0,1] and ^ an = oo. 
n=0 
Then: 
oo 
(a) / / Y] e„ < oo, then lim {un,Vn) = {x,y); 
n=o "-*°° 
(b) / / lim (un,Vn) = (x,y), then lim £„ = 0, 
n-->oo n->oo 
where {x,y) is the unique solution of SVLIP (6.3.1). 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 6.3.1 that SVLIP (6.3.1) has the unique solution 
{x,y). Hence, by Lemma 6.3.1, {x,y) satisfies (6.4.3) and (6.4.4). 
Proof of (a). Suppose that ^^ en < oo. Prom (6.4.8)-(6.4.10), we have 
n=0 
\\{un+i,Vn+i) - (x,y)||* < en + | |^ " a;||i + ||B - y||2. (6.4.11) 
Since {x,y) satisfies (6.4.3) and (6.4.4), using the same arguments for obtaining 
(6.3.14) and (6.3.15), we have 
11^ - x\\x < (1 - an)\\un - x\\ + Qn mi\\un - x\\ + paAl^n - vh , (6.4.12) 
\\B - y\\2 <{l - an)\\vn - y\\ + an[m2\\vn - y\l + pailK - 2;||i]. (6.4.13) 
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FVom (6.4.11)-(6.4.13), we have 
) - {x,y)\U < e„ + [1 - {l-max{ki,k2})an] \\iun,Vn) - {x,y)\U. 
(6.4.14) 
Setting: 
On = \\{Xn,yn)-{x,y)\U 
An = (1 - max{A;i, fcg}) «„; 
bn = 0, Vn; 
c„ = €n, Vn. 
It follows from (6.3.4), a„ G [0,1] and X) ^n = oo that An e [0,1] and J ] A„ = 
n=0 n=0 
OO. Hence, by Theorem 1.2.25, (6.4.14) implies that lim Cn = 0, that is, {un,Vn) 
converges strongly to the unique solution {x,y) of SVLIP (6.3.1). This completes 
the proof of (a). 
Proof of (b). Assume that lim {un,Vn) — ix,y). Then 
n->oo 
€n < \\iUn+l,Vn+i) - (^,2/)| |* + WiA B) - ix,y)\l 
< \\{un+uVn+i) - {x,y)\U + [l- {1 - max{ki, k2})an]\\{un,Vn) - {x,y)\\* 
^ oo as n —>• oo, 
that is, lim £„ = 0. This completes the proof of (b). 
n—¥oo 
Remark 6.4.2. 
(i) Using the approach given in this chapter, one can extend Theorem 6.3.1, The-
orem 6.4.1 and Theorem 6.4.2 to the systems of n-variational-like inclusions. 
(ii) It is of further research interest to extend the approach given in this chapter for 
iterative approximation of solutions of the system of variational-like inclusions 
involving set-valued mappings. 
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CHAPTER 7 
SET-VALUED VARIATIONAL-LIKE INCLUSIONS 
7.1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1994, Hassouni and Moudafi [63] intoduced and studied a class of variational 
inclusion problems and developed a perturbed iterative algorithm for the variational 
inclusions. Adly [1], Chidume et al. [30,31], Ding and Luo [49], Huang [QQ], Kazmi 
[72], Noor [113] have obtained some important extensions of the results given in [63]. 
Recently, Chidume, Kazmi and Zegeye [30] and Fang and Huang [55] introduced 
and studied the classes of //-m-accretive mappings and P-accretive mappings, respec-
tively, and discuss the convergence analysis of iterative algorithms for set-valued 
variational-like inclusion problem and variational inclusion problem, respectively, in 
Banach spaces. 
Motivated by the works given in [1,30,31,49,55,72,113], we extend the results 
for F-7]-proximal point mapping discussed in Chapter 6 for a general real Banach 
space. Further, we consider a set-valued variational-Hke inclusion problem (in short, 
SVLIP) involving P-T;-accretive mapping in real Banach space. Using P-77-proximal-
point mapping technique, we develope an iterative algorithm for SVLIP and show 
that approximate solution obtained by the iterative algorithm for SVLIP strongly 
converges to a exact solution of SVLIP. The theorems presented in this chapter ex-
tend and improve many known results in the Hterature, see for example [30,49,54,55]. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows: 
In Section 7.2, we extend the results for P-77-proximal point mapping discussed 
in Section 6.2 for a general real Banach space. 
In Section 7.3, we formulate a set-valued variational-Uke inclusion problem 
(SVLIP) in real banach space and discuss some of its special cases. Further, us-
ing P-77-proximal point mapping technique, we construct an iterative algorithm for 
SVLIP. 
In Section 7.4, we prove the existence of solution for SVLIP and discuss con-
vergence analysis for the iterative algorithm. 
7.2. P-ry-PROXIMAL POINT MAPPING 
The results of this section are analogous to Theorem 6.2.1 and Theorem 6.2.2. 
But for the sake of completeness, we give their respective proofs. 
Definition 7,2.1. Let r] : ExE -^ E and P : E -^ Ehe nonlinear mappings. Then 
a set-valued mapping M : E -)• 2^ is said to be P-r]-accretive, if M is 77-accretive 
and (P + pM){E) = E for any p>0. 
Remark 7.2.1. If P = /, the identity mapping, then P-77-accretive mapping reduces 
to 7]-m-accretive mapping introduced by Chidume et at. [30], see Definition 1.2.22. 
Theorem 7.2.1. Let rj : E x E -^ E he a, mapping; let P : E ^ E he a. strictly 
ry-accretive mapping and let M : £^  -> 2^ be a P-77-accretive set-valued mapping. 
Then: 
(a) {u - v,JT]{x,y)) > 0, V(i»,y) € Graph{M) implies {u,x) € Graph{M), where 
Graph{M) := {(u,x) e E x E : u e M(x)}-
(b) The mapping (P + pM)~^ is single-valued for all p > 0. 
Proof (a). Suppose, on the contrary, that there exists (^ 0,2:0) ^ Graph{M) such 
that 
{uo-v,jv{xo,y))>0, y{v,y)eGraphiM). (7.2.1) 
Since M is P-77-accretive, we have (P + pM){E) — E, and hence there exists 
(ui,xi) G Graph{M) such that 
P{xi) + pui = P{xo) + puo. (7.2.2) 
Now, first set {v,y) = {ui,xi) in (7.2.1) and then, from the resultant inequality 
(7.2.2) and from the fact that p is positive, we obtain 
0 < p{uo - Ui,jrj{xo,xi)) = {P{xi) - P{XQ),JT]{XO,XI)), 
which implies that 
{P{xo)-P{xi)Jr]{xo,Xi))<{). 
But P is strictly 7]-accretive, so we have 
{P{xo)-P(xi),jr](xo,x,)) = 0, 
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which yields XQ = Xi and hence from (7.2.2), we get ui = UQ, a contradiction. This 
completes the proof of (a). 
Proof (b). For any given z e E and a constant p > 0, let x,y ^  {P + pM)~^{z). 
Then p-\z - P{x)) G M{x) and p-^{z - P{y)) G M{y). Now 
0 = p{p-\z - P{x)) - p-\z - P{y)),jrj{x,y)) + (P(x) - P{y),Mx,y)) 
>{P{x)-P{y)Jrj{x,y)), 
using 77-accretiveness of M. Since P is strictly 7;-accretive, from above inequality, 
we have x = y. This imphes (P + pM)~^ is single-valued. This completes the proof 
of (b). 
By Theorem 7.2.1, we can define P-r/-proximal point mapping for a P-77-accretive 
mapping M as follows: 
jf{z) = {P + pM)-\zl ^fzeE, (7.2.3) 
where p > 0 is a constant, T] : E x E ^  E is a. mapping and P : E -^ E is a strictly 
77-accretive mapping. 
Remark 7.2.2. If P = / , then P-7]-proximal point mapping reduces to 7^-proximal 
point mapping introduced by Chidume et al. [30], see Remark 1.2.9. 
Theorem 7.2.2. Let P : E ^ E be a 5-strongly r]-accretive mapping; let -q : 
E X E -^ E be a r-Lipschitz continuous mapping and let M : E -^ 2^ be a P-r]-
accretive mapping. Then P-T]-proximal point mapping J^ is j-Lipschitz continuous, 
that is, 
\\Ji'ix)-Ji'{y)\\<^^\\x-yl yx,yeE. 
Proof. Let x,y e E. From definition of J^, we have J^{x) = (P + pM)"^(x). 
This implies that 
p-\x-PiJ^{x)))eMiJ^ix)). 
Similarly, we have 
p-'iy-PiJi'{y)))eM{j^{y)). 
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Since M is 7?-accretive, we obtain 
0 < p-'{ix-P{J^ix)))-iy~P{J^{y))),MJ^ix),J^(y))) 
= p-'{x-y,MJ^ix),J^iy))) 
-p-\P{J^{x)) - P{J^{y)),3ri{J^{xlJ^{y))). 
Since p > 0, P is (J-strongly 77-accretive and r) is r-Lipschitz continuous, then 
from the preceding inequality, we have 
^\\J^{^)) - Jf{y)f < r\\x - y\\ \\J^{x) - J^{y)\\. 
This implies that 
\\J^{x))-J^{y)\\<^^\\x-yl yx,yeE, 
and this completes the proof. 
Remark 7.2.3. Theorems 7.2.1,7.2.2 generalize Theorems 1.2.12,1.2.13 due to 
Chidume et at. [30]. 
7.3. SET-VALUED VARIATIONAL-LIKE INCLUSION PROBLEM 
AND ITERATIVE ALGORITHM 
Let'r],N : ExE ^ E and g : E -^ Ehesingle-valued mappings; let S,T : E -^ 
CB{E) be set-valued mappings and let M : E x E -^ 2^ he a, set-valued mapping 
such that for each x G E, M{-,x) is P-77-accretive. Assume that dom{M{.,x)) fi 
g{E) ^ 0. We consider the following set-valued variational-like inclusion problem 
(SVLIP): 
Find x^E, ue S{x), v G T{x) such that 
OeN{u,v) + M{g{x),x). (7.3.1) 
Some Special Cases 
1. If P = /, then SVLIP (7.3.1) reduces to the variational-like inclusion problem 
studied by Chidume et at. [30]. 
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2. If T]{x, y) = x — y, Vx, y € E, then SVLIP (7.3.1) reduces to set-valued version 
of the variational inclusion problem studied by Fang and Huang [55]. 
3. li E = H, M{-,x) = d^<p{-,x), where cj) : H x H -^ ]RU{+oo} is such that 
0(-, x) is a proper, lower semi-continuous and //-subdifferentiable functional for 
all X E H, then SVLIP (7.3.1) reduces to variational-hke inequality problem 
of finding x e H, ue S{x), v e T{x), such that 
{N{u, v), r]{y,g{x))) > 0(^(x), x) - (j>{g{x), y), Vy G H, 
similar to a problem studied by Ding [44]. 
4. In Case 3, if N{u, v) = u—v, Vw, v E H, and if S, T are single-valued mappings, 
still in Hilbert spaces, then SVLIP (7.3.1) reduces to variational-like inequality 
problem studied by Ding and Luo [49]. 
We remark that for suitable choices of N,r],M,S,T and g, SVLIP (7.3.1) re-
duces to various classes of variational inclusion problems and variational inequality 
problems studied by many authors in Hilbert spaces, see for example [63,66,72]. 
Assume that dom{P)ng{E) ^ 0. 
The following lemma which will be used in the sequel, is an immediate conse-
quence of the definition of Jp ^''^'. 
Lemma 7.3.1. {x,u,v) with x E E, u E S{x), v E T{x), is a solution of SVLIP 
(7.3.1) if and only if {x, u, v) satisfies the relation 
g{x) - J^ (^--^ ) {Pog{x) - pN{u, v)), (7.3.2) 
where Jp ^' = {P-{-pM{-,x))~^, p> 0 is a constant and Peg denotes P composition 
9-
Using Lemma 7.3.1 and Nadler's technique [97], we develop an iterative algo-
rithm for finding the approximate solution of SVLIP (7.3.1). 
Iterative Algorithm 7.3.1. Let r],N : E x E ^ E, g : E ^ E and S,T : E ^ 
CB{E) be such that for each x E E, Q{XQ) C g{E), where Q : E x E ^ 2^ he a 
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set-valued mapping defined by 
u£S(i) t)eT'(i) 
where M : £J x £J -> 2^ be a set-valued mapping such that for each x e E, M{-,x) 
is P-7]-accretive. 
For given XQ e E, UQ e S{xo), VQ G T{XQ), let 
Wo = jf'''\Pog{xo) - pN{uo,vo)) G Q{xo) C g{E). 
Hence there exists xi G E such that Wo = y(xi). Since UQ G iS(a:o) G CB{E) 
and fo G r(2;o) G CB{E), then by Theorem 1.2.23, there exist wi G S{xi), and 
i;i G T(xi) such that 
11^1 - t^ oll < (1 + (1 + l)-'mS{xi), S{xo)), 
\\vi - o^ll < (1 + (1 + l)-')n{T{x,),T{xo)). 
Let 
w, = J^^-''^\Pogix,)-pN{uuVi)) G Q(xi) C g(E). 
Hence there exists X2 G E such that wi — g{x2). By induction, we can define 
iterative sequences {xn}, {w„}, {vn} as follows: 
gixn+i) = J^^-^^'^\Pog{xn) - pNiun, Vn)), (7.3.4) 
Un G Sixn) : ||w„+i - u„|| < (1 + (1 + n)-')n{Sixn+i), Sixn)), (7.3.5) 
y„ G T{xn) : lkn+1 - ^nll < (1 + (1 + n)-')n{T{xn+i), T{xn)), (7.3.6) 
where n = 0,1,2,... and p > 0 is a constant. 
7.4. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTION AND CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS 
First, we define the following concepts. 
Definition 7.4.1. Let rj : E x E -^ E he a, single-valued mapping and let S,T : 
E -^ 2^ he set-valued mappings. A mapping N : E x E ^ E is said to be 
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(i) ^-strongly T]-accretive with respect to S and T if there exist jr}{x\,X2) G 
JT]{XI, X2) and a constant 7 > 0 such that 
{N{ui,vi)-N{u2,V2),jr]{xi,X2)) > a | |x i -X2| |^ 
Vxi, X2 GE, uie S{xi), vi e T{xi), U2 G S{x2), V2 e T(x2); 
(ii) (a, P)-Lipschitz continuous if there exist constants a,P > 0 such that 
\\N{xi,yi) - N{x2,y2)\\ < a\\xi -X2II +/?||yi -^2!! , Vxi,X2,yi,y2 e E. 
Remark 7.4.1. The concepts of 7-strongly 77-accretiveness with respect to S and 
T and (a, /3)-Lipschitz continuity of mapping A^  are more general than the concepts 
used in Theorem 4.1 of Chidume et al. [30]. 
Now, we prove the existence of solution of SVLIP (7.3.1) and discuss the con-
vergence analysis of Iterative Algorithm 7.3.1. 
Theorem 7.4.1. Let E be a real Banach space. Let the mapping rj : E x E -^ E be 
T-Lipschitz continuous; let the mappings S,T : E ^ CB{E) and g : E ^ E be a-
H-Lipchitz continuous, k-H-Lipschitz continuous, ^-Lipschitz continuous mappings, 
respectively, and let the mapping {g — I) : E ^ E be u-strongly accretive, where 
I : E -^ E is identity mapping; let P : E ^ E be 5-strongly rj-accretive and Pog 
be fx-Lipschitz continuous and let the mapping N : E x E —^ E be {a,P)-Lipschitz 
continuous and ^-strongly rj-accretive mapping with respect to S and T. Let the 
mapping M : E x E ^ 2^ be such that for each fixed x G £", M(.,x) is P-rj-
accretive mapping, and for each x E E, let Q{x) C g{E), where Q is defined by 
(7.3.3). Suppose that there exists A > 0 such that, for each xi,X2,z 6 E, 
,1 jM(.,.0(^) _ J^i->^^)(,)\\ < A||xi - X2II, (7.4.1) 
and, for p > 0, 
7 - (// + T)L 
P 2L2 
y / (7 - ( /x + r ) L ) 2 - 2 L V - ( ! - A ) 2 ] 
< 2L^ ; (7.4.2) 
7 > (//+ T ) L + \/2LWAi2 - ^ - - A) ; / i > ( ' - - A ) ; t > s, (7.4. 3) 
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where t := \/2u + 1, s :— ^, L := (aa + Pk). 
Then the iterative sequences {xn}, {un} and {vn} generated by Iterative Algorithm 
7.3.1, strongly converge to x* E E, u* & S{x*) and v* G T(x*), respectively, and 
{x*,u*,v*) is a solution of SVLIP (7.3.1). 
Proof. Since (g — I) is i/-strongly accretive, by using Theorem 1.2.6, we have the 
following estimate: 
| |a;n+2-2;n+l||^ = \\9{Xn+2)-g{Xn+l)+Xn+2-Xn+l~i9{Xn+2)-9{Xn+l))f 
< \\9{Xn+2) - 9iXn+l)f " 2 ( (^ - I)Xn+2 " (^ " I)Xn+l, JiXn+2 - Xn+l)) 
< \\9{Xn+2) - 9{Xn+lW " M\Xn+2 " Xn+lW^, 
which implies that 
\\g{Xn+2) - 9ixn+i)\\. (7-4.4) 
y/zu + 1 
Now, by using Theorem (7.2.2) and (7.4.1), we have 
MXn+2)-9{Xn+l)\\ 
= \\J^^-^^^^\Pog{Xn+l) - pN{Un+uVn+l)) ' J^^-''"\Pog{Xn) - pN{Un,Vnm 
< IIJ,^(--^"+i)(Fo5(x„+i) - pN{un+i,Vn+i)) - J^^-''--^'\Pog{x^) - piV(u„,t;„))|| 
+ 11 J f (••-"+^)(P05(Xn) - p{Un,Vn)) - J^^'^-\P09{Xn) - pN{Ur.,Vn))\\ 
f 
< - | | F 0 ^ ( x „ + i ) - P09{Xn) - p[N{Un+l,Vn+l) - N{Un,Vn)]\\ + A|| 
Xn+l Xn 
II (7.4.5) 
Since N is 7-strongly Tj-accretive with respect to S and T, Pag is /^-Lipschitz 
continuous and 77 is r-Lipschitz continuous, using Theorem 1.2.6, 
]\Pog{Xn+l)-Pog{Xn)-p[N{Un+l,Vn+l)-N{Un, Vn+l)W 
< \\P09{Xn+l) - PogiXnW " M^iUn+l ,Vn+l) - N{Un,Vn), 
j{P09{Xn+l) - PogiXn) - p[N{Un+l, Vn+l) - N{Un, Vn)])) 
< \\P09{Xn+l) - P09{Xn)\\^ - 2p{N{Un+l,Vn+l) - N{Un,Vn), 
JV{Xn+l,Xn)) - 2p{N{Un+l,Vn+l) - N{Un,Vn), j{Pog{Xn+l) 
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-Pog{Xn) - p[N{un+uVn+i) - A^K,yu+i)]) - ir7(x„+i,x„)) 
< \\Pog{Xn+l) - Pog{XnW - '^Pl\\Xn+l " X„||2 
+2p\\N{Un+l,Vn+l) - N{Un,Vn\\ \\Pog{Xn+\) - Pog{Xn)\\ 
+p\\N{Un+\,Vn+l)- N{Un,Vn)\\ + ||77(x„+i,Xn) 
< /i^||Xn+i - a;n||^ - 2p7| |Xn+i - Xn\\^ 
+2p\\N{Un+l,Vn-^\) -N{Un,Vn)\\ /i | |Xn+l - X„| | 
•^p\\N{Un+\,Vn+l) - N{Un,Vn)\\ + T||Xn+l - X„| (7.4.6) 
Now, by (a, /?)-Lipschitz continuity of A'' and K-Lipschitz continuity of S, T, we 
obtain 
\\N{Un+h Vn+l)-N{Un, Vn)\\ 
< a\\Un+l - Un\\ + /? |kn+l - Vn\\ 
< a(l + (1 + n)-i)7{(5(x„+i),^{^n)) + /5(1 + (1 + nY^)U{T{x^^^),T{x^)) 
< aa{l + (1 + n)-^)||xn+i - Xn|| + Pk{l + (1 + n)-^)||x„+i - a;„|| 
<L( l + (l + n)-i) | |x„+i-x„| | , (7.4.7) 
where L := {aa + Pk). 
From (7.4.6) and (7.4.7), we get 
\\Pog{Xn+l)-Pog{Xn)-p[N{Un+l,Vn+l)-N{u 
< /i^||x„+i - x„||2 - 2p7||x„+i - x„|p + 2pL{l + (1 + n)"^)||xn+i - x^lj 
X p||x„+i - x„|| + pL{l + (1 + n)"^)||xn+i - x„|| + r||x„+i - Xn||] 
= {f? - 2p7 + 2pL(l + (1 + n)-') [/x + T + pL{l + (1 + n)-')]) ||x,+i-x,||2.(7.4.8) 
From (7.4.5) and (7.4.8), we get 
\\9{Xn+2)-giXn+l)\\ 
< (^V/^2_2p7 + 2pL(l + (l + n)-i)[/i + T + pL(l + (l + n)-i)] + A) ||xn+i - x„|| 
(7.4.9) 
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Prom (7.4.4) and (7.4.9), we get 
\Xn+2 ~ 2;„-|.i|| < Pn||x„_|_i — Xn | | , (7.4.10) 
where 
9n:= 
x/2l7TT 
• \//x2 - 2y97 + 2pL(l + (1 + n)-i)[Ai + r + pL{l + (1 + n)-i)]+A 
Letting n -> oo, we obtain ^„ -> ^, where 
^ : = - V/x2 - 2p(7 + L(;u + r)) + 2p2L2 + A 
(7.4.11: 
(7.4.12) 
x/2i7+l 
Since ^ < 1 by conditions (7.4.2)-(7.4.3). Hence, 9n < I for n sufficiently large. 
Therefore, (7.4.10) implies that {xn} is a Cauchy sequence in E, and hence there 
exists X* E E such that x^ -^ x* as n -4 00. 
Since S is cr-?^-Lipschitz continuous, from (7.3.5), we get 
\\Un+l - M„|l < (1 + (1 + ny')n{SiXn+l), S{Xn)) 
< a(l + (1 + n)-^)||x„+i - x„||. (7.4.13) 
Since {xn} is a Cauchy sequence, it follows from (7.4.13) that {un} is a Cauchy 
sequence. Similarly, Lipschitz continuity of T and g implies that {vn} and {g{xn)} 
are Cauchy sequences. Hence, there exist u*,v* € E such that p(x„) -» ^(x*), 
Un —> u* and x;„ -> u* as n -> 00. Furthermore, 
diu\ S{X*)) <\\U*- UnW + d{Un, 5 ( x „ ) ) + H{S{Xn), S{x*)) 
< \\u* — Un\\ + (j\\xn — x*|| ^ 0 as n —> 00, 
and hence u* € S{x*). Similarly, we can show that v* G T(x*). 
Finally, we define 
w* = J^^-''''\Pog{x*) - pN{u*,v*)). 
Now, we estimate that 
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\\g{Xn+2)-W* 
< -\\Pog{Xn+l) - Pog{x*) - p[N{Un+uVn+l) - N{U\V*)]\\ + \\\Xn+l - X* 
T 
< -
- 6 
T 
< -
- 5 
| | P 0 ^ ( x „ + i ) - Pog{x*)\\ + p\\N{Un+l,Vn+l) - N{u*,V*\\^ + X\\Xn+l - X*\ 
fi\\xn+i - a;„|| + pa\\un+i - u*\\ + p0\\vn+i - v*\\\ + X\\xn+i - x*|| 
-> 0 as n —> cx). 
Thus, 
g{x*) = w* = J^^-^'\Pog{x*) - pN{u\v*)). 
By Lemma 7.3.1, it follows that {x*,u*,v*) is a solution of SVLIP (7.3.1), and this 
completes the proof. 
Remark 7.4.2. The technique developed in this chapter modify the methods devel-
oped in Chidume et al. [30] and Kazmi [76], and can also be apphed for set-valued 
variational inclusions. 
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CHAPTER 8 
PARAMETRIC GENERALIZED SET-VALUED 
IMPLICIT QUASI-VARIATIONAL-LIKE INCLUSIONS 
8.1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, much attention has been given to develop general techniques 
for the sensitivity analysis of solution set for various classes of variational inequali-
ties (inclusions). From the mathematical and engineering point of view, sensitivity 
properties of various classes of variational inequalities can provide new insight con-
cerning the problem being studied and can stimulate ideas for solving problems. 
The sensitivity analysis of solution set for variational inequalities have been studied 
extensively by many authors using quite different techniques. By using the projec-
tion technique, Dafermos [37], Mukherjee and Verma [96], Noor [119] and Yen [151] 
studied the sensitivity analysis of solution of some classes of variational inequalities 
with single-valued mappings. By using the implicit function approach that makes 
use of so-called normal mappings, Robinson [136] studied the sensitivity analysis of 
solutions for variational inequahties in finite-dimensional spaces. By using proximal 
(resolvent) mapping technique, Adly [1], Noor [123] and Agarwal et al. [2] studied 
the sensitivity analysis of solution of some classes of variational inclusions involving 
single-valued mappings. 
Recently, by using projection and proximal mapping techniques. Ding [46,47], 
Ding and Luo [48], Liu et al. [89] and Park and Jeong [133] studied the behaviour 
and sensitivity analysis of solution set for some classes of generalized variational 
inequalities (inclusions) involving set-valued mappings. It is worth mentioning that 
most of the results in this direction have been obtained in the setting of Hilbert 
space. 
Motivated by recent work going on in this direction, we consider a paramet-
ric generalized set-valued imphcit quasi-variational-hke inclusion problem (in short, 
PGSIQVLIP) involving P-r]-accretive mapping in real uniformly smooth Banach 
space. Further, using P-7?-proximal mapping technique of P-r;-accretive mapping 
(see (6.2.3)) and the property of the fixed point set of set-valued mapping, we study 
the behaviour and sensitivity analysis of the solution set for PGSIQVLIP. Further, 
under suitable conditions, we prove that the solution set of PGSIQVLIP is Lip-
schitz continuous with respect to the parameter. The theorems presented in this 
chapter generalize and improve the results given by many authors, see for example 
[2,46,48,89,119,123,133]. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows: 
In Section 8.2, we formulate a parametric generalized set-valued implicit quasi-
variational-like inclusion problem (PGSIQVLIP) in real uniformly smooth Banach 
space and discuss some of its special cases. 
In Section 8.3, we give some concepts which are the extension of the previ-
ously known concepts. Using Fixed Point Theorem 1.2.22, we prove some existence 
theorems for PGSIQVLIP. 
In Section 8.4, we prove that the solution set of PGSIQVLIP is Lipschitz con-
tinuous with respect to the parameter. 
8.2. FORMULATION OF PROBLEM 
Throughout the chapter unless otherwise stated, we assume that E is a real 
uniformly smooth Banach space with its dual space E*. 
Let 0 be a nonempty open subset of E in which the parameter A takes values; 
let P : E ^ E] N, M : E X E X Q, ^ E; g,m : E X n -^ E be single-valued 
mappings such that g ^ 0 and let A,B,C,D,F : E x Q, ^ C{E) be set-valued 
mappings. Suppose that W : E x E xQ, -^ 2^ is a. set-valued mapping such that for 
each {y, X) £ E x Q, W{.,y, X) : E -^ 2^ is P-r;-accretive and {g - m){E x {A}) H 
domW{.,y, A) ^ 0, where {g - m){x, A) = g{x, A) - m{x, A), for any (x, X) e E xQ. 
For each (/, X) £ E x n, v/e consider the parametric generalized set-valued implicit 
quasi-variational-like inclusion problem (PGSIQVLIP): 
Find X = x{X) e E, u = u{x,X) G A{x,X), v = v{x,X) G B{x,X), w = 
w{x,X) G C{x,X), y = y{x,X) e D{x,X) and z = z{x,X) e F{x,X) such that 
{g - m)(x, A) G domW{., z, A) and 
/ G N{u, V, A) - M{w, y. A) + W{{g - m){x, A), z, A). (8.2.1) 
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Some Special Cases 
1. li E = H, P = I, the identity mapping, and T]{x,t) = x — t, yx,t G H, then 
PGSIQVLIP (8.2.1) reduces to the problem of finding x = x(A) e H, u ^ 
u{x,X) G A{x,X), V — v{x,X) G B{x,X), w = w{x,X) G C{x,X), y — 
y{x,X) G D{x,X) and z = z{x,X) G F{x,X) such that (^  — m)(x,A) G 
(iomW(.,z, A) and 
/G7V(tx,t;,A)-MKy,A) + iy((5-m)(x,A),z,A), 
which has been studied by Liu et al. [89]. 
2. li E = H; P = I; T]{x,t) = x - t, \lx,t e H;M = 0, a. zero mapping, and 
/ = 0, then PGSIQVLIP (8.2.1) reduces to the problem of finding x = x{X) G 
H, u = u{x,X) G A{x,X), V — v{x,X) G B{x,X) and z = z{x,X) G F{x,X) 
such that (^  - m){x, X) G domVF(., z, A) and 
0 G N{u, V, A) + Py((i/ - m)(x. A), z. A), 
which has been studied by Ding [46]. 
3. If E = H; P = I; r]{x,t) = x - t, ^x,t & H; f = 0;M ^ C = D = m = 
0; g = I and A{x,X) = B{x,X) = F{x,X) = x, V(x,A) e H x Q. Then 
PGSIQVLIP (8.2.1) reduces to the problem finding x = x(A) G H such that 
OG A^(x,x,A) + M(x,x,A), 
which has been studied by Agarwal et al. [2]. 
4. If E = H; P = I; f = 0;M = B = C = D = E = m = 0; A{x,X) = 
X, V(x, A) G if X fi; N{x,y, A) = Ni{x, A); W{x,y, A) = iyi(x, A), V(x,y, A) G 
H xH xQ, where iVj : / / x H ^ i/; W^i : f/ x 0 -^ 2^, then PGSIQVLIP 
(8.2.1) reduces to the problem of finding x = x(A) G H such that g{x,X) G 
(/omP^(., A) and 
OGiVi(x,A) + Wi(^(x,A),A), 
which has been studied by Adly [1]. 
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For a suitable choices of the mappings A, B, C, D, F, N, M, W, g, P, m, rj, we see 
that PGSIQVLIP (8.2.1) includes a number of known classes of parametric quasi-
variational inclusions, parametric generalized quasi-variational inclusions, paramet-
ric quasi-variational inequahties, studied by many authors as special cases, see for 
example [37,48,119,133] and the references therein. 
Now, for each fixed X e fl, the solution set S{X) of PGSIQVLIP (8.2.1) is 
denoted as 
5(A) := Ix = x(A) e E : u = u{x, A) e A{x, A), v = v{x, A) e B{x, A), 
w = 'w{x, A) G C(x, A), y = y{x, A) E D{x, X), z = z{x, A) e F{x, A), 
such that / € N{u, v, A) - M{w,y, A) + W{{g - m){x, A), 2, A)}. (8.2.2) 
The aim of this work is to study the behaviour and sensitivity analysis of the 
solution set <S'(A), and the conditions on mappings A, B, C, D, F, N, M, W, g, P, m,ri, 
under which the solution set S{X) of PGSIQVLIP (8.2.1) is nonempty and Lipschitz 
continuous with respect to the parameter A G 0. 
8.3. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTION 
First, we define the following concepts. 
Definition 8.3.1. A mapping g : E x fl -)• E is said to be 
(i) {Lg, Ig)-Lipschitz continuous if there exist constants Lg, Ig > 0 such that 
\\gi^iAi)-g{x2,X2)\\ < Lp||xi-X2|| + /p||Ai-A2||, V(xi,Ai),(x2,A2) eExn-, 
(ii) s-strongly monotone if there exists a constant s > 0 such that 
{g{xi, A) - g{x2, A), xi - X2) > s\\xi - X2f, V(xi, A), (x2, X) e E x ^. 
Remark 8.3.1. When A is fixed, then (Lp,/p)-Lipschitz continuity of g implies 
Lp-Lipschitz continuity in the first argument. 
Definition 8.3.2. A set-valued mapping A: E xO, ^ C{E) is said to be (LA, IA)-
H-Lipschitz continuous if there exist constants LA, I A > 0 such that 
niAixi, Ai), Aix2, A2)) < LAWXI - X2\\ + IAWM - A2II, V (xu Aj), (xz, X2) e E x Q. 
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Definition 8.3.3. Let P : E ^ E, g,m : E x Q -^ E he mappings and let 
A, B : E X Q, -^ C{E) be set-valued mappings. A mapping N : E x E x Q -^ E is 
said to be 
(i) {L(^M,\)-,L[N,2)-'^N)-Li'pschitz continuous if there exist constants L(^N,I),L(^N,2), 
Lyv > 0 such that 
\\N{xi,yi,Xi)-N{x2,y2,X2)\\ < -^(;v,i)||2;i-X2|| + L(;v,2)||yi-y2||+/iv||Ai-A2||, 
V(xi,2/i,Ai),(x2,y2,A2) e E X ExQ; 
(ii) ^-strongly Po[g—m)-accretive with respect to A and B if there exists a constant 
^ > 0 such that 
{N{uuVi,X)-N{u2,V2,X),J{Po{g-m){x,X)-Po{g-m){yA)))>ax-yf, 
^x,yeE, Xe n, ui e A{x,X), U2 e A{y,X), vi G B{x,X), V2 G B{y,X), 
where P o (g — m) denotes P composition {g — m); 
(iii) a-generalized P o {g — m)-pseudocontractive with respect to A and B if there 
exists a constant a > 0 such that 
{N{uuVuX)-N{u2,V2,X),JiPo{g-m){x,X)-Po{g-m)iy,X)))<a\\x-y\f, 
yx,yeE, Xe n, ui e A{x, A), U2 e A{y, A), Vi E B{x, X),V2e B{y, A); 
(iv) V-relaxed Po[g—m)-Lipschitz with respect to A and B if there exists a constant 
u > 0 such that 
{N{u,,vuX)-N{u2,V2,A), J{Po{g-m){x,X)-Po{g-m){y,A))) < -iy\\x-yf, 
yx,ye E, XeCl, ui eA{x,X), U2 eA{y,X), vi e B{x,X), V2 € B{y,X). 
Remark 8.3.2. The concepts given in Definition 8.3.3 generahze the concepts given 
in Ding [47] and Liu et al. [89]. 
The following lemma shows that PGSIQVLIP (8.2.1) is equivalent to a fixed 
poit problem. 
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Lemma 8.3.1. For each (/, A) e E x Q,, {x,u,v,w,y,z) with x = x{X) e E, u ^ 
u(x,X) e A(x,X), V = v{x,X) e B{x,X), w = w{x,X) € C{x,X), y = y{x,X) € 
D{x,X) and z — z{x,X) G F{x,X) such that {g - m){x,X) G domW{.,z,X) is a 
solution of PGSIQVLIP (8.2.1) if and only if the set-valued mapping G : ExQ ^ 2^ 
defined by 
Git,X)= U [t-{g-m){t,X) 
u&Ait,x),veBit,x),weCit,x),yeD(t,x),zeF(t,x) 
+jm.,z,x)ip ^ ^g _ ^)(^^ X) - pN(u, V, A) + pM(m, y, A) + pf]\, t e E, (8.3.1) 
has a fixed point X = x{X) G E, where P : E -> E; Po[g—m) denotes P composition 
[g - m); Jp — {P + pW{., z, A))~\ and p> 0 is a constant. 
Proof. For each (/, A) eExn, PGSIQVLIP (8.2.1) has a solution {x,u,v,w,y,z) 
with X = x{X) E E, u = u{x,X) G A{x,X), v = v{x,X) G B{x,X), w = 'w{x,X) G 
C{x, A), y — y(x, A) G D{x, A) and z = z{x, A) G F{x, A) such that (g - m){x, A) G 
domW{., z, A) if and only if 
/ G N{u, v, X)-M{w, y, X)+W{ig-m){x, A), z, A) 
<^ Po(g-m){x, X)-pNiu, V, X)-\-pMiw,y, X)+pf G {P+pW{., z, XMg-m){x, A)). 
Since for each (2, X) e E x Vt, W{., z, A) is P-7y-accretive, by definition of P-
7]-proximal-point mapping Jp '^'^ ' ' of H^(.,2, A), preceeding inclusion holds if and 
only if 
{g - m)(x, A) = j;^(-^-^)[Po {g - m)(x, A) - pN{u,v, A) + pM{w,y, A) + pf], 
that is, x G G{x,X). This completes the proof. 
Now, we prove the following theorems which ensure that the solution set S{X) 
of PGSIQVLIP (8.2.1) is nonempty and closed for each A G fi. 
Theorem 8.3.1. Let E be a real uniformly smooth Banach space with PE{t) < ct^  
for some c > 0. Let the set-valued mappings A,B,C,D,F : E x ft —)• C{E) be 
H-Lipschitz continuous in the first argument with constants LA, LB, LC, LD, Lp, 
respectively; let the mapping r) : E x E -^ E be r-Lipschitz continuous and P : 
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E ^ E be 5-strongly rj-monotone. Let the mappings g,m : E x fl ^ E such 
that {g — m) is s-strongly accretive and L(^g-m)-Lipschitz continuous in the first 
argument and let the mapping P o [g — m) be -Lpo(s-m) -Lipschitz continuous in the 
first argument; let the mapping N: ExExVL-^Ebe ^-strongly P o [g — rn)-
accretive with respect to A and B, and {L(^^^i),L{^i^^2))-Lipschitz continuous in first 
two arguments; let the mapping M: ExExQ^Ebe a-generalized P o [g - m)-
pseudocontractive with respect to C and D, and (I/(M,I), L(^M,2))-Lipschitz continuous 
in first two arguments. Suppose that the set-valued mapping W : E x E x ^ -^ 2^ 
is such that for each {y,X) e E x Q, W{.,y,X) : E -^ 2^ is P-rj-accretive with 
{g — m){E X {X})ndom W{.,y,X) ^ 0. Suppose that there exist constants i^i,//2 > 0 
such that 
II jVV(.,x.A)(^ ) - J^(-'y''\z)\\ < /xjx - y|| + /.2IIA - All, (8.3.2) 
yx,y,z e E;X,Xe^, 
and suppose that, for p > 0, 
e = q + e{p); q :=-jXiLp-\- ^l - 2s + Q4cLfg_^^ ; 
e{p) := r - y L 2 , ^ ( ^ _ ) - 2p(C - a) + mp^c{L% + L^,) ; r := ^; 
LN := (LAL{^N,I) + LBL(N^2))', LM •"= (^C^(M,I) + ^z?^(Af,2)); (8.3.3) 
p - ( ^ - ^ ) 
132c(L^ + Ll) < 
^ ( e - err - mciL% + LMLl^^^_^^ - (1 - g^r^ 
mc{Ll + LI,) 
(8.3.4) 
Then, for each fixed f G E, the set-valued mapping G defined by (8.3.1) is a compact-
valued uniform 0-%-contraction mapping with respect io A G fi, where 0 is given by 
(8.3.3). Moreover, for each XeVi, the solution set S{X) of PGSIQVLIP (8.2.1) is 
nonempty and closed. 
Proof. Let (x,A) be an arbitrary element in E x Q.. Since A,B,C,D,F are 
compact-valued, then, for any sequences {•u„} C A{x,X), {vn} C B{x,X), {w„} C 
C(x, A), {yn} C D{x,X), {zji} C F{x,X), there exist subsequences {um} C {un}, 
{vm} C {vn}, {w„J C {wn}, {Vm} C {yn}, {zm} C {z„} and elements u G 
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A{x,X), V G B{x,X), w G C{x,X), y G D{x,X), z G F{x,X) such that w„; ->• 
M, Vn; -> V, Wru ~^ ^) 2/"; ~^ U, z^ -> z OS i -^ oo. By using Theorem 6.2.2 and 
(8.3.2) and the Lipschitz continuity of A'' and M, we estimate 
IIJ7(-^"-''^[P O {g - m){x, A) - pN{un^,Vn,X) + pM{Wr.^,yr,^,X) + pf] 
-jm.,z,x)^Po(g-rn){x,X)-pN{u,v,X)+pM{w,y,X)+pf]\\ 
< IIJp^^-'-^^[Po(^-m)(x,X)-pN{un„Vn„X)+pM{wn„yn„X)+pf] 
-jm;z^)[p o {g - m)ix,X) - pN{un„Vn„X) + pMiw,,„yn„X) + Pf]\\ 
^jwi.,z,x)^p ^ ^g _ ^)(^^ ^ ) _ ^^(^^^^ ^^ ^^  ^) ^ pM(i£;„„ y„,, A) + pf] 
-m-^^^)[P o {g - m){x, A) - pN{u, V, A) + pM{w, y, A) + pf]\\ 
T 
< /Xi||z„. - 2 | | +p^ \\N{un„Vn„X)- N{u,v,X)\\ + \\M{wn,,yn„X)- M{w,y,X)\ 
T 
< Pi\\Zni-z\\+p-^L^NA)\\Uni-u\\+L(N,2)\\Vni-v\\+L(M^)\\Wni-M\ + hM 
^ 0 as i -)• oo. (8.3.5) 
Thus, (8.3.1) and (8.3.5) yield that G(x,A) G C{E). 
Now, for each fixed A G f^ , we prove that G{x,X) is a uniform ^-?^-contraction 
mapping. Let (xi,X), (x2, A) be arbitrary elements in B x Q and any i^ i G G{xi,X), 
there exist Ui — Ui{xi,X) G A{xi,X), Vi = yi(a;i,A) € B{xi,X), wi = tyi(xi,A) G 
C{xi, A), yi — yi{xi,X) G /^(xi, A) and zi =^  zi(xi, A) G F{xi, A) such that 
ti = Xi-(5-rn)(xi,A)+Jf(''^''')[^°(5-^)(2;i,A)-pA^(wi,t;i,A)+pM(^i,t/i,A)+p/]. 
(8.3.6) 
It follows from the compactness of A(a;2, A), B{x2,X), C{x2,X), D{x2,X), and 
F{x2, A) and ?^-Lipschitz continuity of ^ , B, C, D, F that there exist U2 = U2{x2, A) G 
yl(x2,A), 2^ = 1^ 2(2:2, A) G B(x2,A), u;2 = ^2(2:2, A) G C(x2,A), 2/2 = 2^(2^ 2, A) G 
D(x2, A) and Z2 = Z2(x2, A) G F{x2, A) such that 
IIW1-W2II < 'H{A{xi,X),A{x2,X)) < L^||xi-X2||, 
\\vi~V2\\ < n{B{xuX),B{x2,X)) < LB||xi-a;2||, 
I K - ^ 2 | | < ?^(C(xi,A),C(x2,A)) < Lc||xi-X2||, 
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| |yi-y2| | < n{D{xuX),D{x2,X)) < LD\\XI-X2\\, 
\\zi-Z2\\ < n{F{x^,X),F{x2,X)) < L^||a;i-a;2||. (8.3.7) 
Let 
t2-x2-(9-m)(a;2,A)+j7(-^^'^)[Po(g-m)(x2,A)-piV(u2,^2,A)+pM(ti;2,y2,A)+p/], 
(8.3.8) 
then we have 2^ £ G(x2, A). 
Next, using Theorem 6.2.2 and (8.3.2), we estimate 
11^ 1-^ 211 < \\xi-X2-{{g-m){xi,X)-{g~m){x2,X))\\ 
+ \\J^^-'''''\Po{g-m){xuX)-pN{m,vuX) + pM{wuyuX) + pf] 
_jw{.,z2,x)^po (^  _ jri){x,, A) - pN{u,,vu A) + pM{w,,yu A) + p/]| | 
+ ||j7(-^^'^)[Po(^-m)(xi,A)-piV(ui,t;i,A) + pM(wi,yi,A)+p/] 
_jm.,^.,x)^p o (^  _ m){x2.X) - pN{u2,V2, A) + pM(z^2,^2, A) + pf]\\ 
< ||xi -X2-{{g-m){xuX)-ig-m){x2,X))\\+iix\\zi - 22II 
+ ^ \\P o{g- m)(xi, X)-Po{g- m){x2, A) 
-p{N{u,,vuX) - Niu2,V2,X) ~ MiwuVuX) + M{w2,y2A))\\ (8.3.9) 
Since (g — m) is s-strongly accretive and L(p_^)-Lipschitz continuous, we have 
\\xi-X2-{{g-m){xi, X)-(g-m)(x2, X))f 
< \\x1-x2f -2{{g-m){xi,X)-{g-m){x2,X), 
J{xi -X2- {{g - m)(xi, A) - {g - m)(x2, A)))) 
< ||a:i -X2IP -2{{g-m)(xi. A) -{g-m){x2, A), J(xi -X2)) 
~2{(g - m)(xi. A) - (^ - m)(x2, A), 
J(xi - X2 - {{g - m){xi, X)-{g- m){x2, A)) - J{xi - X2)) 
< ||xi - X2f - 2s||xi - X2||2 + 64c4_^^||xi - X2||2 
< (1 - 2s + UcLl_^^)\\xi - X2f. (8.3.10) 
Since A'' is (i^ (Ar,i), L(jv,2))-Lipschitz continuous and M is (I/(A^_I), L(A/^ 2))-Lipschitz 
continuous and "H-Lipschitz continuity of set-valued mappings A,B,C,D,F,vfe have 
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\\N{uuVuX)-NiU2,V2,X)\\ 
< L(_N,l)\\ui - U2\\ + L^N,2)\\^l - V2\\ 
< L^r,,,^n{A{x,, A), A{x2, A)) + V ,2 )H(5 (x i , A), Bix2, A)) 
< (LAL^NA) + LBL^N,2))\\XI - a;2||, (8.3.11) 
and 
\\M{wi,yi,X) - N{w2,y2,X)\\ < L(M,I)\\WI - W2\\ + L(^M,2)\\yi - y2\\ 
< (LcL^MA) + LDL^M,2))\\XI - X2\\. (8.3.12) 
Further, since N is ^-strongly P o [g - m)-accretive with respect to A and B, 
M is a-generahzed P o [g - m)-pseudocontractive with respect to C and D, and 
P o[g-m) is Lpo(3_m)-Lipschitz continuous then, using ||a; + y\\^ < 2(||2;|p + ||y|p), 
we have 
\\Po{g-m){xi,X)-P°{9-m){x2, X) 
-p{N{uuVi, A) - N{U2,V2, A) - M{wi,yi, A) + M{w2,2/2, A))|p 
< IIP o {g - m)(xi. A) -Po{g- m)(a;2, A)||2 - 2p{N{u,,VuX) - N{u2,V2,X) 
-M{wuyuX) + M{w2,y2, A), J{Po {g - m){xi, X) - P o {g - m){x2, A) 
-p{N{ui,vu A) - A^(u2,V2, A) - M{wi,yuX) + M{w2,y2, A)))) 
-2p{N{uu Vi,X)- N{u2,V2, A), J{P o {g - m){xi,X) - P o {g - m){x2, A))) 
+2p{M{wi,yu A) - M(u;2,t/2, A), J{Po{g-m){xi,X) - Po {g - m){x2, A))) 
-2p{{N{ui,Vu A) - A^(w2,^ 2, A)) - (M(wi,2/1, A) - M(^/;2,2/2, A)), 
J (Po(^-m)(x i , A)-Po(^-m)(a;2, A)-p(A^(wi, vi,X)-N{u2, V2, A) 
-M(u; i , yi, A) + M{w2, ^2, A)) - J ( P o (^ - m){xu X) - P o {g - m){x2, A))) 
< Ll,^g_m)\\xi - X2f - 2p^||xi - X2II' + 2pa||a;x - X2f 
+6Ap'c\\{N{uuVi,X) - N{U2,V2,X)) - {M{wi,y,,X) - M(^2,y2, A))||2 
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< 4o(,-n^)ll^l - ^2f - 2p{^ - a)\\Xi - X2I 
+132p2c 
< (Ll,(^g-m) - Mi -^) + 132p2c[(L(;v,l)i:A + hN,2)LBf 
Now, from (8.3.9)-(8.3.13), it follows that 
F i -X2I 
\\ti-t2\\<e\\x,-x2\\, 
where 
e = q + e{p); q := ^^Lp + ^{1 - 2s + QAcLl_^^)-
r-.-p e{p) := r-'^Ll^^^_^^ - 2p{( - a) + 132p^ciLj, + Lj,); 
LN := (I/(Af,i)L^ + L(^N^2)LB)', LM '•= {L{M,\)LC + L(M,2)LD)-
Hence, we have 
d{tuG{x2,X)) = inf 11^1 - i 2 | | < e\\x,-X2\\. 
Since ti € G{x\,\) is arbitrary, we obtain 
sup d{ti,G{x2,\))<0\\xi-X2\\. 
fieG(xi,A) 
By using same argument, we can prove 
sup d{t2,G{xi,X))<e\\xi-X2\\. 
t2eG{x2,X) 
(8.3.13) 
(8.3.14) 
(8.3.15) 
(8.3.16) 
(8.3.17) 
By the definition of the Hausdorff metric H(.,.) on C(E), we obtain that for all 
{xi,x),{x2,x)eExn, 
n(G{xi,X),Gix2,X)^ < e\\xi - X2I (8.3.18) 
that is, G{x, A) is a uniform ^-?^-contraction mapping with respect to A G fi. 
Also, it follows from condition (8.3.4) that ^ < 1 and hence G{x, A) is a set-
valued contraction mapping which is uniform with respect to A G 2^. By Fixed Point 
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Theorem 1.2.22, for each A G Q, G{x,X) has a fixed point x = x(A) e E, that is, 
X = x{X) G G{x, A), and hence Lemma 8.3.1 ensure that the solution set S'(A) 7^  0. 
Further, for any sequence {x^} C S{X) with lim x„ = XQ, we have x^ G G(xn, A) 
for all n > 1. 
Next, by virtue of (8.3.18), we have that 
d{xo, G{xo, A)) < ||xo - Xn\\ +U\G{xn, A), G{xo, A) j 
< (1+ ^)||x„ - xoll —^  0 as n —)• 00, 
that is, xo G G(xo,A) and hence XQ e 5(A). Thus, ^(A) is closed in E. This 
completes the proof. 
Theorem 8.3.2. Let E be a real uniformly smooth Banach space with psit) < 
ct'^ for some c > 0. Let the mappings A,B,C,D,F,rj,P,g,m,W be same as in 
Theorem 8.3.1. Let the mapping N be {L(^j\!^i),L(^f^^2))-Lipschitz continuous in first 
two arguments, and let the mapping M be u-relaxed Po[g—m)-Lipschitz with respect 
to C and D, and {L(^M,\)iJ-'{M,2))-Lipschitz continuous in first two arguments. If 
condition (8.3.3) is satisfied and if the following conditions hold for p > 0, 
— L 
r 
^ i : = g + e(p); q := fiiLp + yjl-2s + 6AcLfg_^y, 
e{p) := r-' [pLj, + ^i^^Cp-n.) - 2p^ + ^^P'ciLj, + L^,)]; 
LN '•= {LAL{N,I) + -^B^(;v,2)); LM •= {LCL{^M,I) + •^0-^(^,2)); (8.3.19) 
^\v - r2(l - qfL^] - (L2,^(^_^ - (1 - q^y^mcLl - L^] 
^ 64cLi, - Ll 
_ u -r{l- q)LN 
^ Q^cLl - Ll 
(8.3.20) 
Then, for given f & E, the set-valued mapping G defined by (8.3.1) is a compact-
valued uniform 61-%-contraction mapping with respect to A 6 0, where 9i is given 
by (8.3.19). Moreover, for each X^Vi, the solution set 5(A) of PGSIQVLIP (8.2.1) 
is nonempty and closed. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 8.3.1, we see that G is compact-valued and 
(8.3.5)-(8.3.8) and (8.3.10)-(8.3.12) hold. Since A^  is (L(iv,i),-L(iv,2))-Lipschitz con-
tinuous. M is z/-relaxed P o (g - m)-Lipschitz with respect to C and D, and 
(L(A^_i),L(A/,2))-Lipschitz continuous. It follows that 
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\Po{g-m){xu X)-Po{g-Tn){x2, X)+p{M{wi,yi,X)-M{w2, y2, X))f 
<\\Poig-m)ixi,X)-Po{g-m)ix2,X}\\' 
+2p{M{wuyu A) - M{w2,ya, A), J (P o (^  - m){xi,X) - P o (g - m){x2, A))) 
+2p(M(wi, 2/1, A) - M{w2,2/2, A), J{P o {g - m){xi, X) - P o {g - m){x2, A) 
+p{M{wuyi, A) - M{w2,y2, A)) - J{Po {g - m){xuX) - P o {g - m){x2, A))) 
< 4„(,_^)||xi - X2f - 2pu\\x: - X2f + Qip'c\\M{wi,yuX) - M{w2,y2,XW 
< (4,(^_^) - 2pu + 64p2c[LcL(M,i) + I'D^(M,2)]') \\xi - X2f. (8.3.21) 
It follows from (8.3.5)-(8.3.8), (8.3.9)-(8.3.12) and (8.3.21), we have 
| | t i - t2 | | < | |2;i-2;2-((^-m)(xi,A)-(£?-m)(x2,A))||+/ii| |zi-Z2|| 
|Po(^-m)(xi, A)-Po(^-m)(x2, A)+p[M(ti;i, yi, A)-M(u;2, y2, A)]|| 
+p||7V(tii,^i,A)-A^(u2,t;2,A)|| 
r 
< (1 - 2s + 64cL^g_^))5||xi - a:2|| + PI-^FI^I - X2II + ^ ||xi - X2I 
< (^^ILF + ^ 1 - 2s + 64cL(2^ _^ ) + - [p[L^L(A ,^i) + L5L(yv,i)] 
^\j^\o{g-m) - 2P^ + 64p2c[Lc^(M,l) + ^D^M,1)\^\)\\X\-X2\ 
< ^ i | | x i - X 2 | | , (8.3.22) 
The rest of the proof follows precisely as in the proof of Theorem 8.3.1. This 
completes the proof. 
8.4. LIPSCHITZ CONTINUITY 
We prove that the solution set S'(A) of PSIQVLIP (8.2.1) is Lipschitz continuous 
with respect to the parameter A. 
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We need the following result. 
Lemma 8.4.1[85]. Let X be a complete metric space and let Ti^T^ : X -)• C{X) 
be 0-%-contraction mappings, then 
H{F{T{),F{T^)) < (1 - ey sup n{T,{x),T2{x)), 
where F{Ti) and F{T2) are the sets of fixed points ofTi and T2, respectively. 
Theorem 8.4.1. Let E be a real uniformly smooth Banach space with psit) < ct"^ 
for some c > 0. Let the set-valued mappings A, B, C, D, F be H-Lipschitz continu-
ous with pairs of constants {LA,IA), {LB,IB),{LC,IC), {LDJD), {LFJF), respectively. 
Let the mapping T] : E x E -^ E be a r-Lipschitz continuous and let the mapping 
P : E —> E be a 5-strongly rj-accretive. Let the mappings {g — m),P o {g — rn) be 
Lipschitz continuous with pairs of constants {L(^g-rn)-,l{g-m)) cind {Lpo{g-m), lpo{g-m)), 
respectively; let the mapping N be {L(^1^^i^,L(^N^2) JN)-Lipschitz continuous and let 
the mapping M be u-relaxed P o {g — m)-Lipschitz with respect to C and D, and 
{L{M,i),L(M,2)JM)-Lipschitz continuous. Suppose that the set-valued mapping W is 
same as in Theorem 8.3.1 and conditions (8.3.2), (8.3.19), (8.3.20) hold, then for 
each A e r2, the solution set 5(A) of PGSIQVLIP (8.2.1) is a Lipschitz continuous 
mapping from Q. into E. 
Proof. For each A, A e f2, it follows from Theorem 8.3.2, S{\) and S{X) are both 
nonempty and closed subsets of E. By Theorem 8.3.2, G{x, A) and G(x, A) are both 
set-valued ^i-?{-contraction mappings with same contractive constant di € (0,1). 
By Lemma 8.4.1, we obtain 
n{S{\), 5(A)) < ( - \ ) sup n{G{x, A), G{x, A)), (8.4.1) 
where 61 is given by (8.3.19). 
Now, for any zi e G(x,A), there exist u = u{x,\) G A{x,X), v = v{x,X) G 
S(x, A), w = w{x,\) G C(x, A), y = y{x,X) G D{x,X) and z = z{x,X) G F{x,X) 
satisfying 
I, = x-{g-m)ix,X) + J^^-'''^[Po{g-m){x,X)-pN{u,v,X)+pMiw,y,X) + pf]. 
(8.4.2) 
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It is easy to see that there exist u = u{x, A) G A(x, A), v = v{x, A) G B(x, A), w = 
w{x, A) G C(a;, A), y — y(x, A) G -D(a;, A) and z = z{x, A) G F(x, A) such that 
| | n - ^ | | < n{A{x,X),Aix,~X)) < /^||A-A||, 
| | ^ -y | | < n{B{x,X),Bix,X)) < / B | | A - A | | , 
Ik -^11 < n{Cix,X),C{x,X)) < /c||A-A||, 
||y-y|| < n{Dix,X),D{x,X)) < hU-'Ml 
\\z-z\\ < n{F{x,X),F{x,X)) < H |A-A| | . (8.4.3) 
Let 
Z2 = x-(p-m)(x,A) + jf(-'^"'^)[Po(y-m)(a:,A)-piV(^,t;,A) + pM(u),y,A) + p/]. 
(8.4.4) 
Clearly, Z2 G G{x,X). 
Since A^  and M are Lipschitz continuous and in view of (8.3.3) and (8.4.1)-
(8.4.4) and with t = P o {g - m){x, A) - pN{u, v, A) + pM{w, y, A), we have 
11^ 1-^ 211 
<||(^-m)(x,A)-(5-m)(a;,A)|| 
+ II J f (••^ •^ )[P o {g - m){x, A) - pN{u, V, A) + pM{w,y, A) + pf] - J^^-''''\t)\\ 
< \\{g-m){x,X)-{g-m)ix,X)\\+'^\\Po{g-m){x, X)-Po{g-m){x, A)|| 
T \\N{u, V, X)-N{u, V, A)|| + ||M(w, y, X)-M{w, y, A)|| 
+ i l X l | | 2 - 2 | | + / X 2 | | A - A | | 
< / (g-ni) | |A-A| | + - /po(5-m) | |A-A| | + -p(^/^L(Ar,i)+/j3L(^,2)+/7V 
+lcL(M,i) + loLiMa) + ^M) IJA - All + PIIFWX - X\\ + //2IIA - A|| 
<^2||A-A||, (8.4.5) 
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where 
2^ := kg-rn) +1^2+ l^ilp 
+ T Upoi^g-m) + P{IAL[N,\) + IBLI{N,2) + IN + hL{M,i) + 1'DL{M,2) + I'M) 
Hence, we obtain 
sup diH,Gix,X)) < d2\\X~X\\. 
By using similar argument, we have 
sup d{i2,G{x,X)) < ^2||A-A||. 
i2eG(x,x) 
Hence, it follows that 
n{G{x,X),G{x,X)) < ^2||A-A||, y{x,X),{x,X)eExn. 
By Lemma 8.4.1, we obtain 
nS{X),SCX)) < ( ] ^ ) P - ^ I I - (8-4.6) 
This implies that S{X) is H-Lipschitz continuous with respect to A G fi, and 
this completes the proof. 
Remark 8.4.1. The technique developed in this chapter modify the methods de-
veloped in [2,47,70,89]. 
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CHAPTER 9 
PARAMETRIC SET-VALUED IMPLICIT 
VARIATIONAL-LIKE INCLUSIONS 
9.1. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, we study the behaviour and sensitivity analysis of the solution 
set of a class of variational-like inclusions, which can not be obtained as a special 
case from the classes of variational-like inclusions discussed in the previous chapters. 
Recently, Kazmi and Bhat [79] gave the notion of P-77-proximal point mapping, 
an extension of 77-proximal point mapping given by Ding and Xia [51], and prove that 
P-rj-proximal point mapping is single-valued and Lipschitz continuous. Motivated 
by the work given in [47,51,79,89], we consider a parametric set-valued implicit 
variational-hke inclusion problem involving P-77-proximal point mapping (in short, 
PSIVLIP) and study the sensitivity analysis of its solution set in real uniformly 
smooth Banach space. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows: 
In Section 9.2, we review some concepts and results for P-77-proximal point 
mappings. Further, we formulate PSIVLIP in real uniformly smooth Banach space 
and discuss some of its special cases. 
In Section 9.3, we give some concepts which are the extension of the previ-
ously known concepts. Further, we prove that PSIVLIP has a nonempty and closed 
solution set. 
In Section 9.4, we prove that the solution set of PSIVLIP is Lipschitz continuous 
with respect to the parameter. 
9.2. PRELIMINARIES AND FORMULATION OF PROBLEM 
First, we recall the following concepts and results which are needed in the sequel: 
Definition 9.2.1[79]. Let P : E ^ E\ g : E -> E md r] : E x E -^ E he 
single-valued mappings, then P is said to be a-strongly r)-monotone if there exists 
a constant a > 0 such that 
{Pix) - Piy), rjix, y)) > a\\x ~ y\\\ V:r, y e E; 
Definition 9.2.2[79]. Let rj : E x E -^ E he a single-valued mapping. Let 
(p : E -^ M.U {+00} be a lower semicontinuous, 77-subdifferentiable (may not be 
convex) and proper functional and P : E -^ E* he a, nonlinear mapping. If for any 
given point x* G E* and p > 0, there exists a unique point x e E satisfying 
{P{x) - x\r}{y,x)) + p4>iy) - p0(x) > 0, \/y e E, 
then the mapping x* -> x, denoted by Pp" {x*), is called P-r]-proximal point map-
ping of (f). Clearly, we have x* — P{x) € p5^0(x) and then it follows that 
p^^'^{x*) = {p + pd,<i>)-\x*). 
Remark 9.2.1[79]. 
(i) If T]{y, x) = y — X, Vx, y ^ E and cf) is a lower semicontinuous and proper 
functional on E then the P-7?-proximal point mapping of (p reduces to the 
P-proximal point mapping of (j) discussed by Ding and Xia [51]. 
(ii) HE — H; rj{y, x) = y — x, Wx, y E H and ^ is a convex, lower semicontinuous 
and proper functional on E and P is the identity mapping on H, then the P-
proximal point mapping of 0 reduces to the usual proximal (resolvent) point 
mapping of (j) on Hilbert space. 
Lemma 9.2.1 [79]. Let E be a real reflexive Banach space; let T] : E x E -^ E be a 
continuous mapping such that r}{y, y') + ry(y', y) = 0 for all y, y' G E; let P : E ^ 
E* be a-strongly r]-monotone continuous mapping; let, for any given x* G E*, the 
function h{y,x) = {x* - P{x),T]{y,x)) be 0-DQCV in y and let 4>: E ^RU {+00} 
be a lower semicontinuous, rj-subdifferentiable and proper functional on E. Then for 
any given constant p > 0 and x* E E*, there exists a unique x G E such that 
{P{x)-x\r)iy,x))>p(P{x)-p(f>{y), \/y e E, (9.2.1) 
that is, X = Pp''^{x*). 
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Remark 9.2.2[79]. Lemma 9.2.1 shows that for any strongly monotone continuous 
mapping P : E -^ E* and p > 0, the P-77-proximal point mapping Pp"''^ : E* -^ E of 
a lower semicontinuous, 77-subdifferentiable and proper functional (/> is well defined 
and for each x* G E*,x = Pp'' (x*) is the unique solution of the problem (9.2.1). 
Lemma 9.2.2[79]. Let E be a real reflexive Banach space and let rj : E x E ^ E 
be T-Lipschitz continuous such that r]{y,y') + T]{y',y) = 0 for all y,y' G E; let P : 
E -^ E* be a-strongly rj-monotone continuous mapping; let, for any given x* E E*, 
the function h{y, x) — {x* — P(x), T]{y, x)) be 0-DQCV in y; let (p : E -^RU {+00} 
be a lower semicontinuous, rj-subdifferentiable and proper functional on E and let 
p > 0 be any given constant. Then the P-rj-proximal point mapping Pp^ of (p is 
r/a-Lipschitz continuous. 
Let n be a nonempty open subset of E in which the parameter A takes the 
values. Let A,B,C,F,S,T : E x Q-^ C{E*), D : E x n -^ C{E) be set-valued 
mappings. Let N,W : E* x E* x E* x Q -^ E*, r] : E x E -^ E, and g : 
E X Q, ^ E he single-valued mappings. Assume that (j): E x E x fl -^R[J {+00} 
be such that for each fixed z e E, (j){.,z) : E x E -^RU {+00} be a proper, lower 
semicontinuous and 77-subdifferentiable functional in the first argument such that 
dom d^(l){E, z, A) f\g{E) 7^  0, ^z e E, A e fi. We consider the following parametric 
set-valued implicit variational-like inclusion problem (PSIVLIP): 
Find X = x(A) E E, u = u{x,X) G A{x,X), v = v{x,X) £ 5(x, A), w = 
w{x,X) € C{x,X), f - /(a;,A) G F{x,X), s = s(x,X) G 5'(x,A), t = t{x,X) € 
r (x , A) and z = z{x, A) G D{x, X) such that 
{N{u, V, w, A) - W{f, s,t, A), r){y,g{x, A))) > 0(p(a;, A), z. A) - 0(y, 2, A), Vy G E. 
(9.2.2) 
Some Special Cases 
1. If Vl^  = 0, then PSIVLIP (9.2.2) reduces to the problem of finding x = x{X) G 
E, u = u{x,X) e A{x,X), V = v{x,X) e B{x,X), w = w{x,X) e C(x,X), z = 
z{x, A) G D{x, A) such that 
{N{u,v,w,X),T]{y,g{x,X)))>(l>{g{x,X),z,X)-(f>{y,z,X), ^y e E. (9.2.3) 
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This problem is a parametric form of set-valued variational-like inclusion prob-
lem studied by Kazmi and Bhat [79]. 
2, A, B and C are single-valued and N{Ax, Ex, Cx, A) = P{x, A) - Q(x, A) V:r G 
E, Xen;W = 0&ndD = I, then PSIVLIP (9.2.2) reduces to the problem 
of finding x = x(A) G E such that 
{P{x, A) - Q(a;, A), rj{y, g{x, A))) > 4>{g[x, A), x, A) - (f>{y, x, X), \fy e E. 
(9.2.4) 
This problem is a parametric form of variational-like inclusion problem studied 
by Ding and Luo [49] in the setting of Hilbert space. 
We remark that for suitable choices of the mapping A, B, C, D, F, S, T, rj, 0, g, 
N, W and space E, PSIVLIP (9.2.2) reduces to the parametric form of various classes 
of variational inequahty (inclusion) problems, see for example [45,51]. 
Now, for each fixed XeQ, the solution set S{X) of PSIVLIP (9.2.2) is denoted 
as 
S{X) := (x = x{X) e E •.u = u{x, A) G A{x, A), v = v{x, A) G B{x, A), 
w = w{x, A) G C{x, A), / = f{x, A) G F{x, A), s = s{x, A) G S{x, A), 
t = t{x, A) G T[x, A) and z = z(a;, A) G D{x, A) such that 
(iV(u,^,^,A)-V^(/,s,t,A),r/(y,5(x,A)))>(^(5(x,A),z,A)-(5(.(y,z,A), VyG^} . 
(9.2.5) 
The aim of this work is to study the behaviour and sensitivity analysis of 
the solution set S{X), and the conditions on these mappings A,B,C,D,F,S,T, 
N, W, g, P, 0 under which the solution set S{X) of PSIVLIP (9.2.2) is nonempty and 
Lipschitz continuous with respect to parameter A G 0. 
9.3. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTION 
Throughout rest of the chapter unless otherwise stated, let £• be a real uniformly 
smooth Banach space with its dual E*. 
First, we define the following concepts. 
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Definition 9.3.1. Let P : E -^ E*, g : E x D, -^ E he mappings; let A,B : 
£• X Q -> 2^ be set-valued mappings and let J* :£•*-> £^  be a normalized duality 
mapping. A mapping N : E* x E* x E* x fl -^ E* is said to be 
(i) {L(^j\/^i'),L(^f^^2),L(N,3),l'N)--Lipschitz continuous if there exist constants Z/(yv,i), 
L{N,2), -^ (yv,3), IN > 0 such that 
\\N{xi,yi, zi, Xi)~N{x2',y2, Z2, X2)\\ 
< •^(;v,i)||2;i - X2II + L(^N,2)\\yi - y2\\ + L{N,3)\\zi - 2211 + ^7v||Ai - A2II 
V(xi, yi, Zi, Xi) e E X E X E X ^ ior i = 1,2; 
(ii) ^-strongly P o g-accretive with respect to A and B if there exists a constant 
^ > 0 such that 
{N{uuvi,X) - Niu2,V2, A), r{P og{x, A) - P og{y, A))) > eilx - yf 
W,yeE, A e n, ui e A{x, A), U2 e A{y, A), vi e B{x, A), V2 e B{y, A); 
(iii) a-generalized P o g-pseudocontractive with respect to A and B if there exists a 
constant a > 0 such that 
{N{m,vuX)-N{u2,V2,A), J*{Pog(x,x)-Po(g-m)(y, A))) < a\\x-y\\' 
\/x,y£E, A e ^, ui G A{x, A), U2 € A{y, A), vi G B{x, A), V2 G B{y, A); 
(iv) u-relaxed P o g-Lipschitz with respect to A and B if there exists a constant 
ly > 0 such that 
{N{uuVuX)-N{u2,V2,X),r{Pog{x,X)-Pog{y,X))) < -u\\x-yf 
\/x,y e E, Xe n, ui 6 A{x, A), U2 € ^1(2/, A), Vi € B(x, A), V2 G 5(y, A), 
where P o g denotes P composition g. 
Next, we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 9.3.1 For each A G fi, {x,u,v,w,f,s,t,z) with x = x{X) E E, u = 
u{x,X) G A{x,X), V = v{x,X) G B{x,X), w = w{x,X) G C{x,X), f = f{x,X) G 
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F{x, A), s = 5(2;, A) e S'(x, A), t = t{x, A) G T(a;, A) and z = ^(x, A) G £>(x, A) is a 
solution of PSIVLIP (9.2.2) if and only if it satisfies 
gix, A) = p;.^(-.^.^)[P o six, A) - p{Niu, v, w, A) - W(/, 5, t, A))], (9.3.1) 
where p^'''^^'^' ^ = (p + pdr,4>{.,z, A))~^ is /^te P-rj-proximal point mapping of (p for 
each fixed z e E, X e fl; P : E ^ E* and p> 0 is a constant. 
Proof. Assume that {x,u,v,w,f,s,t,z) satisfies (9.3.1), that is, 
g{x,X) - P^^'^^-'^'^\Pog{x,X) - p{N{u,v,w,X) -W{f,s,t,X))]. 
Since p^""^ '^^ ' ^ = (p + pdr^(j){.,z,X))"^, the above relation holds if and only if 
P og(x, A) -piNiu,V, w, A) - W{f,s,t,X))ePog{x, A) + pdr,(/>{gix, A),x, A). 
By the definition of 77-subdifferential of ^(^(a;, X),x, A), the above inclusion holds 
if and only if 
0(y, z, A) - 0(^(a:, A), z, A) > (A (^w, v, w, A) - W(/, s, t, A), ^^(y,p(a;, A))), Vy G £;, 
that is, {x,u,v,w,f,s,t,z) is a solution of PSIVLIP (9.2.2). This completes the 
proof. 
Next, we consider the set-valued mapping (?(., X) : E x Q, ^ 2^ defined by 
G{x,X)= [j [a;-^(a;,A)+ 
u&Aix,\),v£B{x,x),weCix,x),zeD{x,\),feF{x,\},seS(x,\),teT{x,\) 
^pdr,<^[.,z,x) i^p ^ g^^^ ^) _ ^(^(^^ ^ ^ ^^ X) - W[f, s, t, A)))]. (9.3.2) 
Remairk 9.3.1. It follows from Lemma 9.3.1 and the definition of G that the fixed 
point of mapping G defined by (9.3.2) is a solution of PSIVLIP (9.2.2). 
Now, the following theorem ensure that for each A G fi, the solution set ^(A) 
of PSIVLIP (9.2.2) is nonempty and closed. 
Theorem 9.3.1 Let the mappings A,B,C,F,S,T : E x Q, -> C{E*) and D : 
Exfl -^ C{E) he H-Lipschitz continuous with constants {LA, I A), (LB, IB), (LC, h), 
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(LPJF), (LSJS), (LTJT), (LDJD), respectively; let the mapping N : E* x E* x 
E* xfl -)• E* be {L(^N,i), L(N^2), Li(N^z)jN)-Lipschitz continuous; let the mapping W : 
E* X E* X E* xQ. -^ E* be u-Lipschitz in first two arguments with respect to F and 
S, and a-generalized pseudocontractive in the third argument with respect to T with 
constants ly and a, respectively, and {L{\Y^i-^,L{\v^2)-,L{w,2,)-,lw)-Lipschitz continuous. 
Let the mapping g : E x Q, -^ E be Cg-strongly accretive and {Lg,lg)-Lipschitz 
continuous, and let the mapping P o g be {Lpog,lpog)-Lipschitz continuous. Let the 
mapping r] : E x E -^ E be r-Lipschitz continuous such that r]{y,y') + r]{y\y) = 
0, Vy, y' G E; let the mapping P : E -^ E* be a-strongly rj-monotone continuous 
mapping and let, for any given x* € E*, the function h{y,x) = {x* — P{x),r]{y,x)) 
be 0-DQCV in y. Let the functional (j): E x E x Q, ^ RU {+00} be a proper, lower 
semicontinuous and rj-suhdifjerentiable such that domd.q4'(.,y,X) Ci g{E x {A}) ^ 
0, yy E E, A G n. Suppose that there exist constants /ii,/i2 > 0 such that 
\pdn<t>i.,^<^){z) - Pf'"^(-^-^)(z)|| < /.illx - y|| + M2IIA - All, (9.3.3) 
yx,y,ze E, A,Ae n, 
and suppose that for p > 0, 
0 •.= a + e{p); a := liiLn + 1/1 - 26^ + QAcLj; 
e{p) : - r - i [^L^,,^ - 2p{u - a) + QAp^cLl, + pL^ 6 r := - ; 
r 
LN '•= [LAL(_N,I) + LBL(^N^2) + -^c-^(;v,3)]; Lw '•— [LFL^W,I) + LsL(^w,2) + -^ r-^ (M ,^3)]; 
{u — a) — 2rI/Ar(l — a) 
^[{u -a)- 2rLj,{l - a)] - [1%^^ - (1 - a)r2][64cL2^ - L 
^ QicLly - Lj, 
< QAcLl - Ll W ^N (9.3.4) 
Then, the set-valued mapping G defined by (9.3.2) is compact-valued uniform 6-%-
contraction with respect to X e fl, where 6 is given by (9.3.4). Moreover, for each 
\ eCl, the solution set 5(A) of PSIVLIP (9.2.2) is nonempty and closed. 
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Proof. Let (x,A) be an arbitrary element in B x Q,. Since A,B,C,F,S,T and 
D are compact-valued mappings then, for any sequences {u„} C A(x,X), {vn} C 
B{x,X), {wn} C C{x,\), {/„} C F{x,X), {sn} C S{x,X), {tn} C T{x,X) and 
{zn} C D(x,X), there exist subsequences {um} C {un}, {vm} C {f„}, {wn,} C 
{w n^}, {/nj C {/„}, {sn,} C {s„}, {t„J C {tn} and {z„J C {zn} and elements 
a; G A{x,X), v G B(x, A), w G C{x,X), f G i^(a:,A), s G ^ (XjA), t G T{x,X) and 
z G -D(a;, A) such that u„, -)• u, v^ -> v, ifn^  -^ M^ , /n. -> / , s^ -> s, in^  ^ t and 
2 as z —)• cx). In view of (9.3.2) and Lipschitz continuity of N and W, we 
•'Ui 
estimate 
| | p9 .* ( . .X .^ ) (p o ^(3,^ X) - pNiUn„Vn„Vn„X) + pW {fn„ Sn„ tn„ X)) 
< I IP^ '^^^-^-^ 'V ° 5(2:, A) - pN{Un,,Vn^,Vn„ A) + pM^(/n., Sn., ^n., A)) 
_pdr,4,{.,z,X)^p o ^ (^^ ^ ) _ pN{Un,,Vn,,Vn,, A) + p H ^ ( / „ „ S„„ in., A)) 
^j|p9,<^(.,.,A)(p ^ ^(^^ ^ ) _ pN{un^,Vn^,Vn,,X) + p W ( / n . , Sn„ in., A)) 
_p5,<.(.,^ ,A)(p o g^^^ X) - pNiu, V, w, A) + pW(f, s, t, A))|l 
\\NiUni, Vni, Vn,, A) - N{u, V,W,X)\\ 
+ \\WiU,Sn„tn„X)-Wif,S,t,X)\\ 
T 
< mzui -z\\ +p-^ 
< PiWzm - 4 + P-^ L^N,l)\\Uni ~ U\\ + L^N,2)\\Vni " ""11 + L^N,3)\\Wni " w\ 
+L{W,l)\\fni - f\\ + L^W,2)\\Sni - s\\ + Li^w,3)\\tni ~ t\ 
-> 0 as i —> oo. 
Thus, (9.3.2) and (9.3.5) yields that G{x,X) G C{E). 
(9.3.5) 
Now, for each A G ^, we prove that G{x, A) is a set-valued contraction mapping. 
Let (xi, A), (x2, A) be arbitrary elements in £^  x Q and for any qi G G{xi, A), there 
exist Ui — Ui{xi,X) G A{xi,X), Vi = i;i(2;i,A) G j5(2;i,A), Wi = Wi{xi,X) G 
Cixi,X), fi == h{xuX) G F{xi,X), si = si{xi,X) G S{xi,X), h = ti{xi,X) G 
r(2;i, A) and zi = zi{xi,X) G D(xi,A) such that 
qi=Xi-g{x,,X) + P'/^-''^'^\Pog{x^,X)~pN{ui,VuW,,X)-VpW{h,s,MA)). 
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It follows from the compactness of yl(x2, A), 5(x2,A), C(x2,A), F(x2,A), 5(x2,A), 
T(x2, A) and -D(x2, A), and Lipschitz continuity of A, B, C, F, S, T and D that there 
exist U2 = ^2(2:2, A) e ^(x2,A), V2 = i'2(x2,A) G 5(x2,A), W2 = W2{x2,X) G 
C(X2,A), /2 = f2{x2,X) e F{X2,X), S2 ^ S2(X2, A) G 5'(X2, A), 2^ = ^2(2:2, A) G 
Z'(x2, A) and Z2 = '22(2;2, A) G I?(x2, A) satisfying 
\\ui -U2\\ < 7i{A{xuX),A{x2,X)) < LA\\XI -X2II, 
11^ 1 - ^2!! < U[B{xi, A), B(x2, A)) < LB\\XI - X2II, 
Ik i - u;2|| < n{C{xi, A), C(x2, A)) < Lcllxi - X2II, 
ll/i - /2II < H(F(xi, A),F(x2, A)) < LF\\XX - X2II, 
||si - S2II < •H(5(xi, A), 5(X2, A)) < Lsllxi - X2II, 
11^1 - t2\\ < 7^(r(xi, A),T(x2, A)) < Lrljxi - X2II, 
\\zi - Z2\\ < niDixuX), D{x2, A)) < LD\\XI - X2II. (9.3.7) 
Let 
q2 = X2- 9{X2, A) + p;'''^(-.-^-^)(P o g{x,, A) - p7V(w2, V2, ^2, A) + pV[/(/2, S2, ts, A)). 
(9.3.8) 
then we have 92 ^ G(x2, A). It follows from (9.3.2) and Lemma 9.2.2 that 
\\QI-Q2\\ 
< \\xi - X2 - (^(a;i, A) - ^(x2, A))|| 
+ \\p9vt>i:^^'^)lPog{x,,X) - p{N{m,v^,WuX) -W{h,sutum\\ 
-p9vl>('^^'^)[Pog{xuX)-p{N{uuv,,w,,X)-WifuSuti,Xm\ 
+ \\P^^f>(-''^'^)[Pog{xuX)-p{N{uuVuWuX)-W{fus^,t,,X))]\\ 
_pdr,<t>{.,z,.X) jp ^ g^^^^ ^ ) _ ^(^(^^^ V2,W2,X)- W{f2, S2, t2, A))] || 
< [|xi - X2 - ig(xi, A) - 5(x2, A))|| + fii\\zi - Z2\\ 
\Po{g-m){xi,X)-Po{g-m){x2,X)+p{W{fi,si,ti,X)-W{f2,S2,t2,X))\\ 
+p\\NiuuVi, Wi,X)- N{U2,V2, W2, A)||l. (9.3.9) 
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r 
Using Theorem 1.2.9 and e^-strongly accretiveness and (L^, Z^)-Lipschitz conti-
nuity of p, we have 
\\xi -X2- ig{xi, A) - g(x2, X))f 
< \\x1-x2f -2{g(xi,X)-g{x2,A), J{xi-X2~{g{xuA)-g{x2,A)))) 
< \\xi-X2f-2{g{xi,X)-g{x2,X),J{xi-X2)) 
+2(^(xi, \)-g{x2, A), J{xi-X2)-J{xi-x2-{g{xu X)-g{x2, A)))) 
< ||xi-X2f-2e5||xi-a;2f+64cL^||a;i-X2|p 
< (1 - 2eg + 64CL2)||XI - X2f. (9.3.10) 
Again, since N is (L(Ar_i), i/(Ar,2)) -^ (w.s), /jv)-Lipschitz continuous and M^  is (L(iy,i), 
L(vK,2), -^ (w,3)) ^vK)-Lipschitz continuous, we have 
\\N{Ui,Vi,Wi,\)-N{u2,V2,W2,X)\\ 
< i^ (JV,l)ll^ l^ -U2\\+ L(^N,2)h\ -V2\\ + L^N,Z)\\W\ " 1^ 21| 
< [L^L(;v,i) + LBL^M,\) + LcL^N,z)]\\^\ - a^ 2||, (9.3.11) 
and 
| | ^ ( / l , S l , ^ l , A ) - H / ( / 2 , S 2 , ^ 2 , A ) | | 
< [-^ (1^ ,1)11/1 - /2II + -Z^ (H/,2)||Sl - S2II + -^ {iy,3)||^ l - ^2|| 
< \LFL(W,I) + LsL(w,\) + LTL(Wfi)\\\xi - X2\\. (9.3.12) 
Since W is z/-Lipschitz in first two arguments with respect to F and S and 
a-generahzed pseudocontractive in the third argument with respect to T then we 
have, using (9.3.12), 
\\Pog{x,,\)-Pog{x2^ A)+p(W^(/l, Si, t i , A)-V^(/2, S2, ^ 2, A ) ) f 
<\\Pog{x,,\)-Pog{x2,X)\? 
+2p{W{fuSi,h, A) - W{f2,S2,h, A),r{Pog{x,, A) - Pog{x2, A))) 
+2p{W{f2, S2, ii, A) - V^(/2, S2, t2, A), J*(P o g{xr, A) - P o 5(^2, A))) 
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+2p{WifuSi,U,X)-Wif2,S2,k,X),r{Pogix^,X)-Pog{x2,X) 
+piW{fus,,tr,X)- Wif2,52,^2, A)) - riPog(xr,X) - Pog(x2, A))) 
< Ll^gWxi - X2f - 2pu\\xi - X2f + 2pcr||xi - X2IP 
+ 64p2c||W^(/l, Si, ^1, A) - W(/2, 52, i2, A)|P 
< ( 4 ^ ^ - 2p{y - a) + 6 Vc[Li.L(H/,i) + l^shiy^,2) + ^r^(iy,3)]') ll^i - 2:211^  (9.3.13) 
Now, from (9.3.9), (9.3.10), (9.3.11), (9.3.12) and (9.3.13), we have 
Iki - 92II < f(l - 2ep + 64CL2)5 + ^,^Lo 
-K ^\og - ^Pi^ -cr) + 64P^C[LFL(W,I) + LsL^w,2) + LTL{W,3)? 
Xl -X2\\, 
that is. 
where 
+p[LyiL(Ar,i) + LBL(N,I) + LcL(^N,3)]) II 
I k i - 9 2 I I < ^l|a;i - X 2 I I , (9.3.14) 
e := piLo + r-^ 
Hence, we have 
1 - 26, + 64cL2 + ^Ll,g - 2p{u - a) + QAp^cLl, + pL^^ 
(9.3.'l5) 
d{qi,G{x2,X))= inf ||gi - 9211 < ^||a;i - X2I 
92eG(i2,A) 
Since qi G G(xi, A) is arbitrary, we obtain 
sup rf(9i,G(x2, A)) < 6*11x1-X2II. 
giGG(il ,A) 
By using same argument, we can prove 
sup (i(92,G'(xi,A)) < ^||xi-X2II. 
q2eG(x2,A) 
(9.3.16) 
(9.3.17) 
(9.3.18) 
By definition of Hausdorff metric %{.,.) on C{E), (9.3.15) and (9.3.16), we 
obtain, V(xi, A), (x2, X) eE xQ., 
K ( G ( X I , A ) , G ( X 2 , A ) ) < ^ 1 | X I - X 2 1 1 , 
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(9.3-19) 
that is, the set-valued mapping G is a uniform ^-?{-contraction with respect to 
A G f). Also, 61 < 1 for p > 0 satisfying (9.3.4). 
Thus, G{x., A) is a set-valued contraction mapping which is uniform with respect 
to A G f^ . By Theorem 1.2.22, for each A G fi, G has a fixed point x — x{\) G E, 
that is, x = x(A) G G{x, A) and hence Remark 9.3.1 ensure that 5'(A) / 0. Further, 
for any sequences {xn} C ^(A) with lim x„ = XQ, we have Xn G G(xn,A) for ah 
n—>oo 
n > 1. By virtue of (9.3.19), we have that 
d{xQ, G{XQ, A)) < ((xo - Xn\\ + n(G(xn, A), ^ (xo. A) 
< (1+ ^)||x„ — xoll —>• 0 as n -^ oo, 
that is, Xo G G{xo, A) and XQ G 'S'(A). Hence S{X) is closed in E. This completes the 
proof 
9.4. LIPSCHITZ CONTINUITY 
Theorem 9.4.1. Let A, A be in ft, and the mappings A,B,C,F,S,T,D,N,W, 
g,(l),T],h,Pog, be the same as in Theorem 9.3.1. Ifp= Pog(x,X)-pN(u,v,w,X)) + 
pW{f,s,i,X) and let conditions (9.3.3) and (9.3.4) of Theorem 9.3.1 hold, then for 
each X efl, the solution set S{X) of PSIVLIP (9.2.2) is Lipschitz continuous from 
n to E. 
Proof. For each A, A G f^ , it follows from Theorem 9.3.1, S{X) and S(X) are both 
nonempty closed subsets of E and G{x, A) and G{x, A) are both set-valued 9-H-
contraction mappings with same contractive constant 9 G (0,1). By Lemma 8.4.1, 
we obtain 
n{S{X),S{X)) < - ^ s u p K(G(x,A),G(x,A)). (9.4.1) 
Now for any pi G G{x,X), there exist u = u{x,X) G .A(x, A), v = v{x,X) G 
B(x,A), w = w{x,X) G C(x,A), / = /(x,A) G F{x,X), s = s(x,A) G 5(x,A), t = 
t{x, A) G T(x, A) and z = z{x, A) G D{x, A) satisfying 
pi = X - (p - m)(x. A) + p9.<Pi-'^'^) [p o ^(x. A) - p{N{u, v, w, A) - W{f, s, t, A))" . 
(9.4.2) 
It is easy to see that there exist u = u{x, A) G A{x, A), v = v{x, A) G B{x, A), 
w = w(x, A) G C(x, A), / = /(x. A) G F{x, A), s = s(x, A) G 5(x, A), i =^ t{x, A) G 
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T{x, A) and z = z{x, A) 6 D{x, A) such that 
\\u - u\\ < niAix, A), A{x, A)) < U\\X - All, 
11^^ - 1^1 < nSix, A), Bix, A)) < /B||A - All, 
\\w - w\\ < n{C{x, A),C{x, A)) < /ellA - All, 
| | / - / l<?{(F(a: ,A) ,F(x,A))<i^ | |A-A| | , 
lis - s|| < n{S{x, A), S{x, A)) < /5IIA - All, 
11^  - 1^! < n{T{x,X),T{x, A)) < ZrllA - A||, 
\\z - z\\ < n{D{x, A), D{x, A)) < /oilA - A||. (9.4.3) 
Let 
P2 X - (^  - m)(x, A) + p^v<l>{-rz,\) P o g{x, A) - p{N{u, V, w, A) - W{f, s, i, A)) 
(9.4.4) 
Clearly, p2 ^ G(a;, A). 
Since A'' and W are mixed Lipschitz continuous and in view of (9.3.3) and 
(9.4.2)-(9.4.4) and with p = Po g{x, A) - pN{u, v, w, A)) + pW{f, s, i, A), we have 
Ibi -P2II 
<||5(x,A)-^(x,A)|| 
+ \\P^'''^^-^'''^[Po9{x,X)-p{Niu,v,w,X) - Wif,s,t,X))) - P,^ ''*(--'^ )(P)II 
+ ||pa,^(...,A)(^) - P^p^l'^-''^>'\p)\\ + ||P^^ ''*(-^ "'^ )(p) - P^ '^''^ (-^ "'^ )(p)|| 
< \\g{x, X) - g{x, X)\\ + ^ | |P o g{x, X) - P o g{x, X)\\ 
T 
\N{u, V, w, A) - N{u, V, w, A)|| + ||A^ (zZ, v, w, A) - N{u, v, w, X)\\ 
+ \\N{u,v,w,X) - N{u,v,w,X)\\ + \\N{u,v,w,X) - N{u,v,w,X)\\ 
+ \\W{f,s,t,X)-W{f,sXX)\\ + \mf,sXX)-W{f,s,t,X)\\ 
+ \\W{f, s,t, A) - W{f,s,t, A)|| + \\W{f, s,i, A) - W{f, s,i, X)\\ 
+p,\\z-z\\+iX2\\X-X\\ 
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- T - T r 
+IFL{W,I) + lsL{w,2) + WLiy/fi) + Iw ||A - A|| + /xi/^ + ;Li2||A - A| 
= ^i||A-A||, 
where 
(9.4.5) 
r 9i := /p + /X2 + A^ l^ D + T P^op + p(i^N + Lw) 
LN '•= ^AL{N,\) + IBL(N,2) + lcL(N,3) + I'M 
and L\Y := ^FL(VI/,I) + lsL(w,2) + hL{w,3) + Iw-
Hence, we obtain 
(9.4.6) 
sup dip^,Gix,X)) < di\\X-X\\. 
PIGG(X,A) 
By using similar argument, we have 
sup dip2,G{x,X)) < ^i||A-A||. 
P2£G(x,X) 
It follows that 
n{Gix,X),Gix,X)) < ^i||A-A|| V(x,X),{x,X)eExQ. (9.4.7) 
By Lemma 8.4.1, we obtain 
9i 
niSiX),SiX)) < ^ l | A - A | | . 
This proves that S(X) is Lipschitz continuous with respect to A G f2. 
(9.4.8) 
Remark 9.4.1. From the theorems presented in this chapter, we can obtain the 
corresponding results for the parametric problems (9.2.2) and (9.2.3). 
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